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ABSTRACT:
The Gulf of Mexicoand South Atlantic Councils (Councils) propose an amendment to the Fishery
Management Plan for Coral and Coral Reefs of the Gulf of Mexico and the South Atlantic (FMP) that
adds "live rock" to the fishery management unit. Live rock means certain living marine organisms or an
assemblage thereof attached to a hard substrate (including dead coral or rock). In addition to corals,
these organisms include anemones, sponges, tube worms, bryozoans, sea squirts, and algae.
Management will include harvest limitations and prohibitions to prevent fishery habitat loss, permitting of
harvesters, and a provision for aquaculture of live rock.
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SUMMARY:

Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement for Amendment 2 to the Fishery Management Plan for
Corals and Coral Reefs of the Gulf of Mexico and the South Atlantic (FMP) was prepared by the Gulf of
Mexico and South Atlantic Fishery Management Councils to manage live rock. Live rock is a calcareous
material containing an assemblage of living marine organisms. It is harvested by hand from the
substrate by divers and is sold for use in marine aquaria. The harvest accelerated in the 1980s, with
almost all production being off Florida. That state became concerned with the removal of hard bottom
habitat for other marine species and prohibited harvest in its waters. The Councils propose
management of this resource.
Amendment 2 would: (1) prohibit taking of wild live rock in the Gulf of Mexico EEZ except harvest will
be allowed off Florida's west coast, exclusive of Monroe County, only through 1996; (2) establish daily
trip limits of 25 five-gallon buckets or an equivalent volume in the allowable zone off Florida's Gulf coast;
(3) allow only hand tools limited to chipping hammers and chisels for harvest of live rock and octocorals
where allowed in the Gulf; (4) prohibit chipping in harvest of live rock on Florida's west coast north of
the Pasco-Hernando County line; (5) establish an annual harvest cap of 485,000 pounds of loose rubble
rock in the South Atlantic EEZ south of the Broward-Dade County line, Florida, for 1994 and 1995; (6)
ban the harvest of wild live rock in the South Atlantic EEZ no later than January 1, 1996; and (7) prohibit
chipping of live rock during the harvest period and allow no take or possession in the EEZ north of Dade
County, Florida.
Draft Amendment 2 also would: (8) define live rock and add it to the FMP management unit; (9) redefine
octocorals to clarify that only individual colonies, and not whole rocks, may be taken under the
octocoral quota; (10) establish a federal permit and reporting system for live rock harvesting during the
harvest phase-out period and limit permittees to historic participants;. (11) allow and facilitate aquaculture
of live rock in the Gulf and South Atlantic EEZ; (12) establish a federal permit system for aquaculture in
the Gulf of Mexico EEZ; {13) add live rock to prohibited species requiring a permit for harvesting for
scientific, educational, and restoration purposes after the harvest phase-out; and (14) require reporting of
landings of all live rock.

Abbreviations and Acronyms Used in this Document

CFMC
CVM
DSEIS
EEZ
FDEP ( =FDNR)
FMFC

FMP
FMRI
GMFMC
IRFA

NMFS
OY
RFA
RIR

SAFMC
SPL
TCM

Caribbean Fishery Management Council
Contingent Valuation Method
Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement
Exclusive Economic Zone
Florida Department of Environmental Protection (successor to Florida Department
of Natural Resources)
Florida Marine Fisheries Commission
Fishery Management Plan
Florida Marine Research Institute
Gulf of Mexico Fishery Management Council
Initial Regulatory Flexibility Analysis
National Marine Fisheries Service
Optimum Yield
Regulatory Flexibility Act
Regulatory Impact Review
South Atlantic Fishery Management Council
(Florida) Saltwater Products License
Travel Cost Method
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

Descriptionof the Fishery
With the recent development of technology to maintain marine aquaria, a market developed for
calcareous material to decorate the tanks and to maintain the proper water chemistry. This material,
composed mostly of calcium carbonate and the attached marine life occurs naturally off the South
Atlantic and Gulf coasts and consists of coral reef rubble and limestone. Coral reefs, hard corals, and
sea fans are protected by federal and Florida regulations. Taking or damaging them is prohibited.
Live rock was first marketed in the 1970s, but the fishery expanded greatly in the 1980s and early 1990s
to meet the demand from the development of public and private marine aquaria.
Technical advances in saltwater aquarium filtration systems during the mid-1980s led to the feasibility of
so-called "mini-reer systems dominated by invertebrates. These organisms and nitrogen-fixing bacteria
serve as a form of filtration to reduce toxins and filter out excess organics as they feed (Blackburn,
1988). Moe (1989) stated that placing 50 pounds of fully seeded, that is cleaned and completely
stabilized, live rock in a marine system is the equivalent of transplanting a fully functional biological filter
into a new system. Demand for ornamental fish began to include "live rock,· consisting generally of
calcareous substrates encrusted with a variety of living marine organisms.
Collectors, dealers, and hobbyists state that the presence of live rock is necessary to maintain a
balanced marine aquarium. Currently, live rock cannot be reproduced commercially in aquaria or closed
systems, but it can be maintained indefinitely. Aquarists often supplement rock in their tanks with pieces
containing showy plants and animals (Jeffery Turner, pers. comm.).
Live rock is now being air shipped throughout the United States and to Canada and England. The
marine aquarium hobby at first concentrated on fishes because neither.the equipment nor the
knowledge allowed the keeping of other organisms .. Gradually, as knowledge and equipment improved,
more and more invertebrates were kept successfully. In recent years, the development of "Living Reef'
aquarium systems that were able to maintain stable environments in closed-system aquaria has enabled
aquarists to set up and maintain tiny bits of reef ecology in their homes (Feddern, pers. comm.). Florida
live rock landings in 1992 reached almost 800,000 pounds (FDEP). During 1992, 50 percent of the
landings were reported by 11 collectors, and 75 percent of all landings were reported by only 24
collectors (FDEP pers. comm.).
Robert Stewart, Jr. (pers. comm.), reports that live rock "carries" the marine aquarium trade industry of
Florida and estimates that without the sale of live rock, his company would lose 50-75 percent of its
gross revenue, since the live rock Is very important in stimulating the sales of related marine life
products.
Most of the live rock collectors are in the marine life fishery, which also harvests tropicals for the
aquarium trade. Live rock is harvested by divers who selectively remove small pieces from the bottom,
either by picking up loose rubble rock or chipping rock from reef or ledges. FDEP records show about
102 harvesters in 1993. Harvesters maintain that they do not remove large quantities from a single site,
but range over wide areas of hard bottoms choosing aesthetically pleasing pieces that would beautify
aquaria. One square mile of hard bottom is estimated to contain about 600,000 to a million tons of live
rock in the top one foot of surface comprising slightly over a million cubic yards (Feddern, Pers. Comm).
The Fishery Management Plan for Reef Fish Resources in the Gulf of Mexico estimates there to be
19,691 square miles of live bottom within 55 fathoms in the Gulf (GMFMC, 1991). This amounts to
almost 20 billion tons in the top one foot of surface. While this is not all available to diver harvesters, it
serves as hard bottom habitat.
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Purpose and Need

This amendmentwill provide additional protection to coral reefs and hard bottom habitat by prohibiting
the removal of wild live rock by a date certain and allowing a transitional period for harvestersto convert
production to aquaculture. The SAFMC has determined that live rock, whether it is broken off of reefs or
limestone outcrops, or it is collected as loose rubble associatedwith mainly coral reef tracts, is the
removal of fishery habitat.
In 1989,the Florida Departmentof Natural Resources(FDNR)(now Departmentof Environmental
Protection) determined that live rock harvest (i.e., the collection of rocks with marine organisms attached
for use in home aquaria) was detrimental to the Florida ReefTract and other hard bottom habitat areas
(Wheaton,1989). Accordingly, Florida prohibited live rock landings from state waters in May, 1989;
however,effort shifted to the EEZ off Florida (Florida MarineFisheriesCommission (FMFC) 1991. The
Councils deliberated on the live rock issue and requestedthe state of Florida clarify their position
regarding live rock harvest. The intent was to determine if the localized activity could be addressedat
the state level without having to develop an entire amendment under an existing or new fishery
managementplan which would take a great deal longer.
Although the Councils discussed the live rock issue, they deferred previousaction because the FMFC
had decided to begin rulemaking regarding live rock landingsfrom the EEZ off Florida (FMFC, 1991).
During the course of its rulemaking,the FMFC noted that approximately35 individualswere reporting
landings of about 600,000 pounds (1991) of live rock from waters adjacent to the Florida Reef Tract,
Florida's east coast reefs, and the west central coast (FMFC,1992). (Reported landings in 1992 totaled
about 800,000 pounds [Florida Marine ResearchInstitute (FMRI, 1993)). (See Table 1 and Figure 1).
Beginning in March 1991, FMFC held five public hearings and two workshops throughout the state
regarding the impacts of live rock harvests on coral conservation,habitat preservation,and the effectsof
harvest restrictions on the marine aquarium Industry.
·
During its rulemaklngthe FMFC noted that the only current net production of the carbonate substrate
under1yinglive rock ·occurs on living coral reefs; and, in Florida, these areas are either in equilibriumor
eroding. FDNR personnel testified that more than 90 percent of the live rock examinedat -the requestof
enforcementagents contained visible colonies of prohibited corals. The FMFC concluded that live rock
removal (1) can violate state and Federal laws that prohibit the taking of corals. (2) reduces the surface
area and topographic complexity of Florida's coral reefs and other live bottom areas, and (3) removes
entire micro-communitiesalong with targeted aquarium species.
The Councils, along with other state and Federalagencies,also receiveda petition in June of 1991from
Project ReefKeeperrequesting rulernaklngaction to prohibit the taking and landing of live rock within
their areas of jurisdiction. The purpose of the request was to protect coral reefs and their associated
marine life (Stone, 1991). The CouncUsand NMFS advised Project ReefKeeperthat they were deferring
action to obtain additional data and that the state of Floridaaction (prohibition after phase-out) would
address their concern.
In June 1992, the FloridaGovernor and Cabinetapproved the FMFC rule to phase-out live rock landings
from the EEZ over a 3-year period, ending on June 30, 1995. The phase-out period was designed to
allow development of live rock aquaculture which would be exempt from the harvest ban. The phase
out was to be accomplished by a 25 percent annual reduction in landings (based on the 1991 reported
landings) accompanied by a 500 pound dally vessel limit. The quotas set were 450,000pounds for
1993,300,000 pounds In 1994, 150,000pounds in 1995. A July 1 - June 30 season was established,and
the 1993 quota was filled by February 12, 1993.
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On March 31, 1993, a U.S. District Court Judge issued a preliminary injunction to prevent enforcement of
the state's quota or vessel landing limits relating to possession or landing of live rock taken in the EEZ.
Florida live rock fishermen argued that the Magnuson Act supersedes state landing laws and that the
Councils had made "an affirmative and conscious decision" not to prohibit the taking of live rock in the
EEZ. The Councils had deferred action because the implementation of a phase-out of live rock landings
by the state of Florida addressed what appeared to be a localized management issue. Subsequently,
they became concerned that the removal of live rock from the EEZ was now unregulated, and there now
is interest in harvest from North Carolina through Alabama. In April, 1993 the SAFMC approved a
motion to include live rock in the Coral Fishery Management Plan and reactivate the South Atlantic Coral
Advisory Panel. In May, 1993 the Gulf Council, on being advised of live rock landings in Alabama and
on the request of that state and Florida, initiated development of options for live rock management. In
June, 1993 the SAFMC held a public scoping meeting in Duck Key, Florida to solicit input from the
harvesters and the general public on the management of live rock. In addition, the Councils published
notice of a February 3, 1994, control date to accomplish two things; first, it would put all active
harvesters and people interested in beginning harvest on notice that the Councils are developing
regulations to manage live rock in the EEZ, and secondly, that the Councils would consider all options
from total prohibition to a limited entry system. Persons entering the commercial fishery for live rock in
the EEZ after that date may not be assured of future access to the fishery if a limited access regime is
implemented.
Following receipt of public testimony in the review of draft options to be addressed in this amendment,
the Gulf Council in March, 1994 requested emergency implementation of some interim live rock
management regulation.s. These regulations prohibited taking of live rock from the EEZ from the Pasco
Hernando, Florida County line to the Alabama-Mississippi state line (Figure 2a). This would protect the
relatively sparse rock structures in that area from depletion. Live rock harvest in the Florida Panhandle
increased from 8,500 pounds in 1992 to over 29,000 pounds in 1993.
Testimony from about 60 Individuals described removal of live rock by ~arvesters in the northern Gulf of
Mexico as causing severe damage to the limited outcroppings or rock ledges in state and federal waters.
Divers and fishermen testified that some small banks have been greatly reduced in size as a result of live
rock harvest.
Also included in the emergency request for the area in Florida south of the Pasco-Hernando County line
was a limitation of daily vessel trip limits to no more than 25 five-gallon buckets or an equivalent volume,
and a prohibition of the use of power assisted tools to break up or dislodge pieces of live rock from
outcroppings. The emergency rule Is a temporary measure which can extend no more than 90 days but
may be extended an additional 90 days.
In July of 1994, the Council requested an extension of the then current emergency Interim rule, with
modifications to conform with options adopted for Amendment 2 to the FMP. Amendment 2 implements
the modified emergency measures on a permanent basis and includes a phase-out schedule for all wild
live rock harvests.
The Council requested emergency rule modifications that would (1) re-open the area from the Pasco
Hernando county line to the Alabama-Florida boundary to the harvest and possession of loose rubble
rock only, with no chipping allowed; and (2) extend throughout the Gulf EEZ off Florida the current
emergency rule's daily vessel harvest and possession limit for live rock of 25 5-gallon buckets. The then
current prohibitions on taking live rock in the EEZ off Alabama and on the use of power-assisted tools to
break up or dislodge pieces of live rock south of the Pasco-Hernando county line would remain in effect
(Figure 2b).
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Based on public testimony and a review of written comments, the Council determined that the usual
harvest practices and number of participants north of the Pasco-Hernando county line in Florida do not
threaten the integrity of the natural hard bottoms and banks in the EEZ in that area, at least in the short
term, provided that chipping Is not allowed and a daily vessel limit is established. Harvesters provided
charts of natural hard bottom areas, showed videos of reef complexes, and testified that there is
sufficient loose rock in this area to support a commercial fishery. They stated that it is not their usual
practice to chip rock off the ledges and that without access to live rock during the phase-out period
through 1996, they would be financially unable to convert to aquaculture operations.
The EEZ off Alabama, the only other Gulf state to report landings of live rock, would remain closed to
harvest because of the scarcity of live rock resources In that area.
Live rock landings for states other than Florida are not available; however, live rock landings have
occurred in Alabama, and possibly South and North Carolina. In addition, in SAFMC deliberation on live
rock, it was noted that a request had been made to the Georgia Department of Natural Resources for
information on the distribution of live rock or hard bottom off Georgia with the intent of identifying
possible harvest locations (Figure 3). NMFS recently received a request for licensing information for a
new business planning to land live rock in North Carolina (A.Schmied, pers. comm.). Live rock harvest
is currently allowed in the Florida Keys National Marine Sanctuary, but may be restricted to specific
areas by a developing plan (Figure 4). Subsequently both Councils have decided to consider options
regarding live rock management and include these in an amendment to the Coral FMP.

The South AtlanticCouncil proposesmanagementmeasuresfor their area of jurisdiction. All
actionsto be ImplementedIn the South AtlanticCouncil'sarea of jurisdictionare containedIn a
separatedocumentapprovedby both Councils. In this documentthey are identifiedby an
asterisk (~.

Becausestocksare separateand have different management needJ between the jurisdictional
areas of the two Councils, this amendment proposes,in the future, to provide each Council sole
responsibility for management within its jurisdictional area.
OBJECTIVES
The FMP identifies the following plan objectives and problems in the fishery: (Objective 2 is modified in
this action to include live rock and live bottom habitat.)
PRIMARY MANAGEMENT OBJECTIVE
Optimize the benefits generatedfrom the coral resource while conserving the coral and reefs.
SPECIFIC MANAGEMENT OBJECTIVES
1. Develop scientific Information necessary to determine feasibility and advisability of harvest of
coral.
2.

Minimize, as appropriate, adverse human impacts on coral, coral reefs, live rock and live bottom
habitat.

3.

Provide, where appropriate, special management for coral habitat areas of particular concern
(HAPCs).
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4.

Increase public awareness of the importance and sensitivity of coral and coral reefs.

5.

Provide a coordinated management regime for the conservation of coral and coral reefs.

PROBLEMS IN THE FISHERY
1. Degradation of the stocks through natural and man-made impacts.
C

2.

Limited scientific information on many species and many sections of the management unit,
which includes the inability to assess the Impact of coral harvest.

3.

Susceptibility to stress because of corals being located at the northern limit of their distribution.

4.

Inability of corals to escape stress because of their sedentary nature.

5.

Complexity and inconsistency of management regimes.

6.

Lack of adequate public understanding of the importance of coral and coral reefs.

7.

Present lack of jurisdiction over most coral and coral reefs by a federal agency which has
traditionally executed authority and jurisdiction.

ENVIRONMENTALISSUES TO BEADDRESSED
HABITATLOSS - What are the direct and indirect effects of live rock harvests on substrate
availability and reef fish productivity?
AQUARIUMSALES- How will restrictions on live rock harvests affect the aquarium trade?
ECOSYSTEMMANAGEMENT- How can we ensure the viability of the entire coral reef ecosystem?
AESTHETICVALUES- How does the continued collection of live rock affect non-consumptive
users/divers.

CONSISTENTREGULATIONS- What is the most consistent management regime for live rock
harvests in the EEZ, state waters, and the National Marine Sanctuary.

2.0 ALTERNATIVESINCLUDINGTHE PROPOSEDACTIONS
A. REJECTEDALTERNATIVE: NO ACTION - STATUS QUO, NO MANAGEMENTOF LIVE ROCK;
HARVESTIS UNREGULATED.
Discussion:
Before the mid-1980s, marine aquarium hobbyists concentrated on tropical fish rather than invertebrates.
In recent years, however, experienced hobbyists have been able to establish "Living Reef' aquarium
systems using live rock and its associated invertebrates (Feddern, pers. comm.). By the late 1980s, the
Florida Marine Patrol estimated that about 3 tons of live rock left Miami International Airport daily
(Wheaton, 1989; FMFC, 1991). In April 1990, Florida began a licensing and reporting system for live
rock landings from the EEZ. In the first year, landings increased 68 percent, but this could have been
an artifact of the new reporting system. Between 1991 and 1992, reported landings in Florida increased
7

by one-third (FMRI, 1993). Florida landings of live rock in 1991 were composed of 41 percent rubble
rock, 35 percent algae rock (rubble rock with algae), and 9 percent serpulid (tube worm) rock with sea
mat, false coral, and gorgonian rock comprising the remainder (see Section 3.0 for description of rock
types). Live rock is now being air shipped from Florida throughout the United States and to Canada and
England (Feddern, pers. comm.).
Expert testimony to the FMFC (FMFC, 1991, 1992), to the South Atlantic Council (June 1993) and
Wheaton (1989) indicate that llve rock harvests represent a consumptive use of an essentially non
renewable resource. In addition, live rock removals are concentrated in only a few areas, primarily off
South Florida (Figure 5). About 40 percent of the 1992 landings were recorded along a 40 mile stretch
of reef in the Florida Keys (Tavernier to Duck Key) (FMRI, 1993) (Figure 4). Thus, adverse impacts can
be expected on hard bottom habitat from a continuation of live rock harvests at reported levels. The
FMFC estimated that the 1991 harvest resulted in the loss of at least .39 acre of hard bottom surface (4
inches deep). By 1992, harvest levels had increased from a reported 300 tons to about 400 tons. In the
period January through July of 1993, with no harvest allowed in March, 250 tons were landed (FMRI,
1993). Monthly landings increased in 1993 over 1990 (Figure 1).
The SAFMC's Habitat and Environmental Protection Advisory Panel developed the following position
statement: "It is the opinion of the majority of scientists familiar with the ecology of live rock habitats
that continued harvest of "wild rock" is resulting in a net loss of this important resource, .. ." In addition,
they referred to live rock as• ... habitat of at least high value and, to a larger extent, critical value for a
number of managed species including spiny lobster, reef fishes including the snapper/grouper complex
and state managed species such as "tropical species• for the aquarium trade.·
Florida estimated that the ex-vessel value of the FY 95 live rock harvest in the EEZ off Florida would be
about $3.5 million, assuming no state or federal restrictions and a 30 percent annual increase in landings
(FMFC, 1992).

B. DEFINITIONS·FOR THE MANAGEMENTUNIT
The management unit already consists of the coral and coral reefs of the EEZ within the jurisdiction
of the Councils. The species already included in the management unit are:
a.

Corals: the corals of the Class HYDROZOA (stinging and hydrocorals) and the Class
ANTHOZOA (sea fans, whips, precious corals, sea pens, and stony corals).

b. Coral Reefs: The hard bottoms, deep-water banks, patch reefs, and outer bank reefs.

B.1

Definition of Live Rock and Additionto the Coral FMP's Management Unit
Additions to the management unit:

B.1.a Preferred Anernatlve for the Gulf and South Atlantic Areas:
c. Live rock: Uvlng marine organisms or an assemblage thereof attached to a hard
substrate (Including dead coral or rock). For example, such living marine organisms
associated with hard bottoms, banks, reefs, and live rock may include, but are not
limited to:
Sea Anemones (Phylum CNIDARIA: Class ANTHOZOA:
Order ACTINARIA)
Sponges (Phylum PORIFERA)
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Tube Worms (Phylum ANNELIDA)
Fan worms
Feather duster worms
Christmas tree worms
Byozoans (Phylum BRYOZOA)
Sea Squirts (Phylum CHORDATA)
Marine Algae
Mermaid's fan and cups (Udotea spp.)
Corraline algae
Green feather, green grape algae (Caylerpa spp.)
Watercress (Halimeda spp.)
Discussion:
In order to be included in the management unit live rock must be defined. The Councils are authorized
to develop management plans for fisheries (composed of stocks of finfish, mollusks, crustaceans, and all
other forms of marine animal and plant life other than marine mammals and birds). This definition aptly
describes the product and conforms to those animals and marine life forms subject to management
under the Magnuson Act.
The hard substrate which forms the base of the live rock is usually calcareous material such as
limestone rock, fossil and dead corals. Individual mollusc shells (scallops, clams oysters, etc.) are not
intended to be included in the definition as the hard substrate in live rock.
Live rock is included in the management unit in order to provide additional protection to coral reefs in
the Florida Reef Tract and rock ledges and hard bottoms elsewhere. Although damaging coral reefs is
currently prohibited, enforcement has been difficult in the absence of possession of living coral.

B.1.b RejectedAlternative:
c.

Live Rock: Certain living marine organisms or an assemblage thereof attached to a hard
substrate (including dead coral or rock). Such Living Marine Organisms associated with Hard
Bottoms, Banks, Reefs, and Live Rock may include:
Sea Anemones (Phylum CNIDARIA: Class ANTHOZOA:
Order ACTINARIA)
Sponges (Phylum PORIFERA)
Tube Worms (Phylum ANNELIDA)
Fan worms
Feather duster worms
Christmas tree worms
Crustaceans (Phylum ARTHROPODA: Class CRUSTACEA)
aeaner shrimp
Decorator and hermit crabs
Molluscs (Phylum MOLLUSCA)
Snails
Nudibranchs
Bivalves: scallops, oysters, clams, mussels
Echinoderms (Phylum ECHINODERMATA)
Starfish
Brittlestars and feather stars
Crinoids
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Sea Urchins
Byozoans(Phylum BRYOZOA)
Sea Squirts (Phylum CHORDATA)
Marine Algae
Mermaid's fan and cups (Udotea spp.)
Corraline algae
Green feather, green grape algae (Caulerpa spp.)
Watercress (Halimeda spp.)
Discussion:
The definition is similar to (1a) but includes, as examples, some crustaceans, molluscs, and echinoderms
which may be present on the live rock but are not attached to it. Some species in these phyla may also
be subject to other state or federal management.

e.2

Redefinition of Allowable Octocorals

e.2.a* Preferred Alternative for the South Atlantic Area:
Allowable octocorals means erect, non-encrusting species of the subclass Octocorallia, except
the prohibited sea fans Gorgonia flabellum and _y.ventallna. including only the substrate covered
by and within one inch of the holdfast.
Discussion:
Any restrictions on live rock harvests will affect harvest of octocorals allowed under the FMP since most
octocorals taken for the marine aquarium trade are removed with some attached substrate. A
redefinition of "allowable octocorals" clarifies that only individual colonie~. and not whole rocks, may be
taken under the octocoral quota. A small portion of. the rock Is allowed to provide a suitable anchor for
the octocoral. Harvest of ocJocorals encrusting on a hard substrate (i.e., primarily Briareum and
Erythropcx:1iumspp. or "gorgonian live rock") involves removal of the entire rock substrate and thus is
defined as harvest of live rock rather than allowable octocorals. These same octocorals, if encrusted on
other than rock substrate, I.e., algae, would be allowable. The intent of this definition is not to protect
encrusting octocorals but to protect live rock where prohibited from harvest as allowable octocoral.
B.2.b Rejected Alternative:
No change, allowable octocorals Includes no portion of substrate to serve as an anchor for the
colony.
·
Discussion:
When the harvest of live rock Is prohibited, the possession of substrate around the holdfast would cause
enforcement problems. The substrate provides an anchor for the octocoral in the aquarium. It is the
Councils' intent to continue to allow harvest of octocorals.
B.2.c Preferred Alternative for the Gulf Area:
Allowable octocorals means erect, non-encrusting species of the subclass Octocorallia,
except the prohibited sea fans Gorqonia flabellum and G. ventalina, including only the
substrate covered by and within three inches of the holdfast.
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Discussion:
This option and its rational is Identical to B.2.a except that a larger portion of substrate is allowed (three
inches instead of one inch about the holdfast) to allow sufficient weight to anchor the larger octocorals
in aquaria.
MANAGEMENT OF WILD LIVE ROCK HARVEST
C.

QUOTAS
Section 12.3.1 of the FMP is to be revised to provide a phase-out of live rock harvest. An
additional management measure is added to include a permit and reporting system for live rock
harvest, similar to allowable octocorals.

Discussion:
Other than recent production statistics from Florida, there are few data on which to base quotas.
Harvesters in Florida reported landings of approximately 800,000 pounds in 1992, the most recent year
of unregulated harvest from the EEZ (FDEP). Note: The fishing year for ail species of coral and coral
resources in the EEZ, under the current FMP as amended, is October 1 through September 30. This
amendment establishes a calendar year for live rock harvest.
Florida live rock collectors argue that there is net production of live rock on the Florida Reef Tract. In
testimony on the State's rulemaklng, marine life fishermen noted that pieces of coral reefs naturally break
off during storms - forming the rubble zones or coral rubble - and that this live rock was surplus to the
needs of the ecosystem and available for harvest.
About 85 percent of the 1991 live rock harvest was rubble, algae, or serpulid rock (FDEP). It is used as
a base in saltwater aquaria to Improve filtration. The filtration capabilitles of coral rubble depend on the
presence of a complex assemblage of micro-organisms, bacteria, larval forms of coral, and other macro
invertebrates. Live rock, however, is probably at least as useful in the reef ecosystem as it is in marine
aquaria, i.e., as substrate essential for colonization of sessile organisms including prohibited coral
(FMFC, 1991). It also serves as habitat for motile species of reef fishes and invertebrates.
Some commercial live rock is encrusted with "showy" macro-organisms to form a "mini-reer. Based on
estimated growth rates for coral reefs, these mini-reefs probably grow extremely slowly, if at all (FMFC,
1991; CFMC in draft).
The wholesale (exvessel) value of live rock varies by location and with encrusting organisms. Bare
rubble rock may be priced as low as $0.50 per pound while "Christmas tree rock" brings $3.00 per
pound (R. Londeree, pers. comm.).
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TABLE 1
FLORIDA LIVE ROCK LANDINGS 1991-1993
BY AREA (SOURCE FDEP)
WEST COAST

SOUTH/EAST COAST

Year

Pounds

$ Value

Trips

Pounds

$ Value

Trips

1991
1992

194,681
251,810
323,564

233,369
239,401
402,228

887
1,254
1,072

392,421
547,974
634,412

411,638
363,493
661,009

1,764
1,976
1,609

1993

c.1*

Preferred Atternative for the South Atlantic Area
Prohibit all wild live rock harvest north of Dade County, Florida, and prohibit chipping throughout
the jurisdiction of the South Atlantic Council immediately. Cap wild harvest at 485,000 pounds
annually until January 1, 1996 when all wild harvest will end.

Discussion:
The SAFMC on February 11, 1994, approved a motion that calls for the promulgation of a separate set
of management measures and regulations for the South Atlantic. The following issues serve as a basis
for the separatemanagement. South Atlantic jurisdiction already includes the Atlantic portion of the
Florida Keys and the Florida reef tract, the continental United States' most extensive coral habitat.
Coral, coral reefs and hard bottom habitats in the South Atlantic are not mobile or migratory and will
remain in South Atlantic jurisdiction.
This alternative allows harvest of loose rubble rock along the Florida Reef Tract only through 1995 at the
approximate- level of harvest of loose rock in that area in 1992. Of the 548,000 pounds landed in Dade
and Monroe Counties in that year, 485,000 pounds were reported as being rubble and algae rock. That
is the basis for the quota. Landings of false coral, gorgonian, sea mat, and serpulid live rock from this
area are not included. The restriction of harvest to loose material is intended to protect the fragile coral
reefs in the Florida Reef Tract which lies south of the Broward-Dade County line near Hollywood, Florida.
Unlike the live bottom areas in the Gulf of Mexico, loose rubble rock is abundant along the reef tract and
may be collected without damaging the reefs. No harvest is provided north of Dade County, Florida
because very little is currently taken there, and rubble rock is not abundant beyond the reef tract.
Studies have shown that the coral rubble communities are extremely rich in species diversity, provide
refuge for species that are not found in other habitats, and contribute a substantial amount of the total
coral reef biomass (Meesters et al. 1991). Reported landings indicate that only about 30 percent of the
1991 live rock harvest was so-called rubble rock used as a base in saltwater aquaria to improve filtration
(FMFC, 1992). Based on estimated growth rates for coral reefs (maximum sustainable growth of about
10 mm/yr [Bucldemeier and Smith, 1988]), these "mini-reefs" grow extremely slowly. Serpullid rock,
composed of calcareous worm tubes, accretes more rapidly. It comprised about 33 percent of live rock
production on Florida's West Coast in 1991.
Florida's live rock harvest in 1992 was about 800,000 pounds as compared with about 590,000 pounds
in 1991. With increasing sophistication of marine aquarium facilities there is a potential for increasing the
number of participants in the fishery and harvest of live rock. The FMRI reports the exvessel value of the
reported 1992 live rock harvest at about $603,000 and $1,063,000 in 1993.
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c.2

RejectedAlternativefor the Gulf Area
Establish a Gulf of Mexico quota of 252,000 pounds harvest for calendar years 1994 through 1996
from the Pasco-Hernando County line to the Monroe-Collier county line in Florida with no
chipping permitted in that area. There is to be no harvest or possession of wild live rock in the
Gulf EEZ outside this designated area. Harvest is to continue at the 1995 level In the absence of
a federal aquaculture system.

Discussion:
This alternative is compatible with Preferred Alternative C.1 for management in the South Atlantic area of
jurisdiction. The Gulf quota level is equal to the reported harvest in the Gulf in 1992. Three years of
harvest is allowed to provide time for the current harvesters to convert to aquaculture. The allowable
area is limited to Southwest Florida where the hard bottoms containing live rock are abundant, but
allowable rock is to be limited to loose rock. Chipping or prying pieces from ledges is not allowed in
order to protect rock ledges from destruction from overharvest. ,
Harvesters of wild live rock in Southwest Florida from Collier through Pasco Counties are provided with
a three year period to convert to aquaculture of live rock on leased sites in Florida waters or in federal
waters under authorization by permit from the Corps of Engineers. Live rock is abundant in this area
(Figure 6).
In the area of the EEZ north and west of Pasco County, Florida, live rock is not abundant and occurs
only in limited outcroppings which are valued as habitat for reef fish and favored by fishermen. Divers
also utilize these ledges for recreational diving. In March of 1994, the Gulf Council after hearing
testimony that removal of live rock was causing severe damage to the popular fishing and diving spots
off the Florida Panhandle, requested emergency closure of live rock harvest in that area. A popular
string of rock outcroppings 'The Eighteens" lies along the 18 fathom c4rve in federal waters 13 miles off
Destin, Florida. Although there are few· commercial harvesters of live rock In this area, the resource is
not abundant, and the impact is concentrated and increasing. Live rock landings reported to FDEP in
1992 were about 35,000 pounds but increased to almost 69,000 pounds in 1993 in the_area from
Hernando County Florida through Alabama (Table 2).
TABLE 2
FLORIDA LIVE ROCK LANDINGS NORTH OF
PASCO-HERNANDO COUNTY LINE
(Data from: M. Norris, Florida Marine Research Institute, FDEP)

AREA

Hernando County, Florida
to Alabama

1993
1992
----------..------------------------------ -------- -----------VALUE($)
POUNDS

34,965

TRIPS

218

VALUE($)

40,593

POUNDS

66,632

TRIPS

238

77,403

C.3 Rejected Alternative
Establish an annual harvest quota of 400 tons (800,000 pounds) of wild live rock per year in the
Gulf and South Atlantic for the years 1995 through 1998 with no wild live rock harvest in 1999 and
subsequent years. However, if a federal live rock aquaculture system is not in effect by 1996, wild
harvest will remain at the 1995 leve1.
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Discussion:
This alternative caps annual harvest in the Gulf and South Atlantic EEZ at the level of reported landings
in Florida in 1992. There are few known landings elsewhere in the management area. This level and
duration of harvest is selected to allow orderly conversion from wild harvest to aquaculture without
economic hardship and disruption of markets for harvesters and dealers. Because permitting systems
are incomplete in Florida and not well identified for the EEZ, the four year period was judged to.be
appropriate to allow for permitting and growth of marine life on the aquaculture clutch material. If
quotas are to be monitored, It becomes necessary to identify participants and requires reporting of
landings. The SAFMC desires a more rapid phase-out to protect coral reefs in the Florida reef tract.

C.4 Rejected AHernative
Establish an annual harvest quota of 252,000 pounds of wild live rock per year in the Gulf of Mexico
for the years 1995 through 1998 with no wild rock harvest in 1999 and subsequent years. However,
if a federal live rock aquaculture system is not in effect by 1996, wild harvest will continue at the
1995 level.
Discussion:
This alternative provides a compatible quota for the Gulf of Mexico to supplement that in Alternative C.2
for a Southeast Florida quota. The Gulf quota of 252,000 pounds equals the total reported landings on
Florida's west coast in 1992.
Separate quotas are established for South Florida and the Gulf of Mexico because of the difference in
the type of material harvested. That in Southeast Florida is rubble rock while the rock in the Gulf of
Mexico occurs in ledge-like outcroppings. The allocation by area approximates the landings in 1992 and
allows harvesters five years to continue at that level during the transitlori to aquaculture. This option
does not address the increasing harvest in the Florida Panhandle which has only limited live rock
resources, nor does· it protect ledges from chipping as proposed in Alternative C.2.

c.s Rejected AHernative
Establish a quota of 400 tons (800,000 pounds) in 1995, to be reduced by 25 percent in 1996, by
50 percent in 1997, by 75 percent in 1998, and no harvest of wild live rock in 1999 and thereafter.
Discussion:
This alternative would allow a phase-out of wild harvest to provide Incentive to convert to aquaculture.
Harvesters argued that as small business operators they needed the income while developing the
aquaculture ventures to become productive. Decreasing quotas were proposed to provide incentive for
harvesters to make the transition to aquaculture. Harvesters maintained that reduced allowable harvest
would reduce their income so that they could not afford the cost of aquaculture.

C.8 Rejected Ahematlve
Allow three more years of unlimited live rock harvest after implementation of the amendment. After
three years, live rock could be harvested from or possessed in the EEZ only under permit for
aquaculture or scientific collection.
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Discussion:
This alternative would allow time for live rock fishermen to convert to aquaculture. There is proposed to
be such a system in Florida; however, no such operation has been completely permitted. An applicant
may spend a year obtaining a permit once a system is developed and another year or more in culturing
the introduced clutch (seed rock) material.
This alternative, however, would allow further expansion of harvest during the terminal harvest period.
Accelerated production could risk damage to coral reefs in the reef tract and ledges and outcroppings
elsewhere. The Councils prefer to restrict harvest to no more than the 1992 level during the final years
of harvest of the wild live rock.

C.7 Rejected Alternative
Set a live rock quota at zero; allow no harvest in the EEZ upon implementation of this amendment.
Discussion:
This position was recommended by a number of persons who were concerned that continued harvest
would result in a loss of reef habitat and bottom structure which supports reef dwelling marine life.
This position was initially recommended by the SAFMC, which is concerned that continued harvest
would result in a loss of. reef habitat and bottom structure which supports reef dwelling marine life. The
SAFMC is proposing to prohibit all chipping of live rock immediately in the South Atlantic and prohibit all
harvest north of Dade County, Florida, to prevent the expansion of the removal of this habitat. The
GMFMC is proposing similar action in the Gulf with prohibition of chipping north of Pasco County,
Florida and prohibition of harvest off other states during the phase-out period ..
The current _CoralFMP prohibits the damaging, -harming, killing, or possession of prohibited coral or of
coral reefs. Thus, the taking of live rock from these sources is currently unlawful but has proved to be
unenforceable. The importance of live rock to the reef ecosystem is threefold. First, the sessile
invertebrate communities that comprise live rock provide important habitat for fisheries of commercial
and recreational importance. Second, the physical and topographical complexity of the hard substrate
and attached living communities provides critical shelter and habitat to a wide range of organisms.
Limestone ledges and outcroppings and serpulid rocks which occur in the eastern Gulf of Mexico also
provide habitat for invertebrate reef dwelling organisms as well as reef fish assemblages. Indeed, many
studies show a positive correlation between increased habitat complexity and increased fish abundance
and diversity (e.g., Carpenter et al., 1981; Roberts and Ormond, 1987; Hixon and Beets, 1993). Third,
rock and dead coral surfaces are vital substrates for the settlement of larval phases of benthic
organisms. Suitability of substrate is one of the major factors controlling the distribution of many
species (Kinzie, 1971; Wheaton, 1989). There is little known of the generation rates of live rock
complexes. In terms of some hard substrate, replacement Is likely to be In the order of geological time
and harvest is expectedto result in net loss of this substrate, (Jaap, pers. comm.).
In addition, Amendment 1 to the Snapper /Grouper FMP in the South Atlantic (SAFMC, 1988) prohibits
trawling a live bottom to protect essential fishery habitat from disturbance. The SAFMC considered
disturbance of essential reef fish habitat unacceptable considering the limited distribution of limestone
ledges and outcropping which constitute the majority of hard bottom in the South Atlantic north of Cape
Canaveral, Florida (Figure 3).
Wheaton, in a presentation to the South Atlantic Council's Habitat Committee, stated that the rubble
zone of a reef tract promotes the highest carbonate production from coral and algae which sustains the
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living coral reef. She noted that 75 percent of the South Atlantic landings consists of rubble live rock;
while 40 percent of Florida's landings have come from Area 748, a 40-mile section of the Florida Reef
Tract (Figure 4).
The Councils propose to address these concerns by restricting live rock harvest in the Florida Reef Tract
to collection of rubble rock, limiting harvest to South Florida on an interim basis,and by eventually
terminating harvest of all wild live rock. Aquacultured live rock would replace the natural product in the
market.

C.8 PreferredAlternativefor the Gulf Area:
Establish a Gulf of Mexico harvest for calendar years 1994 through 1996 from the Florida
Alabama state line to the Monroe-Collier County line in Florida. There is to be no harvest or
possession of wild live rock in the Gulf EEZ outside this designated area. After December 31,
1996, there is to be no more harvest of wild live rock in the Gulf EEZ; however, harvest is to
continue at the 1995 (unlimited) level in the absence of a federal aquaculture permitting
system. No chipping is allowed north and west of the Pasco-HernandoCounty line to the

Florida-Alabamaborder.
Discussion:
This alternative was selected to provide a transition from an unregulated harvest of wild live rock through
a phase-out to aquaculture. Harvest is to be allowed during the phase-out off Florida's west coast
where it now occurs. This will provide current harvesters with a three year period to convert to
aquaculture (1994-1996). Harvest level In 1993 from this area was about 324,000 pounds. During this
phase-out period, harvest will be controlled by daily vessel trip limits (Alternative G-1) and by issuing
harvest permits only to persons who participated in harvest prior to February 3, 1994 (Alternative E.1.a),
and by gear restrictions (Alternative F.1).
The practice of chipping or breaking pieces of rock to a smaller size in harvest is limited to the area of
the EEZ off Florida's west coast between the Monroe-Collier County line and the Pasco-Hernando
County line. In that area, harvesters are economically dependent on the higher valued worm rock.
North of that area, chipping is to be prohibited to preserve the integrity of the limited number of rock
ledges used as fishery habitat and for recreational diving (Figure 6). Harvesters in the Florida Panhandle
in this northern area, have testified that there is sufficient loose rock material and that they do not
currently chip the ledges.
D.

AQUACULTURE OF LIVE ROCK

Discussion:
Harvest of "wild• live rock could be replaced with live rock from aquaculture in state or federal waters.
Experiments on the cultivation of live rock in Tampa Bay, Florida, indicate that marketable live rock can
be produced within 6 months (Ehringer and Webb, 1992). A more desirable product would take longer
to produce, perhaps a year or longer (Shella Barger, pers. comm.).
The organisms in the management unit for live rock will readily attach to and grow on suitable material
introduced into the marine environment given the appropriate conditions. Shipwrecks, offshore
platforms, rock jetties, bottles, and artificial reefs all bear evidence of accretion of various organisms.
The Coral FMP, for example, specifically exempts the "harvest• of coral in the removal of marine
equipment such as that used in offshore petroleum extraction. The Councils propose to provide
allowance of and encourage aquaculture of live rock in the EEZ.
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The rate of the encrustation of the material by desirable live rock organisms depends on local
environment. Some seed rock may be saleable as live rock in as short a period as six months while
development of more showy pieces may require several years. In order to identify the cultured rock it
may be appropriate to require use of non-indigenous material or some type of mark to separate the
aquaculture rock from ''wild" live rock.
Presumably, aquaculture operations could eventually replace the harvest of naturally occurring live rock
while contributing to a reef type of habitat. Deposition of material would be similar to construction of an
artificial reef. In addition, stony corals and other prohibited corals will settle on the aquaculture
substrate, and their harvest and sale will need to be addressed specifically.
No aquaculture venture has yet obtained all necessary permits for operation in Florida waters; though
several collectors are currently attempting to do so (R. Londeree, pers. comm.). The Florida Department
of Environmental Protection expected to develop a rule-making for allowing live rock aquaculture harvest
in July 1994 (V. Wetherall, per. comm.). This date has not been met, however. The Minerals
Management Service has no history of leasing bottom areas for such purposes in federal waters; though
some arrangement may be possible (C. Oynes, pers. comm.). Sufficient phase-out time, perhaps several
years after permitting procedures are resolved, would be required to prevent a disruption of the live rock
fishery and market.
In testimony received at public hearing, over 3.8 million pounds of live rock have already been deposited
in one state aquaculture lease off Pinellas County, Florida, with more scheduled to be deposited in the
near future.
A number of aquaculturalists are Interested in federal sites for open-system live rock aquaculture. The
Mobile District office of the Army Corps of Engineers has indicated a willingness to authorize placement
and removal of clutch material for live rock culture within the general permit area for artificial reef
construction off Alabama. The Jacksonville District office has issued artificial reef construction permits in
the EEZ off the Tarpon Springs area. The permit holders do not have exclusive property rights under
the permit. ·
The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers has been working with NMFS in the development of a protocol for
issuing general permits for deposit and removal of clutch material for aquaculture of live rock in federal
waters. The protocol is intended to facilitate bonafide live rock aquaculture ventures while providing
protection to hardbottom habitat and coral reefs. The following criteria and requirements are contained
in the proposed protocol:

I. Site Characteristics/Selection Criteria
1. A Site evaluation report must be submitted by the applicant showing that the proposed site
a. avoids hazards to safe navigation or hindrance of vessel traffic, traditional fishing operations or
other public access; and
b. avoids impacts on naturally occurring hardbottom habitat, I.e., natural underlying substrate
should be primarily hard packed sand, hard shell hash, sand over rock, or sparsely colonized
rock (occasional algal, sponge or octocoral colonies) mixed with sand/shell substrate.
2. Sites larger than one acre shall not be approved under the general permit.
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II. Site and Product Marketing
1. Identify the site on a chart in sufficient detail to allow for site inspection.
2. Provide accurate coordinates so that site can be located using LORAN or Global Positioning
System (GPS) equipment.
3. Rocks deposited on the aquaculture site must be geologically or otherwise distinguishable from
the naturally occurring substrate or be indelibly marked or tagged.
Ill. Operating Procedures
1. Rocks may not be placed over naturally occurring reef outcrops, limestone ledges, or coral reefs.
2. A minimum setback of at least 50 feet must be maintained from natural hardbottom habitats.
3. All materials used in aquaculture operations must be nontoxic and deposited rocks must be free
of contaminants.
4. No mechanical dredging or drilling activities are allowed.
5. Harvest of aquacultured live rock is by hand only.
IV. Monitoring and Reporting Requirements
1. Annual reports are required to document the source, type, and weight of rocks deposited on the
aquaculture site.
2. Aquacultured live rock landed in· the state of Florida must be reported to the Florida Bureau of
Marine Research's Fisheries Statistics Section, by using Form #33-610 (Florida Trip Ticket).
(Harvesters need a Florida Saltwater Products License and a Marine Life Endorsement.)
3. Aquacultured live rock landed outside of Florida must be reported to the National Marine
Fisheries Service, Southeast Fisheries Science Center, using logbook forms provided for this
purpose.
V. Other Authorities
1. To be authorized under this general permit for activities within the Exclusive Economic Zone
(EEZ), persons must have obtained a permit from the National Marine Fisheries Service to harvest
and possess aquacultured live rock in the EEZ.
2. Additional permits may be required for aquaculture operations In areas under the jurisdiction of
other state or federal authorities, such as a National Marine Sanctuary.
Billy Causey, Florida Keys National Marine Sanctuary (Sanctuary) Manager, testified at a SAFMC Habitat
Committee meeting In June, 1993 that the aquaculture of live rock could be done in the "special use
zones" which have been proposed in the Draft Sanctuary Plan. Special use zones, as described in a
Sanctuary draft management alternatives document (NOAA,1993) can be used to, "establish areas that
confine or restrict high-impact activities ... and to reduce user conflicts." FDEP personnel met with
Sanctuary personnel in October of 1993 to discuss the coordination of aquaculture sitings in the
Sanctuary (Wheaton, pars. comm.).
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There will be costs associated with permitting and licensing systems to establish and monitor open
system aquaculture operations. A continuation of a supply of aquacultured product, however, could
benefit the marine aquarium industry as a whole, including fish collectors, fish wholesalers and retailers,
equipment suppliers, and the live rock producers. Although most marine aquarium species are taken
from the wild, about 90 percent of the freshwater fish available in the ornamental trade are captive-bred
(Andrews, 1990). If prohibitions are placed on wild harvests, the marine aquarium industry could transfer
to aquaculture provided the legal means to do so are implemented in state or federal waters.
A provision to allow production and sale of cultured live rock if the harvest of wild live rock is prohibited
would at least partially replace the loss to fishermen and others in the business. Exvessel sales of rock
in 1993 were estimated to be over $1,000,000 in Florida. If maintenance of marine aquaria are
dependent on such materials, then its production would affect the entire industry.
0.1 Preferred AHernatlve for the

Gulf and

South Atlantic

Areas

It is the position of the Councils to allow and facilitate aquaculture in the EEZ.
Discussion:
While the Councils and NMFS do not have the authority to lease federal water bottoms for aquaculture,
other federal agencies (Corps of Engineers, Minerals Management Service, and Florida Keys National
Marine Sanctuary) have some regulatory responsibility in that respect.
Without some accommodation to allow harvest and possession of live rock, the fishery would terminate
at the end of the terminal harvest period.
D.2 Rejected AHernative
No provision for aquaculture. After termination of the period allowing annual quotas, the harvest or
possession of live rock in EEZ would be prohibited.
Discussion:
The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers has issued permits for placement and removal of clutch material in
the EEZ, and the Florida Keys National Marine Sanctuary is reviewing applications for aquaculture within
its bounds. Without provision for possession of cultured live rock the only source for material would be
through imports.

E.

PERMITS

E. 1

Harvest Permits

E.1.a Preferred AHernatlve for the Gulf and South Atlantic Areas:
In addition to any applicable state license or permit, a federal permit is required for the
harvest and possession of wild live rock in the EEZ during the phase-out harvest period.
Permits shall be llmlted to persons who have commercially landed and, where required,
reported wild live rock landings prior to the control date of February 3, 1994. A fee not to
exceed the administrative cost of Issuance may be authorized.
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Discussion:
This alternative is intended to stabilize harvest during the phase-out period near the 1992 level and limit
participants to those already in the fishery. The permit requirement would serve to identify the
harvesters and facilitate the monitoring of landings. The permits would be issued by NMFS and would
be subject to an administrative fee. The permits are to be issued annually and would expire at the
conclusion of the terminal harvest period. According to FDEP records during the period of 1990-1993,
some 147 permit holders reported live rock landings. In 1993 only 102 permittees reported landings.

E.1.b

Rejected Atternatlve:
Require a federal permit in the absence of a state permit for harvest and possession of "wild" live
rock from the EEZ during the phase-out period.

Discussion:
The use of a permit would identify participants if effort limitation or a moratorium is selected as the
preferred option.
The use of a permit could also facilitate statistical reporting. Florida already requires a saltwater
products license plus marine life and restricted species endorsements for landing live rock from the EEZ,
therefore only persons landing live rock in other states would be affected.
This alternative was rejected, because the Councils opted to limit access to the current participants
during the terminal harvest period. State permits would be difficult to regulate during this moratorium.

E.1.c Rejected Atternative:
Require no harvest permit for taking commercial quantities of wild live rock during the terminal
harvest period.
Discussion:
Permits would serve to identify historical participants during the moratorium and would facilitate
reporting of landings. Because the Councils have elected to limit participants and establish annual
quotas, federal permits became necessary.
Personal Use Harvest

E.f .d

Rejected Atternatlve:
A personal use harvest and possession of up to a two gallon (0.27 cubic foot) (or more) bucket
container of live rock Is allowed per person per day in the EEZ. Sale of such material is
prohibited. No wUd harvest permit is required.

Discussion:
This alternative, proposed without preference for public comment, allows an individual to take live rock
from the EEZ for personal use in his aquaria. This is not allowed in Florida waters and could pose an
enforcement problem for that state. Aquarists have requested some allocation for their use and have
suggested a 5-gallon bucket container as a daily limit.
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E.1.e Rejected AHernative:

A personal use harvest and possession of up to a two gallon (0.27 cubic foot) (or more) bucket
container of live rock is allowed per person per day during the terminal harvest period in the EEZ.
No wild harvest permit is required. Sale of such material is prohibited.
Discussion:
A personal use take of wild live rock would be allowed only during the phase-out terminal periods and
would end thereafter. Termination would shorten the period of enforcement difficulty for Florida where
taking and possession is prohibited in state waters.
E.1.f Preferred AHernatlve for the Gulf Area:
Prohibit the harvest of wild live rock for personal use. No take of live rock is allowed without
a permit.

Discussion:
This alternative addresses the Gulf Council's consideration of recreational harvest. Aquarists requested a
recreational allowance to provide live rock for their personal aquaria, and the Councils included this
issue for public comment. The proposal for limited private use collection was rejected after careful
review. This is consistent with Florida's proposed phase-out of landings which allowed landings from the
EEZ only by Florida commercial permit holders. Harvest would be from the EEZ; thus It would not be a
simple matter of collection by snorklers or persons wading from shore. Enforcement to separate
recreational users and commercial harvesterswould be difficult without an elaborate permit system.
Recreationalharvestersare unlikely to know boundaries of aquaculture operations and could
unintentionally poach in such areas.

E. 1.g

Rejected AHernatlve:

A personal use permit is required to take live rock in limited quantities specified for one's personal
use.
Discussion:
This alternative has been suggested by representativesof aquarium hobbyists to provide some
identification of those persons legally possessing live rock in limited quantity. The Florida Marine
Aquarium Society in Miami has 450 members. It is not known how many would be interested in
collecting live rock from the EEZ for personal use. A permit for personal use would comply with the
preferred alternativesfor OY (1.1and 1.2).

E.2
E.2.a*

AquacuHure Permits
Preferred AHernatlve for the South Atlantic Area:

Require a permit for the possession or harvest of live rock from aquaculture operations in the EEZ
Such a permit will be required In order to harvest or possess live rock from an aquaculture site.
Harvest from the area may only be done by the permittee or his written designee and an
administrative fee will be authorized for the permit.
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Discussion:
This alternative is similar to E.2.d, but does not tie the aquaculture permittee to possession of a specified
aquaculture site authorized by the Corps of Engineers, and does not require the deposition of rock prior
to issuance of the permit.
The SAFMC, during Council deliberations, was informed that state aquaculture leasing and permitting
systems have already been established in Florida and individuals desiring to acquire a state lease can
already apply to the Bureau of State Lands in FDEP (Prentis, FDEP, 1993). A final state permit which
provides for removal, scheduled to be available in July 1994, has not yet been implemented.

E.2.b

PreferredAlternativefor the Gulf Area:
(1) Require a permit for the possessionor harvestof live rock from aquaculture operationsin
the EEZ. Such a permit will be required in order to harvest or possess live rock from an
aquaculture site. Harvest from the area may only be done by the permittee or his written
designee and an administrative fee will be authorized for the permit.
(2) An aquaculture harvest permit, issued by NMFS, authorizes an exception to taking and
possession of otherwise prohibited hard corals, octocorals, and live rock as cultured live
rock and attachmentsthereon.

(3) Permittee must notify designated state or federal enforcementofficers no less than 24
hours in advance of harvest.
Discussion:
Part (1) Is identical to the preferred alternative E.2.a for the South Atlantic. The permittee would have
obtained a Corps of Engineers permit for aquaculture under the protocol described in Section D in order
to be able to deposit clutch material in federal waters. The Corps has already issued a number of
permits in federal waters off Pinellas County, Florida using this protocol. The permit would identify
aquaculturists possessing legal aquacultured rock from their sites after the harvest of wild rock is
prohibited. This protects the aquaculturist and enhances enforcement.
Part (2) is an essential component of aquaculture, allowing harvest of the cultured live rock with all
attached animals and plants. Without the exemption to allow harvest of otherwise prohibited species
which settle on the clutch material, an aquaculturist could be prevented from harvesting his product. He
will also be subject to a violation if small polyps of prohibited species of coral are detected on his live
rock. While this exemption will conflict with current State of Florida regulations which prohibit
possession of prohibited corals, the aquaculture permit for the vessel landing the material will help
identify the product from aquaculture sites. Florida is considering an exception for possession of
prohibited coral on aquacultured live rock. Furthermore, notice given to enforcement officers prior to
harvest from aquaculture sites as required in this alternative will aid in Identification. Additionally,
aquaculturists are advised to include their aquaculture permit number on the bill of lading for shipping
the cultured rock.
Part (3) is intended to facilitate enforcement by allowing officers to observe harvest operations to ensure
the material is removed only from permitted locations. This also serves to protect the aquaculturists
from poaching by unauthorized harvesters.
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E.2.c Rejected Alternative:
No permit required for possession of live rock from aquaculture operations in the EEZ.
Discussion:
Without some means of identifying cultured live rock from prohibited wild live rock, enforcement of a
closure would almost be impossible.

E.2.d

Rejected Alternative:
Require a permit for the possession or harvest of live rock from aquaculture operations in the EEZ.
NMFS permits shall be available only to those individuals who have demonstrated that they have
deposited rock or substrate in the permitted site.
To obtain permits for live rock aquaculture in the EEZ, permittees must have an approved Corps
of Engineers' permit to place substrate in the EEZ, and have demonstrated that they have
deposited approved material in the permitted area. Such a permit shall be subject to an
administrative fee. In order to harvest or possess live rock from an aquaculture site a NMFS
permit will be required. Harvest from the area may only be done by the permittee or his written
designee.

Discussion:
This option would restrict permittees to bonafide participants in aquaculture who have proven that they
have deposited material on permitted sites. Because such proof would require unnecessary paper and
or field work, the Council elected to eliminate this requirement.

E.2.e Rejected Alternative:
An aquaculture harvest permit, issued by NMFS, authorizes an exception to taking and possession
of otherwise prohibited hard corals, octocorals, and live rock as cultured live rock and attachments
thereon.
Note: Alternative E.2.b contains this alternative as Section (2).
Discussion:
Once clutch material is deposited in the natural environment it is probable that the free swimming larval
forms of hard corals and octocorals may settle on the introduced hard substrate material. In order to
allow the culturist access to harvest his material, accommodation should be made to consider it as part
of cultured live rock. The FMP currently provides for removal of man-made structures (oil rigs, etc.) on
which prohibited corals may have grown. Prohibited corals currently include hard corals and sea fans.
Once the harvest of wild live rock is phased out, live rock enters the category of being prohibited unless
authorized by aquaculture or scientific collecting permit.

E.2.f Rejected Alternative:
No change, prohibited corals may not be taken or possessed in the EEZ.
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Discussion:
Aquaculturists would be unable to harvest their crop of live rock if hard corals or sea fans settled on it.
Removal of the prohibited corals from the live rock would be unlawful as it would result in damaging
them. The most valuable live rock would contain showy reef organisms which would be likely to contain
traces of prohibited corals.
E.3

Permits for Scientific, Educational, and Restoration Collection

E.3.a Preferred AHernative for the Gulf and South Atlantic Areas:
Require a federal permit for harvest and possession of prohibited corals and live rock from
the EEZ for scientific, educational, and restoration purposes.

Discussion:
The Coral FMP currently provides for issuance of a federal permit to take prohibited corals for scientific
and educational purposes. If live rock is added to the management unit and its harvest is restricted or
prohibited, allowance should be made to add it to the scientific collecting permit.
E.3.b

Rejected AHernative:

Do not add live rock to the list of other prohibited species for which a permit is required for
harvest and possession for scientific, educational, and restoration purposes.
Discussion:
This is not a viable alternative due to the difficulty of enforcement of pqssession of prohibited species.
F.

GEAR RESTRICTIONS

Discussion:
In order to protect reef structures in the Florida Reef Tract, the SAFMC has proposed that only loose
rubble rock be allowed, and no chipping be permitted in that area. The Councils have received
testimony that little loose material occurs in the Gulf of Mexico where live rock is harvested from ledges
and outcropping rock. Testimony has also been received that power tools and crow bars are being
used to break up reefs and ledges for harvest.

F.1

Preferred AHernative for the Gulf Area
Unless otherwise prohibited In this plan, only non-power-driven hand tools limited to
chipping hammers and chisels may be used in the allowable harvest of species (I.e., live
rock and octocorals) In the management unit where chipping is permitted.

Discussion:
This alternative would prohibit, in the Gulf EEZ, the use of power tools, crow bars and other gear
capable of inflicting serious damage to reef and ledge structures. Octocorals could be harvested by
hand tools in areas where harvest is permitted. Excluded would be the habitat areas of particular
concern and other areas where harvest of octocorals and live rock is prohibited.
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The Gulf Council has requested emergency implementation of this provision in the EEZ off southwest
Florida south of the Pasco-Hernando County line, the only area in the Gulf where live rock harvest by
chipping is to be allowed. This request resulted from public testimony that large vessels with multiple
divers were using pneumatic drills and hammers to break up rock ledges into harvestable size pieces.
The Council determined that this practice resulted in large scale and unacceptable loss of reef fish
habitat.

F.2

Rejected Alternative
No action, no restriction on use of collecting gear.

Discussion:
There would be no regulation of allowable gear to take live rock. Hydraulic or air driven power tools,
crow bars, dredges, and other large scale collecting gear would be allowed. Without some limitation
serious damage could be inflicted on reefs and ledges.

G.

"VESSELTRIP LIMITS

Discussion:
Some harvesters testified at public hearings that they would welcome vessel trip limits in order to extend
their harvest of any annual quota of live rock and prevent a market glut. This would tend to deter a
derby harvest early in the season. In the absence of a quota, trip limits would tend to maintain the
current harvest level during the phase out of wild harvest.

G.1

Preferred Alternative for the Gulf Area
Perm!fted vessels are to be limited to 25 five gallon buckets or an equivalent volume (16.88
cubic feet) .of wild live rock per daily trip in the EEZ.

Discussion:
Harvesters recommended various maximum daily trip limits from 1,000 to 1,500 pounds per day. They
noted that they commonly use five gallon buckets to hold their catches. These buckets are described as
holding a maximum of about 50 pounds of live rock. They suggested limits of 20 to 25 buckets with a
five gallon capacity. Most operators harvest from vessels from 22 to 28 feet in length. Most can
accommodate the 25 buckets.
This measure is proposed to prevent a derby and expansion of harvest during the phase-out period. It
wilt also serve to distribute the catch among those holding permits to harvest the wild live rock. The
Gulf council has requested emergency implementation of this measure in the Gulf of Mexico.

G.2 Rejected Alternative
No daily vessel trip limits for harvest of wild live rock.
Discussion:
With no trip limits, large vessels with a large group of divers could conceivable expand annual harvest
during the phase-out period. However, harvesters would have an advantage of being able to take larger
loads between periods of Inclement weather which prevents harvest.
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H.

STATISTICALREPORTING

H.1

PreferredAlternativefor the Gulf Area:
Harvestersmust report landings of all live rock from the EEZ in accordancewith instructions
of the SoutheastFisheriesScience Center Director.

Discussion:
This alternative would allow the Center Director to designate a state to receive the statistical information
on landings as Florida now does. If, however, additional data are needed, the Director has the option of
requiring that data be provided to the Center. Catch data are needed to track harvest levels.
It is intended that aquaculture landings be reported, for that information is needed for management and
enforcement.

H.2

RejectedAlternative
In the absence of a state fishery reporting system which requires the reporting of live rock
landings, a harvester must report landings data to the Southeast Fisheries Science Center Director
in accord with his instructions.

Discussion:
In order to be able to track landings for the terminal quotas in areas where live rock landings are not
now reported, some provisions must be made to collect the information. Currently, almost all landings
are made in Florida where a live rock reporting system exists, and this would suffice for that area.

H.3

RejectedAlternative
Status quo, no federal requirement for reporting live rock landings.

Discussion:
Currently, almost all live rock is landed in Florida and reported to FDEP. A duplicate system is not
needed there to track landings. If landings expand in other states, they could be unreported if not
required by state or federal authority. Quota overruns could result.

OPTIMUM YIELD (OY) FOR LIVE ROCK

I.

*

I. 1

Preferred Alternative

forthe

South Atlantic Area

OY for wild live rock is to be 485,000 pounds annually for the South Atlantic region where harvest
is allowed for 1994-1995 annually, after which it is to be zero except for that which may be allowed
by permit.
Discussion:
Optimum yield for coral and coral reefs in the current FMP is already zero with octocorals harvested
under an annual quota. As of January 1, 1996,·the OY for live rock will also be zero. The SAFMC
identifies live rock as essential habitat. This alternative addresses only the harvest from Dade and
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Monroe Counties in Florida, along the reef tract in the South Atlantic Council's area of jurisdiction.
Permits can provide for scientific collection as well as for aquaculture.

1.2

Rejected Alternative for the Gulf Area
OY for live rock in the Gulf of Mexico: OY for live rock is to be 252,000 pounds annually for the
Gulf of Mexico EEZ where harvest is allowed for 1994, 1995, and 1996 after which it is to be zero
except for that allowed by permit.

Discussion:
This alternative provides for three years of continued harvest at the 1992 level. The three years would
allow harvesters to obtain aquaculture permits and transfer harvest to cultured material. Harvest under
permit will provide for aquaculture and scientific collectlon.

1.3

Rejected Alternative
OY for live rock is to be that established by quota(s) or which may be allowed by permit.

Discussion:
This alternative is flexible enough to accommodate the SAFMC's quota for Southeast Florida and a
separate quota for the Gulf of Mexico. Permits can also provide for scientific collection as well as for
aquaculture.

1.4

Rejected Alternative
OY for live rock is to be zero except for that which may be allowed by permit.
There is to be no allowable harvest quota under this OY except that which Is provided under
scientific, educational, or restoration collecting permit or aquaculture permit. The amended FMP
currently defines overfishing as an annual level of harvest that exceeds OY.

Discussion:
This alternative would provide the maximum protection to the hard bottom habitat. It is compatible with
a prohibition of harvest. There would be no further loss to fisheries from habitat removal due to harvest
of live rock. Harvesters and dealers of live rock and those in the aquarium trade would lose access to
the natural resource unless and until an alternative source is provided through aquaculture or from
imported material.

1.5

Rejected Alternative
OY for live rock to be unlimited for three years after which it is to be zero except for that which
may be allowed by permit.
This alternative would provide for a three-year terminal period. After that, harvest would be
allowed only under permit for scientific collection or aquaculture.
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Discussion:
Live rock harvest would continue, probably at or near current level. The material would be removed
from rubble areas and hard bottom areas, and to that extent would degrade the hard bottom habitat.
This option would provide a three-year grace period to allow harvesters, dealers, and users to develop
an alternative source of supply.
1.6

Preferred AHernative for the Gulf Area
OY for wild live rock should be unlimited for 1994, 1995, and 1996.

Discussion:
This alternative corresponds to the proposed phase-out of harvest in the Gulf of Mexico through 1996
(Alternative C.8). After that, live rock removal would be done under permit for scientific, educational, and
restoration permit or aquaculture permit.
J.

SEPARATE MANAGEMENT IN THE JURISDICTIONAL AREAS OF THE TWO COUNCILS

J.1

Preferred AHernative for the

Gulfand South

Atlantic Areas

Management of coral, coral reefs, live rock and any other part of the management unit in this
plan will be the responsibiltty of the Council in whose jurisdiction it occurs.
Discussion:
The Councils' approach to management of corals, coral reefs, and live ,rock is different because the
issues are different In the two areas of jurisdiction. Most of the Florida coral reef tract lies in-the
jurisdiction of the SAFMC or adjacent state waters. In the Gulf, there are fewer coral reefs but extensive
areas of hard bottom, especially off South Florida. Because the stocks in this plan are sedentary and do
not move across Council borders, they can be managed separately without affecting management in the
adjacent Council area. Separate management action without involvement by the other Council would
allow each Council to address issues specific to its needs and expedite action to resolve problems as
they occur.
Separation will streamline amendment development and NEPA review process and would give SAFMC
greater flexibility to manage these essential fishery habitats. The SAFMC desires to emphasize need for
enhancement of protection of hard bottom habitats in the South Atlantic region. Additional
management action may be taken and habitat policies would be developed to address other threats to
these systems. There are different live rock removal patterns in Gulf and South Atlantic regions (Gulf
largely chipping/South Atlantic collection of rubble). There are different preferred management regimes
in Gulf and South Atlantic regions. The SAFMC prefers a different approach to the management of live
rock than the GMFMC. The SAFMC desires to implement, at a later date, a more comprehensive
aquaculture process than Is being proposed by the GMFMC (pattern after Special Management Zone
Process).
Permits issued by NMFS for taking or possession of live rock need not differ between areas of
jurisdiction; though requirements for operation under the permit may vary between jurisdictions.
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J.2

Rejected Alternative
No change, both Councils continue to approve all management actions.

Discussion:
Because this is a joint FMP, both Councils are required to consider every management issue, receive
public comment, and approve each for submission to the Secretary for implementation. This can be
time consuming and an unnecessary cost to one Council when the other is addressing local issues.
3.0 AFFECTED ENVIRONMENT
Florida's "marine life" or aquarium fishery involves at least 300 species of tropical ornamental fish and
invertebrates. In recent years, declining catch-per-unit-effort has led to industry sponsored proposals for
limited entry. FDEP has issued marine life endorsements on 198 saltwater product licenses (SPLs);
about 60. percent are full-time fishermen. .About two-thirds reside in Monroe County and almost 90
percent are from South Florida [Januzzi, 1991; Florida Marine Fisheries Commission (FMFC), 1992).
Wheaton (1989) defined "live rock" as a broad term used by the marine life collection industry to
. describe several types of substrate colonized by marine organisms and described four main types
collected in somewhat specific habitats:
1. Base Rock - "possesses very little life" (few showy attached organisms) but is desirable for the
"borers" living In the rock and as a substrate "base" in aquaria.
2. Algae Rock - Also called plant rock, is colonized chiefly by algae, secondarily by feather duster
worms and other invertebrates. Alg~e rock is collected from rubble areas in the back reef and
from inshore areas on both the Atlantic and Gulf sides of the Keys.
3.

False Coral - Also called anemone rock, is covered with anemones in the genera Ricordea and
Rhodactis. which are accompanied by encrusting gorgonians, chicken liver sponges, other
invertebrates, and algae. Although collected mostly from patch reef areas, false coral occurs in
other reef habitats.

4.

Sea Mat - Also called gravel rock, is colonized almost exclusively by anemone-like organisms,
usually of the genus Zqanthus. and is principally collected from dredged rock jetties.

Wheaton continues that her sources (dealers and collectors) maintain that the majority of the rock itself
is dead coral, and its collectlon Is primarily to obtain the associated organisms. Similar types of live
rocks are .also harvested from Gulf waters (personal observation/ communication). However, the
under1ying substrate In the Gulf is chiefly limestone outcropping with carbonate sediments rather than
dead coral. Live rock can therefore be defined as a substrate with a composition that varies from
dead/eroded coral, to a conglomerate of cemented calcium carbonate sediments, to non-organic rock
of various shapes and dimensions with attached and/or associated biota, forming micro-communities.
The substrate may existas reef framework, outcroppings of hard bottom, or unconsolidated rubble.
Description of the Resource

A. Invertebrates Associated with Reefs and Live Rock:
The assemblage that makes up live rock comprises a community of organisms that have recruited at
different times, grown at different rates and pursued different life history strategies (Wheaton 1989),
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supported by a hard substrate, often composed of dead coral. In general, little is known of the biology
of the individual organisms and even less of the communities they form. Some are sessile (do not
move) for all of their adult life, some are sedentary and move slowly or rarely, and others range
extensively over the live rock and reef habitats. These organisms are members of a variety of species of
the Phyla Porifera (sponges), Cnideria (anemones and gorgonians), Annelida (polychaete worms),
Bryozoa, and Chordata (tunicates or sea squirts).
Following is a brief summary of the general characteristics of each of these groups.
1. Porifera - Sponges (Phylum PORIFERA) are typically attached to hard substrate. They are all
sessile and exhibit little detectable movement. They display great variability in size and shape. Growth
rates and body shape are highly dependent on space availability, the inclination of the substrate, and
current velocity. They are taken commercially for curios, as bath sponges, and for use in marine
aquaria. Certain species are thought to provide critical habitat for juvenile spiny lobster (Butler et al.
1992).
2. Cnideria - Corals and sea anemones (Phylum CNIDERIA) include stony corals, octocorals,
gorgonians, and anemones. Coral biology and life history is discussed in the FMP and Amendment 1.
Anemones include a wide variety of organisms that may be solitary or colonial. The polyps vary greatly
in morphology and colonial structure. Species are often brightly colored and are usually attached to
rocks. Solitary anenomes are considered sessile but can change location by slow gliding. Colonies of
anemones are comprised of numerous polyps, each 1-2 cm in diameter and interconnected as a mat,
which may form large encrusting masseson rocks. The Caribbean or pink-tipped anemone, which
spawns off Key West in late spring, provides shelter for a variety of juvenile and adult fish and
crustaceans (Jennison 1981). No information is available on its age and growth characteristics.
3. Annelida - Segmented tube worms (Phylum ANNELIDA: Polychaeta) including fan worms, feather
duster worms and Chistmas tree worms, live in tubes of varying degr~s of complexity attached to hard
substrate and filter-feed with their "fans:· Because they firmly adhere to the substrate, in many cases it is
necessary to remove the undertying rock to collect segmented worms.
4. Bryozoa and Chordata - Other Phyla, principally the BRYOZOA (ectoprocts or 'moss' animals) and
CHORDATA (ascidians or sea squirts) may be the animals primarily responsible for the water-filtering
characteristics of live rock. Bryozoans colonies can form a thin encrusting layer over rock or they may
be erect and branching. As adults, sea squirts usually live attached, singly or in colonies, to hard
substrate or to the bases such as gorgonian stalks, and vary greatly in size and coloration.
B. Ecological Relationships
The frequency of commensalism (relationship between two organisms in which one species benefits and
the-other species, the host, is neither benefited nor harmed) in the coral reef environment is one of the
most important contributing factors to high species diversity (Bruce 1974). Hanlon and Hixon (1986)
recorded over 30 small West Indian reef fish within the tentacles of a single anemone. Several reef and
shrimp species, IMng in close association with anemones, are believed to play an important role in reef
health by their "cleaning• activities. Umbaugh (1961) recorded one cleaning station that was visited by
300 fish over a 6 hour period. Followlng removal of cleaner species from 2 reefs, he noted a marked
decline in fish in the area over the following few weeks and, among those remaining, an increase in
infections and parasites.
Other interspecific associations have been documented for other fish, cnidarians, molluscs, crustaceans,
echinoderms and bryozoans (Wheaton 1989). For example, sponges are inhabited by a wide variety of
animals, including crustaceans, polychaetes, and fish. Several reef fish feed on sponges as does the
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endangered hawksbill sea turtle, Eretmochelys imbricata. Zoanthus. a colonial anemone, is a food
source of major importance for at least 16 species of fish in 7 families (Randall 1967). In Randall's
study, polychaetes were among the most important focx:l items of 62 West Indian reef fish species in 24
families, and were surpassed as preferred focx:ls only by crustaceans. Ophiuroids (brittlestars) were food
for 33 fish species and 16 species fed on benthic tunicates. Octocorals have been noted to provide
important habitat for fish and invertebrates and may be especially critical for lobster in the 20-40 mm
size range (Wheaton pers. obs.).

4.0

REGULATORY IMPACT REVIEW AND INITIAL REGULATORY FLEXIBILITY ANALYSIS

Introduction
The National Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS) requires a Regulatory Impact Review (AIR) for all
regulatory actions that are of public interest. The AIR does three things: 1) it provides a comprehensive
review of the level and incidence of impacts associated with a proposed or final regulatory action, 2) it
provides a review of the problems and policy objectives prompting the regulatory proposals and an
evaluation of the major alternatives that could be used to solve the problem, and 3) it ensures that the
regulatory agency systematically and comprehensively considers all available alternatives so that the
public welfare can be enhanced in the most efficient and cost effective way.
The AIR also serves as the basis for determining whether any proposed regulations are a "significant
regulatory action" under certain criteria provided in Executive Order 12866 and whether the proposed
regulations will have a significant economic impact on a substantial number of small entities in
compliance with the Regulatory Flexibility Act of 1980 (RFA).
This AIR analyzes the probable impacts on fishery participants of the proposed plan amendment to the
Fishery Management Plan for Coral and Coral Reefs of the Gulf of Mexico and South Atlantic (FMP).

Problemsand Objectives
The general problems and objectives are found in the FMP, as amended, and in Section 1;0. The
purpose and need for the present plan amendment are also found in Section 1.0. The current plan
amendment addresses the following nine issues: 1) inclusion of live rock in the management unit, 2)
quotas for phasing out harvest of wild live rock, 3) aquaculture of live rock, 4) harvest and possession
permits, 5) gear restrictions, 6) vessel trip limits, 7) statistical reporting, 8) optimum yield for live rock,
and 9) jurisdictional management by the Gulf Council and South Atlantic Council.

Methodologyand Frameworkfor Analysis
The fundamental issue In this plan amendment is the management of "live rock" as part of the FMP. The
basic approach adopted In this AIR Is an assessment of management measures from the standpoint of
determining the resulting changes In costs and benefits to society. The net effects are stated in terms of
prcx:lucer surplus to the harvest sector, net profits to the intermediate sector, and consumer surplus to
the final users of the resource.
The harvest sector refers to the commercial harvesters of live rock and the intermediate sector, to
dealers of live rock. Final users of the resource are taken to refer to the individuals that derive benefits
from the resource in either consumptive or non-consumptive manner. These final users consist of
individual buyers of live rock from commercial dealers or harvesters, harvesters of live rock for use in
personal aquaria, extractors of live rock for research purposes, and non-extracting users of live rock
such as divers.
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In addition to changes in the surpluses mentioned above, there are also changes in prcx:Jucerand
consumer surpluses of indirect users of the resource, such as those involved in other fisheries and
tourist activities, that will be effected through a change in the management of live rock. Moreover, other
so-called non-use values, such as existence value, bequest value and option value, will be affected by a
change in the management of live rock. Finally, there are public and private costs associated with the
process of changing and enforcing regulations on live rock.
Ideally, all these changes in costs and benefits need to be accounted for in assessing the net economic
benefit from management of live rock. The RIR attempts to determine these changes to the extent
possible, albeit in a very qualitative manner.
In addition to discussions on net economic benefits, some consideration is given on such other issues
as community employment and income opportunity, acceptability of the regulatory measures, and
present and historical participation in the fishery.
Impacts of Proposed Actions and Alternatives
A. NOACTION

Global retail sales of in the ornamental fish hobby has been estimated at about $4 billion, and about $1.6
billion of that amount are spent In the U.S. (Derr, 1992; Andrews, 1990). Reportedly, the fastest growing
component of the marine life or aquarium trade is minireefs or live reef aquarium systems, the cost of
which could range from a thousand to several tens of thousands of dollars (Derr, 1992). The backbone
for this type of aquarium is live rock and its associated invertebrates. Consumer demand then for such
type of aquaria undertie the derived demand 1 for live rock. Empirical estimates of such demand are not
currently available, and in fact there is little known about the demand for live rock. It can be said,
however, that as long as such consumer demand for minireefs continues to grow over time, derived
demand for live rock or its substitutes will correspondingly grow. The l.ikelihood of such growth in
demand depends partly on whether minlreefs are a mere fad or a structural shift in demand for aquaria.
As a fad, miriireef (:lemand would decline in the near future; as a structural shift, such demand would be
sustained over time. In the latter case, income and population growth would become significant factors.
Looking only at the income factor, one can possibly argue that if a growing demand for minireefs is
observable at current times when the economy Is at its ebb, a stronger demand can be expected when
the economy recovers. Given such prospects for demand, the derived demand for live rock and its
substitutes may be expectedto keep pace.
Supply of accessories for aquarium trade come from many countries, including the U.S. While domestic
production of ornamental fish comprises only a small percentage of the entire U.S. supply, it does
reportedly account for a good percentage of live rock supply in the U.S. A portion of domestic
production is also shipped to Canada and England.
While live rock landings are reported to have occurred in Alabama and possibly in the Carolinas, only
records of landlngs in Florida are available. The live rock industry in Florida is one major source of live
rock supply in the aquarium trade. Since Florida included in trip ticket reporting the harvest of live rock
around March 1990, reportedlandings over the period 1990-1993 have shown a steady increase. This is
highly reflective of supply of live rock matching the increase In demand for the product.

1

The demand that harvesters of live rock face is termed "derived demand" to stress the fact that live rock is one of the inputs
of producing aquaria products. Final consumers demand these aquaria products.
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Among the states in the jurisdiction of the SAFMC and GMFMC, only Florida has explicit regulations on
the harvest of live rock. Although there are several types of live rock, Florida instituted a management
plan for live rock as one unit. This management mainly consists of a regulation closing Florida waters to
harvest of live rock and phasing out the landing of live rock harvested in the EEZ over a three-year
period ending June 30, 1995 through a gradually reduced harvest quota with trip limits. As mentioned
elsewhere in this document, the Florida quota and trip limits on harvest of live rock in the EEZ could not
be enforced.
Based on the foregoing discussions, a no action alternative would mean an increasing harvest of live
rock in the EEZ that matches with an increasing demand for the product. Closure of Florida state
waters to harvest of live rock prompted fishermen to fish in the EEZ. This condition undoubtedly
increased harvest cost, but the reopening of the season in the EEZ after March 31, 1993, revealed that
increases in harvest costs are far outweighed by revenue gains from the sale of live rock. Of course,
fishermen still have the option of fishing in Florida state waters (clearly a violation of state rule), but they
have to match revenues with the probability of a higher cost in the event they are caught violating state
rules.2
A no action alternative essentially means that the producer surplus to the harvest sector, net profits to
the dealers, and consumer surplus would be maintained at a level that matches any growth in demand.
The level of these benefits cannot be estimated due to lack of information. It may only be stated that
about 147 individuals or about 76 percent of those engaged in marine aquarium collection are involved
at least part-time in the collection of live rock. Various types of live rock command different exvessel
prices, for example, bare rubble rock could be sold at $0.50 per pound while "Christmas tree rock'' could
get as much as $3.00 per pound. FDEP reports the exvessel value of live rock harvest at about
$645,007 in 1991, $602,894 in 1992, and $1,063,237 in 1993 (see Table 1 in the amendment text). If
demand continues to improve, more individuals in Florida and other states will be involved in the fishery,
likely resulting in increased harvest and ·larger revenues. Noting the relatively lower cost of harvesting
live rock, producer surplus may be expected to increase as well.
While benefits of the no action alternative accrue to ·the live rock industry and its associated industries,
certain potential costs would. be borne by other sectors and by society as a whole. These cost items
are associated with forfeiting benefits from non-harvest of live rock. These benefits are in turn
associated with the value of live rock either by itself or as contributing factor to the survival of other
marine organisms that may have commercial, recreational or other uses.
Like any natural resource, live rock commands what has been termed non-use values, specifically
existence value, bequest value, and option value. Existencevalue refers to the satisfaction individuals
derive from knowledge that a natural resource exists and will continue to exist in the future even though
they may never use or see the resource. Bequestvalue is the benefit associated with endowing a
natural resource to future generations. Optionvalue refers to the benefit individuals obtain from

2
This last statement may create certain confusion so that a little clarification is demanded here. First of all only Florida has
closed its waters to harvest of wild rock, but other states have not adopted a similar rule. Thus the mentioned statement refers only
to Florida state waters. The underlying rationale for the mentioned statement is the economic incentive to fish in either state or
federal waters or both. If state waters are closed, fishermen have the option of fishing legally in the EEZ unless a federal rule
compatible with that of the state is in place. They may also fish illegally in closed state waters. In choosing which area to fish, the
economic decision a fisherman makesla to fish in either state or federal waters or both up to a point where his marginal cost equals
his marginal revenue (assuming ~lled
"second-order conditions• are met). If he fishes only legally, i.e., in the EEZ, his expected
cost will be equal to the ordinary fishing cost, but if he also fishes illegally, i.e. in closed state waters, his expected cost will be equal
to ordinary fishing cost plus any penalties if caught fishing illegally. If he chooses to fish illegally in closed state waters, it only
means that from an economic standpoint, his expectedrevenue is higher than his expected cost, and he will continue to fish illegally
up to such point when his expected marginal revenue equals his expected marginal cost. It may be stressed here that this analysis
only shows a probable situation and does not assert that fishermen will fish illegally.
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retaining the option to use the resource in the future by conserving it now. These values are
undoubtedly difficult to measure, but measurement has been done in few instances. For example,
Pearce (1990) estimated the existence value for the Amazonia rainforest to be at least US$3.2 billion and
Hundloe (1987) estimated the existence and option values of the Australian Great Barrier Reef of about
AUS$45 million per year. It only needs mentioning here that certain degree of the mentioned three
values would be forfeited by the harvest of live rock.
Elsewhere in the amendment document are outlined some of the important contributions of live rock of
various kinds to the survival and growth of some marine species that have commercial or recreational
value and in the particular case of rubble rocks to the promotion of high carbonate production from
coral and algae which sustains the living coral reef. The economic issue related to the effects of live
rock on other marine species is one of productivity. This issue Involves the valuation of the change in
the productive capacity of an area relative to the affected marine species where live rock is harvested.
The actual estimation of such value requires an enormous amount of data especially that some of the
organisms sustained by the food and protection afforded by live rock would command larger than
minimal commercial or recreational value only when they reach certain size. The "other uses" referred
above relate to the scientific, educational, and pharmaceutical values of those species, including
organisms attached to the hard substrate, whose survival partly depend on the presence of live rock.
In the case of live rock's contributions to the living reef, the economic issue involves valuation of such
contribution to the overall non-extractive value of reefs such as those derived from tourism and non
extractive research and education activities. While some methodologies exist to estimate such values,
data are simply non-existent to undertake the exercise. There are, nonetheless, existing estimates on
the value of reefs some of which were conducted in assessing the value of damage to reefs. In
connection with the damage assessment of the Mavro ship grounding, the value of bottom habitat was
estimated at about $11 per square foot (FMFC, 1991; GMFMC, 1992). This valuation was based on the
dockside value of rubble rock with encrusting organisms. In another Instance using tourism
expenditures, Mattson and DeFoor (1985) estimated the value of coral reefs In seven sites located in the
John Pennekamp Coral Reef State Park and Key Largo National Marine Sanctuary to be $15.75 per
square meter annually based on direct revenues and $85 per square meter annually based on gross
revenues (i.e., inclusive of indirect expenditures). They also estimated the lifetime value of coral reefs in
these seven areas to be at least $1.6 billion. Using a different technique, Finch, Julius, and Lopez
(1992) estimated at $1.5 million the value of 1,610 square meters of coral reefs in the Florida Keys
damaged due to vessel grounding.
While the above estimates for coral reefs are not directly applicable to the issue of valuing live rock as
an integral part of coral reef, they do point to the possibility of estimating such values. In the present
case, it has been reported that 75 percent of rubble live rock comes from a known area of the Florida
Reef Tract, the so-called Area 748 which is a 40-mile section of the Florida Reef Tract. Thus, if valuation
of live rock and its contribution to the living reef were attempted, this area would be the prime candidate
for study. Spurgeon (1992) spelled out the various components of valuing coral reefs in terms of
financial and social benefits associated with reefs. These benefits can be assigned monetary values or a
range of monetary values where estimation proves difficult. The two major estimating techniques are
travel cost method (TCM) and contingent valuation method (CVM). Valuation under TCM utilizes such
information as the number of people visiting a reef site and their corresponding travel costs. One major
assumption of this method Is that the number of people visiting a site Is inversely related to the distance
travelled. Under CVM, valuation Is undertaken generally by asking people how much they would be
willing to pay for certain reef products assuming they could not be obtained elsewhere. The basic idea
in CVM estimation is to construct a hypothetical market for reef products and to elicit information from
people on the amount they are willing to pay, or be compensated, for any increase or decrease in such
products. Both techniques have been employed in the Gulf but only with regard to determining the
recreational value of fishing for certain marine species (Green, 1989; Leeworthy, 1990; Milon, 1988, 1993;
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Milon et al., 1993). Currently, a study Is underway to estimate the economic value of reefs in Florida
(Adams, per. comm., 1993).
In sum, the no action alternative may be expected to sustain the benefits derivable from the harvest of
live rock, but the attendant costs of an increasing harvest of live rock, although not quantifiable at the
present time, appear to be less than negligible and are likely to substantially increase in th~ future.
B. DEFINITION FOR THE MANAGEMENT UNIT
B.1

Inclusion of live rock in the management unit and provision of definition thereof.

B.2

Redefinition of allowable octocorals

B.2.a Preferred AHernative for the South Atlantic Area: Allowable octocorals means erect, non
encrusting species of the subclass Octocorallia, except the prohibited sea fans Gorgonia
flabellum and 11.ventalina, including only the substrate covered by and within one inch of
the holdfast.

B.2.b Rejected AHernative: No change, allowable octocorals includes no portion of substrate to serve
as an anchor for the colony.
B.2.c Preferred AHernative for the Gulf Area: Allowable octocorals means erect, non-encrusting
species of the subclass Octocorallia, except the prohibited sea fans Gorgonia flabellum and
.G.:.
ventalina, including only the substrate covered by and within three inches of the
holdfast.
There are two alternatives presented with respect to the definition of live rock, namely B.1.a and B.1.b
(Refer to Section 2.B of the amendment document for specific wording of the definitions). Both the Gulf
and South Atlantic -Councils prefer the definition of live rock as stated under B. 1.a. As mentioned in the
amendment"document, the only difference between the two definitions (B.1.a and B.1.b) is the inclusion
under B.1.b of some crustaceans, molluscs, and echinoderms which may be present on the live rock but
are not attached to it.
While alternatives under B.1 provide for an explicit definition of live rock and associated organisms,
those under B.2. redefine octocorals as one including or excluding a portion of the hard substrate on
which certain octocorals grow. The preferred alternatives of both the Gulf and South Atlantic Councils
(B.2.a and B.2.c) define octocorals as Including a small portion of the hard substrate on which certain
octocorals grow. Thus even if octocorals may be harvested, they have to be separated from a large
hard substrate on which they may be found. The major difference between B.2.a and B.2.c is the size of
the substrate (larger under B.2.c) that Is allowed to be taken with the harvest of octocorals.
The inclusion of live rock in the management unit means that management regulations may be enacted
directly affecting live rock taken in the EEZ. In part, the need to explicitly manage the harvest of live
rock in the EEZ Is prompted by the existence of state regulations on the fishery and by a desire to
protect fishery habitat. More importantly, however, earlier discussions on the potential effects of a no
action alternative points to the need of managing the live rock fishery for purposes of recognizing and
estimating the costs and benefits associated with the harvest of live rock. While the no action alternative
may seem to afford the live rock industry a more competitive environment, the harvest of live rock
results in positive or negative economic externalities that justify government intervention. These
externalities have been discussed earlier In terms of costs to society from forfeiting benefits from
consumptive and non-consumptive use of live rock and other affected marine species.
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C. HARVEST QUOTAS FOR WILD LIVE ROCK
c.1

Preferred Alternative for the South Atlantic: Cap wild harvest at 485,000 pounds of loose
rubble rock in the South Atlantic, south of the Broward-Dade County, Florida line for 1994
and 1995. Harvest of wild live rock in the South Atlantic will terminate no later than January
1, 1996. There is to be no chipping of live rock during the harvest period, and there is to be
no take or possessionin the EEZ of the South Atlantic, north of Dade County, Florida.

c.2

Rejected Alternativefor the Gulf Area: Establish a Gulf of Mexico quota of 2s2,ooo
pounds
harvest for calendar years 1994 through 1996 from the Pasco-Hernando County line to the
Monroe-Collier county line in Florida with no chipping permitted in that area. There is to be no
harvest or possession of wild live rock in the Gulf EEZ outside this designated area. Harvest is to
continue at the 1995 level in the absence of a federal aquaculture system.

C.3

RejectedAlternative: Establish an annual harvest quota of 400 tons (800,000 pounds) of wild
live rock per year in the Gulf and South Atlantic for the years 1995 through 1998 with no wild live
rock harvest in 1999 and subsequent years. However, if a federal live rock aquaculture system is
not in effect by 1996, wild harvest will remain at the 1995 level.

C.4

RejectedAlternative: Establish an annual harvest quota of 252,000 pounds of wild live rock per
year in the Gulf of Mexico for the years 1995 through 1998 with no wild rock harvest in 1999 and
subsequent years. However, if a federal live rock aquaculture system is not in effect by 1996,
wild harvest will continue at the 1995 level.

C.5

RejectedAlternative: Establish a quota of 400 tons (800,000 pounds) in 1995, to be reduced by
25 percent in 1996, by 50 percent in 1997, by 75 percent in 1998, and no harvest of wild live rock
in 1999 and thereafter.

C.6

RejectedAlternative: Allow three more years of unlimited live rock harvest after implementation
of the amendment. After three years, live rock could be harvested from or possessed in the EEZ
only under permit for aquaculture or scientific collection.

C.7

RejectedAlternative: Set a live rock quota at zero; allow no harvest in the EEZ upon
implementation of this amendment.

c.a

Preferred Alternative for the Gulf Area: Establish a Gulf of Mexico harvest for calendar
years 1994 through 1996 from the Florida-Alabama state line to the Monroe-Collier County
line in Florida. There Is to be no harvest or possession of wild live rock in the Gulf EEZ
outside this designatedarea. After December 31, 1996, there is to be no more harvest of
wild live rock In the Gulf EEZ; however, harvest Is to continue at the 1995 (unlimited) level
in the absence of a federal aquaculture permitting system. No chipping is allowed north
and west of the Pasco-HernandoCounty line to tt,e Florida-Alabamaborder.

The alternatives cover a wide range of allowable harvest, from an immediate ban (Rejected Alternative
C.7) to an unlimited harvest of wild live rock for about three years from the implementation of this
amendment (Rejected Alternative C.6). The two Councils differ In their selection of a preferred
alternative. The Gulf CouncU favors unlimited overall harvest for the period 1994-1996 in EEZ waters off
Florida, to be supplanted later with aquaculture production once the federal aquaculture system is in
place. In the absence of the federal aquaculture system, harvest continues to be allowed at the 1995
level. Harvest Is prohibited In all other areas of the Gulf of Mexico EEZ. In addition, no chipping is
permitted in the allowed area north and west of the Pasco-Hernando County line. The South Atlantic
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Council favors imposing an aggregate quota of 485,000 pounds for two years in the South Atlantic areas
south of the Broward-Dade County line and outright ban in areas north of the line. The favored position
of the South Atlantic Council implies a separate management for harvest of wild live rocks in the two
Councils' respective areas of jurisdiction. Aside from the quota level and length of open harvest, the two
Councils differ in their respective treatment of an aquaculture program. While for the Gulf Council, an
established aquaculture system serves as a precondition for the ban on harvest of wild live rock, the
same cannot be said of the South Atlantic Council's position although together with the Gulf Council it
prefers adopting the policy of allowing and facilitating aquaculture in the EEZ (see subsection D below).
The economic issue in the choice between a limit on harvest and a prohibition on harvest of live rock is
one of trade-off between net benefits derived from consumptive use and net benefits derived from non
consumptive use of live rock. Net benefits from consumptive use are broadly taken to be the resulting
change in producer surplus from the harvest of live rock while net benefits from non-consumptive use
refer to the increase in values derived from non-harvest of live rock. This latter set of values refers to
those values mentioned earlier in the discussion of the no action alternative. Incidentally, the no action
alternative is another option appropriately involved in the trade-off of net benefits between consumptive
and non-consumptive use. The no action alternative would give the largest allocation of live rock for
consumptive use while the harvest prohibition would give the least of such allocation for consumptive
use. The option to limit harvest would stand in between the two extreme options. The main indicator
involved in assessing the resulting effects of such trade-off is the resulting overall net benefits to society.
The mentioned trade-off in net benefits may be appropriately approached within the context of allocating
the wild live rock resource among competing uses, I.e., consumptive and non-consumptive in the
present case. For an optimal allocation, the necessary condition stipulates that marginal net benefitsare
equalized among the various resource uses. Information is obviously too scanty to determine what level
of allocation of live rock between consumptive and non-consumptive uses satisfies this condition. This
lack of information is compounded by the problem of estimating non-consumptive values for live rock.
Under this situation, the ensuing discussion merely points out the likely,changes in overall net benefitsto
society from a given allocation.
As alluded to earlier, the no action alternative presents a good opportunity for.the generation of relatively
high producer surplus in consumptive use but at the same time the same alternative provides the
highest likelihood of a relatively low benefit from non-consumptive use. The economic disexternalities on
users of other marine species and reefs enhanced by the presence of live rock may not be quantifiable
but is expected to increase as harvest of live rock Increases over time. The prohibition on harvest of live
rock would also present a situation where net loss Is suffered by consumptive users (harvesters) of live
rock and a high likelihood for a relatively high net benefit from non-consumptive use. While the net loss
to harvesters may be estimated, the resulting net benefit for non-consumptive use may not be known, so
that the resulting overall net benefit cannot be determined. In the case of limiting harvest, both
consumptive and non.:.Consumptlve
net benefits would be realized. In many economic decisions
involving purely market values, most oftentimes the allocation that results in highest net benefits is one
that allows many competing users to remain in "business." The difficulty of directly applying this on live
rock is that for a large portion of the benefits derivable from live rock there is no market mechanism that
can be tapped to quantify especially the non-consumptive benefits. There are, nevertheless, modeling
techniques that can be employed to estimate those benefits, but one has yet to be applied to live rocks
in the Gulf and South Atlantic EEZ. The likely possibility that live rock Is a non-renewable resource only
intensifies the problem of quantifying such benefits. At any rate, there Is probably a relatively higher
benefit to society afforded by an allocatlon that does not eliminate any of the competing users of the
resource. However, such allocation may be achieved either by simply limiting harvest of wild live rock or
by banning such harvest but providing for aquaculture production.
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To sum up the foregoing discussion, we may state that an allocation that allows both consumptive and
non-consumptive users to remain in the fishery may be deemed to generate a relatively higher net
benefit than an allocation that excludes certain group of users. In view of this, Alternative C.7 may be
regarded as an one that affords the least benefit to society over the short and long run, since the
consumptive group is immediately excluded from the fishery and aquaculture is very unlikely to be a
feasible substitute over a very short period of time. The rest of the alternatives allow both types of users
to remain in the fishery at varying harvest level and length of time so that their short-term effects vary.
Their long-term effects depend largely on the time needed to render aquaculture a viable alternative.
The succeeding discussion focuses mainly on the effects of these seven alternatives.
In terms of short-term effects (1 to 3 years), Alternative C.8 offers the highest net benefits to
consumptive users of wild live rock. Over the three-year period, benefits grow along with.increases in
harvest more than increases in costs. On the lower end of the benefit spectrum are Alternatives C.1 and
C.2, both of which maintain a relatively low harvest quota (Alternative C.2) or shorter period of open
harvest (Alternative C.1) and in addition prohibit chipping of rocks. Prohibition of chipping increases the
cost of harvest operation in terms of either a direct harvest cost or of forgone revenues. Recent public
testimonies claimed that chipped rocks contribute as much as 85 percent of gross revenues of some
wild rock harvesters. The phase-out approach (Alternative C.5) translates to a reduction in consumptive
benefits over the three-year period, but in a way that affords overall short-term benefits higher than those
obtainable from Alternatives C.1 and C.2. Alternatives C.4 and C.5 may be ranked higher than
Alternatives C.2 mainly because of relatively lower fishing cost due to non-prohibition of chipping.
Alternative C.3 may be ranked second highest in benefits due to a relatively higher harvest quota and
relatively lower fishing cost due to non-prohibition of chipping. While Alternative C.8 also prohibits
chipping, it does limit such prohibition in areas, i.e., north and west of the Pasco-Hernando County line,
where rubble rocks are also available according to some recent public testimonies. In this case,
Alternative C.8, in comparison with the other alternatives, may still be considered as one that provides
the highest net benefits to consumptive users.
While implementation of an alternative that results in the least benefits to consumptive users may result
in the most benefits to non-consumptive users, it is reasonable to expect that over the short-run
increases in benefits to non-consumptive users would be less than decreases in benefits to consumptive
users. Thus, the aforementioned ranking of alternatives is considered to hold true even if effects on non
consumptive users are also considered.
In terms of long-term effects, the alternatives clear1y appear to enhance the benefits accruing to non
consumptive users. The magnitude of such effects varies inversely with the length of time before a more
restrictive measure is adopted. In contrast, the alternatives are going to adversely affect the
consumptive users, although such adverse effects would be mitigated by the development of an effective
aquaculture program. Considering the long-term effects on both user groups, there appears to be a
resulting net benefit from a more restrictive management of wild live rock ~rvest when there is an
accompanying aquaculture program.
Assume for discussion purposes that there are no costly legal obstacles to pursuing aquaculture
production. The current absence of aquaculture production may be taken to imply that this type of
production is more costly than harvest of wild live rock or that demand is still not large enough to render
aquaculture production profitable. In either case, the switch from wild harvest to aquaculture would
entail a reduction in producer surplus or a forgoing of larger profits especially in the face of an
increasing demand. However, such reduction in producer surplus or forgoing of larger profits have to
be modified by the reduction in negative externalities on other fisheries or in non-consumptive use of the
live rock resource. In this situation, the switch to aquaculture may not result in significant reduction in
overall producer surplus, but it will most likely result in the distribution of producer surplus from those
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currently in the fishery who may not be able to afford the investment required for aquaculture to those
who can afford and do invest in aquaculture production.
If an aquaculture program proves to be an ineffective substitute for wild live rock harvest, all alternatives
would have practically the same adverse long-run effects on the consumptive users. The most stringent
alternative (either Alternative C.7, C.5 or C.1) would have the least adverse effects on non-consumptive
users, and would tum out to be the alternative that would result in highest net benefits when effects are
summed across various user groups. If, on the other hand, an aquaculture program successfully
develops, the alternative that allows enough time for its development would generate the most benefits
to society since both short-term and long-term adverse effects are minimized. In this regard, Alternatives
C.2, C.3, C.4, and C.8 may be ranked higher than the other alternatives. It may be stressed, however,
that these alternatives provide only for the establishment a federal system for development of live rock
aquaculture, and establishment of such a system may not coincide in time with the development of a
successful aquaculture program. Nevertheless, these alternatives provide the best environment for
development of live rock aquaculture.
O. AQUACULTURE OF LIVE ROCK

0.1

Preferred Alternative for the Gulf and South Atlantic Areas: ·it is the position of the Councils
to allow and facilitateaquaculturein the EEZ.

0.2

Rejected Alternative: No provision for aquaculture. After termination of the period allowing
annual quotas, the harvest or possession of live rock in EEZ would be prohibited.

The Councils' preferred alternative complements the various alternatives on restrictions of wild live rock
harvests. From the standpoint of benefits to both consumptive and non-consumptive users, this
preferred alternative will definitely provide a.better avenue for generating higher producer and consumer
surplus in the fishery. While the Council and NMFS do not have the authority to lease water bottoms for
aquaculture, state and other federal agencies may have some regulatory responsibility for such an
activity. The preferred alternative would then lessen regulatory obstacles toward the development of a
live rock aquaculture industry.
Under the preferred alternative, the major feature that can potentially negate the positive effects of
aquaculture on overall net benefits is the selection of aquaculture sites. If aquaculture is allowed in sites
where other fishing activities, like trawling and longlining, become severely constrained the benefits from
aquaculture production may not offset the loss in benefits to the affected fisheries. In this situation, the
rejected alternative may prove to be the better approach in generating a higher overall net benefits to
society. But it is worth mentioning that reef fishing may develop in an otherwise unproductive area for
fishing, since the planted rocks could serve as artificial reefs for some recreationally or commercially
important species. Such situation would enhance the positive effects of an aquaculture program and
thus should to be taken Into account In the event that adverse consequences befall on some fisheries in
the choice of aquaculture sites.
As alluded to above,the alternatives <:onsidered here relate only to what the Council and NMFS can do
in reducing regulatory obstacles to the development of an aquaculture program. State and other federal
agencies have more direct responsibilities in minimizing regulatory obstacles to the development of this
industry. More importantly, the success of this program depends on the industry members who decide
to undertake aquaculture production.
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E. PERMITS
E.1 Harvest Permits
E.1.a Preferred Alternative for the Gulf and South Atlantic Areas: In addition to any applicable
state license or permit, a federal permit Is required for the harvest and possession of wild
live rock in the EEZ during the phase-out harvest period. Permits shall be limited to
persons who have commercially landed and, where required, reported wild live rock
landings prior to the control date of February 3, 1994. A fee not to exceed the administrative
cost of issuance may be authorized.

E.1.b RejectedAlternative: Require a federal permit In the absence of a state permit for harvest and
possession of "wild" live rock from the EEZ during the phase-out period.
E. 1.c RejectedAlternative: Require no harvest permit for taking commercial quantities of wild live
rock during the terminal harvest period.

PersonalUse Harvest
E.1.d RejectedAlternative: A personal use harvest and possession of up to a two gallon (0.27 cubic
foot) (or more) bucket container of live rock is allowed per person per day in the EEZ. Sale of
such material Is prohibited. No wild harvest permit is required.

E.1.e RejectedAlternative: A personal use harvest and possession of up to a two gallon (0.27 cubic
foot) (or more) bucket container of live rock is allowed per person per day during the terminal
harvest period in the EEZ. No wild harvest permit is required. Sale of such material is prohibited.

E. 1.f

PreferredAlternativefor the Gulf and South AtlanticAreas: No take of live rock is allowed
withouta commercialharvestpermit.

E.1.g RejectedAlternative:·
A personal use permit is required to take live rock in limited quantities
specified for one's personal use.
There are two subsets of alternatives here. The first subset deals with the permitting of commercial
harvest of wild live rock while the second deals with the limiting of recreational harvest. Both the Gulf
and South Atlantic Councils have the same preferred alternatives in both subsets.
The basic advantage of requiring permits Is the Identification of fishery participants and the subsequent
effective monitoring and enforcement of rules on wUd live rock harvest. This advantage is equally
offered by both Alternatives E.1.a and E.1.b. The direct cost outlay for securing permits under these two
alternatives is minimal since It may not exceed the administrative cost of issuing them. Alternative E.1.c
does not require a federal commercial permit for harvest of wild live rock and thus would forego the
mentioned advantage provided by the first two alternatives. Given the likely scenario of eventual
prohibition of commercial harvestof wild live rock, the permitting requirement would have mainly short
term effects.
Alternative E.1.a requires a federal permit in addition to any state permits and simultaneously imposes a
moratorium on the issuanceof such a permit. A moratorium is generally viewedas a prelude to a more
comprehensive limited access system in the fishery. The proposed moratorium is not of this kind unless
aquaculture producers are later restricted to those holding permits during the moratorium. In the event
that a harvest quota is implemented for the fishery, a moratorium would mainly limit the number of
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participants in the fishery. FDEP records show that in 1993 about 102 permittees reported live rock
landings although In previous years the number of permittees was about 147. The proposed moratorium
would then llmit the number of participants to probably the lower number.
The proposed quota for commercial harvest of wild live rock in the South Atlantic area is about 77
percent of the 1993 harvest in that area. This implies that additional entrants to the fishery offer the
potential of shortening the season for wild rock harvest In this area. Given this condition, a moratorium,
as in Alternative E.1.a, may result In higher benefits to the fishery than other alternatives for any given
market demand for wild live rock. If demand remains about the same over the phase-out period, a
moratorium would prevent a possible reduction in prices since large increases in landings in the early
part of the season would be prevented unless of course moratorium participants significantly increase
their fishing effort. In a situation of Increasing demand for live rock, a moratorium would minimize the
likelihood of forgoing higher benefits from harvest of live rock. It appears then that, for the South
Atlantic area, Alternative E.1.a would offer higher benefits than the other alternatives in terms of
preventing a further deterioration of efficiency in the fishery when more participants enter the fishery.
The effects of a permit moratorium in the Gulf area are not necessarily identical to those in the South
Atlantic area. In the Gulf area, there would be no aggregate quota for the harvest of wild live rock from
1994 through 1996 (see Section C) but there would trip limits (see Section G). Under this condition, a
derby fishery may not ensue within this three-year period so that the moratorium would have not have
the same effects as those mentioned for the South Atlantic area. Beyond 1996, however, the fishery
may be subject to an aggregate quota equivalent to the 1995 harvest if the aquaculture system is not yet
developed. In addition, it may be expected that if the South Atlantic area is closed to wild rock harvest
while the Gulf area remains open, effort in the latter area may be expected to Increase. In this event, a
moratorium can minimize the adverse Impacts of a derby fishery or the deterioration in the efficiency of
the harvest sector.
A moratorium may be expected to redistribute the benefits from the fisl)ery in favor of those included in
the program. Potentially excluded from the fishery are new entrants, and the adverse effects on these
fishermen would vary directly with their amount of investment in the fishery. Depending on the presence
of transferability conditions, licenses issued at the start of the moratorium would command some value.
It is unlikely that vessels used for harvesting wild live rocks would command an additional value during
the moratorium since permits are issued to persons and not to vessels. The live rock industry is
currently capable of harvesting the proposed quota for the South Atlantic area and is not limited to an
aggregate quota in the Gulf area so that artificial Increases in the price of live rocks would be very
unlikely. As matter of fact, prices may fall If some form of derby in the South Atlantic area occurs.
The short-term effect of providing for recreational harvest In the Gulf of Mexico Is probably minimal if we
assume negllgible recreational effort In the fishery. A likely scenario over the long-run Is an increase in
recreational effort due to a possibleentrance of many participants, but it cannot be ascertained whether
such effort increase would be substantial as to obviate the benefits from an eventual prohibition of
commercial wild rock harvest.
E.2

Aquacutture PermHs

E.2.a Preferred Atternatlve for the South Atlantic Area: Require a permit for the possession or
harvest of live rock from aquaculture operations in the EEZ. Such a permit will be required in
order to harvest or possess live rock from an aquaculture site. Harvest from the area may only
be done by the permittee or his written designee and an administrative fee will be authorized for
the permit.
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E.2.b Preferred AHernative for the Gulf Area:
(1) Require a permit for the possession or harvest of live rock from aquaculture operations
in the EEZ. Such a permit will be required in order to harvest or possess live rock from
an aquaculture site. Harvest from the area may only be done by the permittee or his
written deslgnee and an administrative fee will be authorized for the permit.
(2) An aquaculture harvest permit, Issued by NMFS, authorizes an exception to taking and
possession of otherwise prohibited hard corals, octocorals, and live rock as cuhured
live rock and attachments thereon.
(3) Permittee must notify enforcement officers no less than 24 hours in advance of
harvest.
E.2.c Rejected Alternative: No permit required for possession of live rock from aquaculture
operations in the EEZ.
E.2.d Rejected AHernatlve: Require a permit for the possession or harvest of live rock from
aquaculture operations in the EEZ. NMFS permits shall be available only to those individuals who
have demonstrated that they have deposited rock or substrate in the permitted site.
To obtain permits for live rock aquaculture in the EEZ, permittees must have an approved Corps
of Engineers' permit to place substrate in the EEZ, and have demonstrated that they have
deposited approved material In the permitted area. Such a permit shall be subject to an
administrative fee. In order to harvest or possess live rock from an aquaculture site a NMFS
permit will be required. Harvest from the area may only be done by the permittee or his written
deslgnee.
E.2.e Rejected Alternative: An aquaculture harvest permit, issued by NMFS, authorizes an exception
to taking and possession of otherwise prohibited hard corals, octocorals, and live rock as
cultured live rock and attachments thereon.
E.2.f

Rejected Ahernatlve: No change, prohibited corals may not be taken or possessed in the EEZ.

For an effective administration of an aquaculture program and enforcement of regulations, there is a
necessity to require permits for aquaculture production. It may be noted that while an effective
enforcement of regulations does not of itself result In economic benefits to society in terms of producer
and consumer surplus, it does provide a higher chance of generating the intended benefits from
regulations. In this case, a permit requirement helps to prevent any reduction in net benefits from
allowing aquaculture as a complete substitute for wild live rock harvest. Although it may be expected
that there would be relatively few who would engage in large scale aquaculture operations, it is still
necessary to require permits since each aquaculture operation may require several individuals to harvest
live rock.
The state of Florida has initiated the development of rules related to live rock aquaculture. Aquarium
Systems, Inc. initially determined the following cost items and amounts (permit and application fees) for
undertaking live rock aquaculture in Florida:
Division of State Lands Lease application
DEP Division of Water Management Artificial Reef permit
and/or Special DEP Dredge and Fill permit
and/or General Live Rock Aquaculture permit
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers letter permit
Pinellas County Dredge and Fill permit
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$200
$100
$500

$100
none

$150

(Note: Some counties do not require permits)
More recently FDEP conducted public hearings on the issue of live rock aquaculture permit system and
fees. Public hearing document indicates relatively higher fees than those determined by Aquarium
Systems, Inc. The fee structure consists of the following:
Nonrefundable application processing fee
Nonrefundable site inspection fee
Annual lease fee per acre for the first 4 years
Annual assessment fee per pound commencing the 5th year

$3,000.00
$2,000.00
$ 45.00
$
0.45

In addition to these fees, another $3,000 or so may have to be expended by the lease applicant for
professional magnetometer survey for purposes of determining whether selected aquaculture sites would
not adversely impact cultural resources listed, or eligible for listing, in the National Register of Historic
Places. We may note, however, that the above amounts are still subject to change. At any rate such
fees indicate the type of initial investment that an aquaculture undertaking entails in addition to major
cost items incurred in actual operation.

E.3

Permitsfor Scientific,Educational,and RestorationCollection

E.3.a PreferredAlternativefor the Gulfand SouthAtlanticAreas: Require a federal permitfor
harvest and possession of prohibited corals and live rock from the EEZ for scientific,
educational, and restoration purposes.

E.3.b ReiectedAlternative: Do not add live rock to the list of other prohibited species for which a
permit is required for harvest an~ possession for scientific, educational, and restoration purposes.
The preferred alternative is the current position of both the Gulf and South Atlantic Councils. This
requirement perfectly complements the enforcement of an eventual ban of commercial harvest of wild
rock. It also complements the current requirement to have permits for harvesting prohibited corals for
scientific and educational purposes. Uke the permit requirement for aquaculture, the preferred
alternative can enhance the enforcement and monitoring of regulations on the live rock industry.

F. GEAR RESTRICTIONS
F.1

Preferred Alternative for the Gulf Area: Unless otherwise prohibited in this plan, only non
power-driven hand tools limited to chipping hammers and chisels may be used In the
allowable harvestof species (I.e., live rock and octocorals) In the management unit where
chipping Is permitted.

F.2

RejectedAHernative:
No action, no restriction on use of collecting gear.

Considering the eventual ban on wHd llve rock harvest, both alternatives have mainly short-term effects.
Under a quota management, total benefits from wild live rock harvest would not be affected by adopting
any of the two alternatives. WhUe Alternative F.2 may result In relatively lower cost to harvesters so that
the resulting net benefits would be relatively higher than under Alternative F.1, the concomitant adverse
effects on the benefits of non-consumptive users may be larger. The resulting overall net effect depends
on how prevalent Is the practice of using power tools In harvesting octocorals. Under a quota
management, there is a good chance that power tools will be used by an increasing number of
participants in order to partake of the fishery before the quota is reached. In this case a lesser overall
net benefit may result from adopting Alternative F.2 over Alternative F.1.
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G. VESSEL TRIP LIMITS
G.1

PreferredAlternativefor the Gulf Area: Permittedvessels are to be limited to 25 five gallon
buckets or an equivalent volume (16.88 cubic feet) of wild rock per daily trip in the Gulf of
Mexico EEZ.

G.2

Rejected Alternative: No daily vessel trip limits for harvest of wild live rock.

Vessel trip limits are bound to penalize larger vessels in the fishery. It has been reported, however, that
most operators use vessels with lengths ranging from 22 to 28 feet and harvest up to 18 to 20 five gallon
buckets per trip so that the adverse effects of trip limits on the entire industry may not be substantial. It
may be stressed, at any rate, that vessel trip limits only introduce further technical inefficiency into the
fishery, but to the extent that a substantial increase in fishing capacity is prevented such technical
inefficiency on certain segments of the industry may not have a significant effect on the efficiency of the
entire industry.

H. STATISTICALREPORTING
H.1

PreferredAlternativefor the Gulf Area: Harvestersmust report landings of all live rock from
the EEZ in accordancewith instructionsof the Southeast Fisheries ScienceCenter Director.

H.2

Rejected Alternative: In the absence of a state fishery reporting system which requires the
reporting of live rock landings, a harvester must report landings data to the Southeast Fisheries
Science Center Director in accord with his instructions.

H.3

Rejected Alternative: Status quo, no federal requirement for reporting live rock landings.

Currently, only Florida has an effective reporting system for live rock landings. Inasmuch as Florida
accounts fo.r most of live rock landings, a federal reporting requirement may not be cost effective. It
does, however, provide the opportunity for determining the extent of the fishery throughout the
Southeast and for monitoring the overall quota during the terminal period. Unless there is an expected
widespread expansion of the fishery beyond Florida and additional budget for monitoring landings, it
does not appear economical to divert existing budget to establishing a federal reporting system for live
rocks. It may also be noted that such expansion of the fishery in EEZ beyond waters off Florida will be
prevented from occurring under the two Councils' preferred alternatives for harvest restriction.
In the event, however, that aquaculture develops and proliferates throughout the areas of the two
councils, there may arisethe need to track landings in those areas with no established reporting system
that includes live rock.

I. OPTIMUM YIELD (OY) FOR LIVE ROCK

1.1

Preferred Aiternatlve
for theSouthAtlantic Area: ov for wild live rock Is to be 485,ooo
pounds annually for the South Atlantic region where harvest is allowed for 1994-1995
annually, after which it Is to be zero except for that which may be allowed by permit.

1.2

Rejected Alternativefor the Gulf Area: OY for live r~k is to be that established by quota(s) or
which may be allowed by permit.

1.3

Rejected Alternative: OY for live rock is to be that established by quota(s) or which may be
allowed by permit.

1.4

Rejected Alternative: OY for live rock is to be zero except for that which may be allowed by
permit.
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1.5

Rejected Alternative: OY for live rock to be unlimited for three years after which it is to be zero
except for that which may be allowed by permit.

1.6

Preferred Alternative for the Gulf Area: OY for wild live rock should be unlimited for 1994,
1995, and 1996.

The inclusion of live rock in the management unit requires the provision for definition of overfishing. The
current FMP, as amended, already contains a definition of overfishing which is tied to the definition of
OY. Specifically, the FMP, as amended, stipulates that overfishing is an annual harvest that exceeds OY.
Any of the alternatives for the definition of OY is appropriate depending on the type of restriction
adopted for harvest of live rock.
J. SEPARATE MANAGEMENT IN THE JURISDICTIONAL AREAS OF THE TWO COUNCILS

J.1

Preferred Alternative for the Gulf and SouthAtlantic Areas: Management of coral, coral
reefs, live rock and any other part of the management unit In this plan will be the
responsibility of the Council In whose jurisdiction it occurs.

J.2

Rejected Alternative: No change, both Councils continue to approve all management actions.

Since the stocks in the management unit of the plan do not by themselves move from one area of
jurisdiction to another, actions by one council to manage the stocks will not have an impact on the
stocks under the jurisdiction of the other council. In this event Alternative J.1 will mainly involve
reductions in the cost of management at the council level. There could be some possibly minor
offsetting increase in administrative cost at the NMFS and secretarial level since two sets of actions
which may be similar in nature will have to considered separately. Of course, as in the coastal pelagics
plan, certain sets of actions applicable to both.councils's areas jurisdictions may be submitted under
one document. Additionally, plan and regulatory amendments will focus more on issues pertinent to a
council's area of jurisdiction, and in that way will be addressed by botH managers and fishing public in a
timely manner. There could, however, arise certain enforcement, monitoring, or compliance problem in
the event that the· two councils adopt contrasting regulatlons on the same issue or in the event that
harvesters move from one area to another. Nonetheless, these potential cost increases may be deemed
less than the mentioned cost saving and benefits derived from a more timely resolution of issues.
Government Costs of Regulation
The preparation, implementation, enforcement and monitoring of this or any federal action involves the
expenditure of public and private resources which can be expressed as costs associated with the
regulations. Costs associatedwith this specific action include:
Council costs of document preparation,
meetings, public hearings, and information
dissemination .............................................................

$35,000

NMFS administrative costs of document
preparation, meetings and review ..............................................
Law enforcement costs ..............................

20,000

·. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 15,000

Public burden associated with permits . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10,000
NMFS costs associated with permits . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10,000
t

TOTAL ....

~ ............................................
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$90,000

The cost items above have been Identified as the likely cost to be incurred in preparing and
implementingthis plan amendment. The public costs of securing permits refer only to permits issued by
NMFS. The public would obviously incur additional permit cost and application fees in undertaking live
rock aquaculture. Without knowing the structure of an aquaculture permitting system, it is not possible
to determine the fees associated with that system. At any rate, Section E.2 shows some of the possible
cost items and amounts to be expended to secure a live rock aquaculture permit in Florida.
Summary and Expected Net Impact of Proposed Action

The proposed regulatory action constitutes changes in managementfor of live rock harvests in the EEZ
under the jurisdiction of both the Gulf Council and South Atlantic Council. The emphasis of the summary
is on the expected economic impact of the various options.
The no action alternative could result in a sustained profitability for the live rock harvest sector, but there
are attendant costs that could Increase along with any increases in the harvest of live rock. Such cost
increases may be prevented by the various options to include live rock under the FMP and to provide
certain restrictions in the harvestthereof. It has been concluded that an allocation allowing both
consumptive and non-consumptiveusers of the live rock resource to remain in the fishery may be
accompanied by a relatively higher net benefit to society than any of the other proposed allocation
including the no action alternative. Maintainingthe consumptive sector in the fishery may be achieved
either by restricted harvest of wild live rock or by aquaculture of live rocks. While aquaculture may be
accompanied by reduction in producer surplus In the consumptive sector, it offers a viable alternativeof
mitigating the adverse impacts on the non-consumptivesector of the live rock fishery.
With respect to harvest quotas for wild live rock, it has been determined that if aquaculture proved to be
an ineffective substitute for wild live rock harvest,the most stringent alternative (AlternativesC.7, C.5 or
AlternativeC.1) would result In highest net benefits summed over the various user groups. If, on the
other hand, aquaculture proved to be successful,the alternativethat allows enough time for the
development of an aquaculture program (AlternativesC.2, C.3, C.4, or C.8) would offer the highest net
benefits summed over the various user groups.
To the extent that selection of aquaculture sites does not severely constrain other fisheries, the Councils'
preferred position to allow and facilitate aquaculture in the EEZ may be considered the better approach.
The permit requirement Is deemed necessaryto Identify the industry participants and to monitor and
enforce any rules adopted for the fishery. This renders the preferred alternativesfor harvest permits
(commercial sector), aquaculture permits and scientific, educational, and restoration collection permit to
be ranked higher than other alternatives. The effect of allowing limited harvest but not requiring permits
for recreational harvest of wild live rock may have minimal adverse effects in the short run, but such
effects could escalate if effort from this segment of the fishery substantially increases. The moratorium
on commercial permits offers potential of arresting surges In effort at the start of the fishing season
under quota management. The moratorium would be effectively complemented by gear restriction and
vessel trip limits although we may point out that these latter measureswould introduce further
inefficiency into the fishery. Federalstatistical reporting is important in both determining the extent of
the live rock fishery and monitoring the established quota. If, however, It is expected that the fishery
would not substantially expandbeyond Florida, establishinga federal reporting systemfor live rock
harvest may not be cost effective. A definition of OY is deemed appropriate if live rock is to be included
in the managementunit. The appropriate definition of OY depends on the type of restrictions imposed
on the harvest of live rock. There is some gains in terms of reduction in costs under the alternativethat
would give each council the sole responsibility to propose rules applicable to its area of jurisdiction.
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Determinationof a SignificantRegulatoryAction
Pursuant to E.O. 12866, a regulation is considered a "significant regulatory action" if it is likely to result
in: a) an annual effect on the economy of $100 million or more; b) a major increase in costs or prices for
consumers, individual Industries, Federal, State, or local government agencies, or geographic regions; or
c) significant adverse effects on competition, employment, investment, productivity, innovation, or on the
ability of United States-based enterprises to compete with foreign-based enterprises in domestic or
export markets.
The entire Florida commercial harvest sector of the live rock fishery is valued in 1993 at about $1.06
million exvessel which is significantly less than $100 million. Even if the fishery in other states were
accounted for, it is very unlikely that the total value would exceed $100 million. The proposed actions in
this plan amendment apply to live rock harvests in the EEZ under the jurisdiction of the Gulf Council and
South Atlantic Council." Given the size of the fishery and the segment of the fishery directly affected by
the proposed regulation, it is concluded that any revenue or cost impacts on the fishery would be
significantly less than $100 million annually.
In the event that an outright prohibition or severe restriction on the harvest of live rock is adopted, a
major cost increase (in terms of foregone profits) to the industry will ensue. As long as the reduction in
domestic production Is offset by other supply sources of live rock, prices to consumers are expected to
not increase significantly. The possibility of outright ban or severe restriction in the harvest of live rock
may be expected to have a significant adverse effect on employment, productivity, and investment;
likewise such ban or severe restriction would render the domestic industry less competitive in the
international market, specifically in Canada and England. Considering the preferred position of the
Councils which Is to allow wild live rock harvest to continue for at least two years in the case of South
Atlantic EEZ or three years in the case of the Gulf EEZ, the mentioned adverse Impacts would not likely
materialize over such period. If the ban materializes after the lapse of two or three years, its effects
could be mitigated by the development of a successful aquaculture prog_ram.
Based on the foregoing, it Is concluded that this regulation if enacted would constitute a "significant
regulatory action• in the event that the ban on wild rock harvest takes place and no effective aquaculture
program is developed.

Initial RegulatoryFlexibilityAnalysis
Introduction
The purpose of the Regulatory Flexibility Act is to relieve small businesses, small organizations, and
small governmental entities from burdensome regulations and record keeping requirements. The
category of small entitles likely to be affected by the proposed regulatory amendment is that of
commercial businesses currently engaged in the harvest of live rock. The Impacts of the proposed
action on these entitles have been discussed above. The following discussion of impacts focuses
specifically on the consequences of the proposed action on the mentioned business entities. An Initial
Regulatory Flexibility Analysis(IRFA) is conducted to primarily determine whether the proposed action
would have a "significant economic impact on a substantial number of small entities." Although an IRFA
focuses more on adverse effects, determination of beneficial significant effects is also an integral
component of the analysis. In addition to analyses conducted for the Regulatory Impact Review (AIR),
the IRFA provides an estimate of the number of small businesses affected, a description of the small
businesses affected, and a discussion of the nature and size of the impacts.
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Determination of Significant Economic Impact on a Substantial Number of Small Entities
In general, a "substantial number" of small entities is more than 20 percent of those small entities
engaged in the fishery (NMFS, 1992). It has been estimated that there are about 147 individuals who are
at least on a part-time basis engaged in the harvest of live rock. The Small Business Administration
(SBA) defines a small business in the commercial fishing activity as a firm with receipts of up to $2.0
million annually. Since the proposed action will affect practically all participants of the live rock harvest
sector, the "substantial number" criterion will be met In general.
Economic impacts on small business entitles are considered to be "significant• if the proposed action
would result in any of the following: a) reduction in annual gross revenues by more than 5 percent; b)
increase in total costs of production by more than 5 percent as a result of an increase in compliance
costs; c) compliance costs as a percent of sales for small entities are at least 1o percent higher than
compliance costs as a percent of sales for large entities; d) capital costs of compliance represent a
significant portion of capital available to small entities, considering Internal cash flow and external
financing capabilities; or e) as a rule of thumb, 2 percent of small business entities being forced to cease
business operations (NMFS, 1992).
While the Councils' preferred position on wild rock harvest would allow continuation of the fishery over
two or three years, a ban or severe restriction on the harvest of live rock could ensue. In that
eventuality, revenues to the affected individuals may be expected to be reduced by more than 5 percent.
A switch from harvest of wild live rock to aquaculture in compliance with the proposed action may be
deemed to result in a significant increase in the operating and capital costs to fishermen as a result of
complying with the regulations. Considering that all participants in the commercial live rock harvest
fishery may be deemed small business entities, the issue of big versus small business operations is not
relevant in determining distributional/regional effects of regulations, and it thus also rules out
disproportionate effects on capital costs of compliance. A number of current participants of the live rock
harvest industry may be forced to cease business or switch to other operations once the ban on wild
live rock harvest becomes in place. This number, however, is not known.
It can be inferred from the foregoing discussion that the proposed regulation can be expected to result
in a significant economic Impact on a substantial number of small entities in the commercial live rock
harvest sector. On this account, an IRFA has been prepared. The following comprises the remaining
portions of the IRFA.
Explanation of Why the Action is Being Considered
Refer to the section on Problems and Objectives in the RIR and to Section I of the amendment
document.
Objectives and Legal Basis for the Rule
Refer to the section on Problemsand Objectives in the RIR and to Section 1 of the amendment
document. The Magnuson Fishery Conservation and Management Act of 1976 provides the legal basis
for the rule.
Demographic Analysis
Refer to the Coral Fishery Management Plan, as amended.
Cost Analysis
Refer to the Government Cost and Summary sections of the RIA.
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Competitive Effects Analysis
The industry is composed entirely of small businesses (harvesters and charter boats operations). Since
no large businesses are involved, there are no disproportional small versus large business effects.
Identification of Overlapping Regulations
The proposed action does not create overlapping regulations with any state regulations or other federal
laws. Some of the proposed options may even render federal and state (Florida) rules compatible.
Conclusion
The proposed regulation Is concluded to have a significant economic impact on a substantial number of
small entities. In this regard, the foregoing information and pertinent portions of the AIR are deemed to
satisfy the analysis required under the RFA.

5.0

ENVIRONMENTAL CONSEQUENCES
Habitat Loss: Hard bottoms and reef rubble from which live rock is removed contributes to the
habitat for reef dwelling organisms which include reef fish and ornamental fishes and invertebrates.
There is concern that the removal of this material degrades the value of the habitat due to the slow
rate of regeneration of the material. There is an estimated 19,691 square miles of live bottom in
the Gulf of Mexico.
Aquarium Sales:. Harvest of live rock at a level of about 500 tons per year is said by producers to
be the backbone of the marine aquarium trade because It allows appropriate habitat for captive
tropical fishes and Invertebrates. Harvest of naturally occurring rock could be replaced by material
from aquaculture operations.
Ecosystem Management: An acceleration and continuation of removal of live rock can degrade
the quality of fishery habitat, particularly if the activity is concentrated in high use areas.
Aesthetic Values: Removal of coral or damaging coral reefs is already prohibited by federal and
Florida regulations. However, the removal of showy material in areas frequented by divers would
contribute to aesthetic degradation.
Consistent Regulations: Only the state of Florida currently regulates harvest of live rock. Florida
prohibits removal in Itswaterssince 1989 and proposed a phase-out over a 3-year period of
landings from the EEZ.

Allowance of a continued harvest of natural live rock annually from the Gulf of Mexico EEZ off South
Florida through 1996 and 485,000 pounds In the South Atlantic through 1995 will allow collectors,
dealers, and hobbyists the opportunity to maintain their business operations temporarily while converting
to alternative sources of supply. The harvest operations are to be directed to loose rock in an area of
abundant hardbottom.
The phase-out harvest of naturally occurring live rock in favor of aquaculture will eliminate any
detrimental effect of removal of the material from the fisheries environment beyond 1996. The
implementation of aquaculture under the proposed protocol with the Corps of Engineers will add
hardbottom material that supports reef dwelling organisms and would enhance the environmental
conditions for these species.
Gear restrictions, prohibition of chipping, and vessel trip limits will also serve to afford protection to rock
outcroppings during the phase-out period.
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SUMMARY OF ENVIRONMENTAL CONSEQUENCES

EFFECTS OF LIVE ROCK ALTERNATIVES
ON ntE ISSUES
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.Conclusion
Habitat of the Stocks - Since corals are sessile animals the FMP section on Description of the Stocks
(5.0) and the FMP section on Description of the Habitat (6.0) adequately describe the habitat of the
stocks (105 pages in aggregate), including condition of the stocks as well as man-induced and natural
impacts to the habitat. Amendment 1 modified the FMP by including the following updated revised
.subsections: 6.4 Habitat Information Needs; 6.5 Habitat Protection Programs; and 6.6 Habitat
Recommendations. These revisions are in Appendix A.
Physical Environment - The proposed actions in this amendment will have no long-term adverse impact
on the physical environment.
Fishery Resource - The proposed actions are intended to maintain the coral, coral reefs, and live rock
resources and to prevent them from becoming overfished.
Human Environment - Some marine life fishermen would be affected by restrictions intended to conserve
live rock. Long-term benefits are expected to exceed short-term loss.
· Effect on Wetlands - The proposed amendment will have no effect on any flood plains, wetlands, trails,
or rivers.
Mitigating Measures Related to the Proposed Action - The gear restriction and trip limit are designed to
mitigate adverse effects of continuing live rock collections. Allowing chipping to continue off the Tampa
Bay area will give aquaculturalists time to phase-out wild collections with minimal loss of revenue.
Introduction of aquaculture would enhance the hard bottom habitat and tend to mitigate earlier loss from
harvest of the natural live rock. Aquaculture would also reduce the economic loss to live rock harvesters
who are displaced from harvest of naturally occurring material and who elect to revert to aquaculture.
Unavoidable Adverse Effects - Loose rubble rock will be harvested off the Florida Panhandle area and
chipping of live rock will continue south of the Pasco-Hernando county line until the phase-out of all wild
harvest begins In 1997.
Relation Between Local, Short-Term Users of the Resource and Enhancement of Long-Term Productivity
Current harvesters of live rock will be phased out of taking wild live rock after 1995 in the South Atlantic
and after 1996 in the Gulf of Mexico. Harvesting north of Dade County, Florida in the South Atlantic and
those north and west of Pasco County, Florida in the Gulf of Mexico will be terminated upon
implementation of this amendment. Harvesters are afforded the opportunity to convert to aquaculture as
a long term venture to continue production of live rock.
Irreversible or Irretrievable Commitment of Resources - There are not expected to be any irreversible or
irretrievable committments of resources in addition to increased costs of enforcement.
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6.0

TIME AND LOCATION OF PUBLIC HEARINGS

January 5

Savannah, Georgia

January 6

Duck Key, Florida

January 11

Pensacola, Florida

January 13 Wrightsville Beach, North Carolina
January 19 Clearwater Beach, Florida
February 1O St. Augustine, Florida
March 16

Gulf Shores, Alabama

April 20

Brunswick, Georgia

June 1

Shalimar, Florida

June 2

Tampa, Florida

July 13

lslamorada. Florida

Written comments on this draft must be received by the responsible agencies by
Responsible Agencies
Gulf of Mexico Fishery Management Council
Lincoln Center, Suite 331
5401 West Kennedy Boulevard
Tampa, Florida 33609
813-228-2815
South Atlantic Fishery Management Council
Southpark Building, Suite 306
One Southpark Circle
Charleston, South Carolina 29407-4699
803-571-4366
National Marine Fisheries Service, Southeast Regional Office
9721 Executive Center Drive
St. Petersburg, Florida 33702
813-893-3141
7.0 LIST OF PREPARERS

Theophilus Brainerd, Fishery Economist, South Atlantic Fishery Management Council
Georgia Cranmore, Ecologist, National Marine Fisheries Service, Southeast Regional Office
Antonio Lamberte, Fishery Economist, Gulf of Mexico Fishery Management Council
Terrance Leary, Fishery Biologist, Gulf of Mexico Fishery Management Council
Roger Pugliese, Fishery Biologist, South Atlantic Fishery Management Council
Martha Norris of the Florida Department of Environmental Protection provided data on live rock landings.
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8.0 LIST OF AGENCIES AND ORGANIZATIONS CONSULTED:

Gulf of Mexico Fishery Management Council
- Coral Advisory Panel
- Law Enforcement Advisory Panel
- Scientific and Statistical Committee
South Atlantic Fishery Management Council
- Coral Advisory Panel
- Habitat Protection Advisory Panel
- Scientific and Statistical Committee
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA)
- Office of General Counsel (SER)
- Florida Keys National Marine Sanctuary
National Marine Fisheries Service (SER)
- Southeast Regional Office
- Southeast Fisheries Center
Florida Marine Life Association
Florida Marine Aquarium Society
Project Reefkeeper
Reef Relief
Florida Live Rock Alliance
Coral Reef Coalition
Florida Live Rock Aquaculture Club
Florida Keys Audubon Society
The Nature Conservancy
American Aquarist Society
9.0 OTHER APPLICABLE LAW

Impacts on Other Fisheries - Unregulated removal of live rock could reduce the available hard bottom
habitat for reef fish and invertebrates and subject coral reefs to damage from collectors. Regulated
harvest would reduce this adverse impact. Aquaculture by introduction of cultch material has the
potential of increasing the hard bottom habitat for reef dwelling species.
Data Needs - Data needs and responsibilities are listed in Appendix A.
Vessel Safety - The proposed actions do not impose requirements for use of unsafe (or other) gear nor
do they direct fishing effort to periods of adverse weather conditions.
Paperwork Reduction Act - (depends on permit options)
Coastal Zone Management Consistency - The Assistant Administrator has determined that this proposed
action will be implemented In a manner that is consistent to the maximum extent practicable with the
approved coastal zone management program of the affected states in the management area. This
determination has been admitted for review by the states under Section 307 of the Coastal Zone
Management Act.
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Federalism - This proposed action does not contain policies with federalism implications sufficient to
warrant preparation of a federalism assessment under E.O. 12612.
Effect on Endangered Species and Marine Mammals - Marine mammals do not use coral reef or other
hard bottom habitats and will not be directly or indirectly affected by the interim rule. Of the endangered
or threatened species under NMFS jurisdiction, the hawksbill sea turtle (Eretmochelys imbricata) and the
green sea turtle (Chelonia mydas) may use these areas for foraging and shelter and could be affected
by destruction of live rock habitat. However, the magnitude of such effects at current live rock collection
levels is not expected to be significant. Therefore, the proposed amendment will have no significant
effect on endangered species and marine mammals. A Section 7 consultation was held for Amendment
1 with a "no jeopardy opinion• being rendered. The proposed actions do not alter provisions of the FMP
that would affect these animals. An additional Section 7 consultation on Amendment 2 is in progress.
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APPENDIXA
Habitat Information Needs
The following research needs relative to coral habitat are provided so that state, federal, and private
research efforts can focus on those areas that would allow the Councils to develop measure to better
manage coral and their habitat:
1. Identify optimum environmental and habitat conditions that limit coral production;
2. Determine the relationship between coral reefs and estuarine habitat conditions;
3. Quantify the relationships between coral growth and production and habitat;
4. Identify additional areas of particular concern for coral;
5. Determine methods for restoring reef habitat and/or improving existing environmental conditions that
adversely affect reefs;
6. Identify mitigative methods for preserving and/or establishing reef;
7. Determine the impacts of trap fishing and trawling on coral and reef habitats.

HabHatProtectionPrograms
State and federal agencies and laws and policies that affect coral habitat are found in Section 7.0 of the
Coral EIS and FMP (1982). Specific involvement by other federal agencies are identified below.

Office of Coastal Zone Management,Marine San~uaries Program,NOAA: Specifically, this program
manages and funds the marine sanctuaries program. On-site management and enforcement are
generally delegated to the states through special agreements. Funding for research and management is
arranged through grants.

NationalMarine FisheriesService: The enactment of the Magnuson Act provides for exclusive
management of fisheries seaward of state jurisdiction. This includes both specific fishery stocks and
habitat. The process for developing FMPs is highly complex. It includes plan development by various
procedures through fisheries management Councils. National Marine Fisheries Service implements
approved plans. The Coast Guard, National Marine Fisheries Service, and states enforce fishery
management plans. Fishery management plans for billfish, corals, and coral reefs, coastal migratory
pelagics, red drum, reef fish, shrimp, spiny lobster, stone crab, sharks, snapper and grouper, and
swordfish are in force in the Gulf of Mexico and South Atlantic.
National Park Service: National parks and monuments are under the jurisdiction of National Park
Service. Management, enforcement, and research are accomplished In house.

MineralsManagementService: This agency has jurisdiction over mineral and petroleum resources on
the continental shelf. Management has Included specific lease regulations and mitigation of exploration
and production activities in areas where coral resources are known to exist.
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Fish and Wildlife Service: Fish and Wildlife Service assists with environmental impact review, develops
biological resource evaluations, and administers the endangered species program with the NMFS. In the
Keys area, the Fish and Wildlife Service manages several national refuges for wildlife.

GeologicalSurvey: In the coral reef areas, the Geological Survey has conducted considerable reef
research and assisted or cooperated with other institutions and agencies to facilitate logistics and
support of coral reef research.
Coast Guard: The 1978 Waterways Safety Act charges the Coast Guard with marine environmental
protection. The Coast Guard is the general enforcement agency for all marine activity in the federal
zone. Among the duties are enforcement of sanctuary and fishery management regulations, managing
vessel salvage, and coordinating oil spill cleanup operations at sea.
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers: The Corps contracts and regulates coastal engineering projects,
particularly harbor dredging and beach renourishment projects. The Corps also reviews and is the
permitting agency for coastal development projects, artificial reefs, and offshore structures.

EnvironmentalProtectionAgency: This agency has a general responsibility for controlling air and
water pollution. Disposal of hazardous wastes and point-source discharge permitting are Environmental
Protection Agency functions. Certain mineral and petroleum exploration and production activities are
managed by Environmental Protection Agency. Environmental research germane to waste disposal and
pollution also are funded.
Federal environmental agencies such as the National Marine Fisheries Service, Minerals Management
Service, Fish and Wildlife Service, and the Environmental Protection Agency also analyze projects
proposing inshore and offshore alterations for potential impacts on resources under their purview. This
Is similar to the function of the Council's Habitat Protection Committees. Recommendations resulting
from these analyses are provided to the permitting agencies (the Corp~ for physical alterations in inshore
waters and territorial seas, the Minerals Management Service for physical alterations in the Outer
Continentai Shelf or the offshore Exclusive Economic Zone (EEZ) and Environmental Protection Agency
for chemical alterations). Even though the Corps of Engineers issues permits for oil and gas structures
in the EEZ, they only consider navigation and national defense impacts, thus leaving the rest to the
Department of the Interior, in a nationwide general permit.
Environmental Protection Agency is the permitting agency for chemical discharges Into the Gulf of
Mexico, under the National Pollution Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) program of the Clean Water
Act for chemicals used or produced In the Gulf (I.e., drilling muds, produced water or biocides) and then
released, or under the Ocean Dumping Regulations of the marine Protection, Research and Sanctuaries
Act if the chemicals are transported Into the Gulf for the purpose of dumping. When discharge or
dumping permits are proposed, federal and state Fish and Wildlife Agencies may comment and advise
under the Fish and Wildlife Coordination Act and National Environmental Protection Act. The Council
may do likewise under the Magnuson Act and National Environmental Protection Act. The Councils also
protect reef fish habitat under the Corals and coral Reefs Fishery Management Plan.

Habitat Recommendation
The coral resources contribute to the food supply, economy, health of the nation, and provides habitat
for recreational and commercial fishing opportunities and aesthetic enjoyment. The continued use of
these resources can only be assured by the wise management of all aspects of habitat. Increased
productivity may not be possible without habitat maintenance and regulatory restrictions.,
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Recognizing that all speciesare dependent on the quantity and quality of their essential habitats, it is the
policy of the Councils to protect, restore, and improve habitats upon which commercial and recreational
marine fisheries depend, to increase their extent and to improve their productive capacity for the benefit
of the present and future generations. This policy shall be supported by three objectives which are to:
1. Maintain the current quantity and productive capacity of habitats supporting important
commercial and recreational fisheries, including their food base. (This objective may be
accomplished through the recommendation of no loss and minimization of environmental
degradation :Ofexisting habitat);
2.

Restore and rehabilitate the productive capacity of habitats which have already been degraded;
and

3.

Create and develop productive habitats where increased fishery productivity will benefit society.

To achieve these goals the Councils have formed Habitat Protection Committees and Advisory Panels.
The purpose of the committees is to bring to the Council's attention activities that may affect the habitat
of the fisheries under their management. The Councils pursuant to the Magnuson Act, will use their
authorities to support state and federal environmental agencies in their habitat conservation efforts and
will directly engage the regulatory agencies on significant actions that may affect habitat. The goal is to
ensure that habitat losses are kept to the minimum and that efforts for appropriate mitigation strategies
and applicable research are supported.
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APPENDIX B
COMMENTS FROM AGENCIESAND RESPONSE
1. Comment: The FEIS should address if the proposed mariculture might generate conflicts with
Florida laws protecting sea fans and corals. (EPA)
Response: Discussion in Section E.2.b has been broadened to include this issue.
2.

Comment: We request some discussion on how regulators will distinguish between live rock
cultured on seeded limestone and native wild live rock that is to be protected under the proposed
management plan. (EPA)
Response: The protocol for aquaculture as established with the Corps of Engineers is described in
Section D. Operation under an aquaculture permit in the Gulf area is discussed in Section E.2.b.
Operation in the South Atlantic area is to be prescribed in Amendment 3.

3.

Comment: Relaying of wild live rock on aquaculture leases for harvest at a later date by
unscrupulous operators could occur. (EPA)
Response: Although the aquaculture protocol requires the use of seed rock to be geographically or
otherwise distinguishable from the naturally occurring substrate, once coated with encrusting marine
animals and plants source identification may prove difficult. After phase-out, the only legal collection
of live rock will be from aquaculture sites under permit with prior notification of enforcement
authorities. Collection outside aquaculture sites for relaying would be a flagrant violation.

4.

Comment: If the Councils intend a personal use harvest, Amendment 2 must contain additional
justification for continued harvest despite the loss of fishery habitat.and quantify the amount to be
taken. Also, address the likelihood of inadvertent possession of prohibited species as bycatch by
inexper.ienced collectors and conflict with state of Florida regulations. (NMFS)
Response: Personal use harvest has been rejected.

5.

Comment: Clarify who qualifies for a harvest permit during the phase-out period under the February
3, 1994 control date. (NMFS)
Response: Persons who commercially landed and where required, reported live rock landings prior
to the control date, would qualify. Florida, where almost all live rock was landed, requires reporting
by persons authorized by state permit and endorsement to land live rock.

6.

Comment: Update live rock landings and incomplete estimates for 1993. (NMFS)
Response: The final document has been revised accordingly.

7.

Comment: Revise the Abstract and Summary to identify chosen alternatives. (NMFS)
Response: The final document includes these revisions.
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a.

Comment: Include some form of identification requirement to set cultured material apart from wild
live rock. (USCG)
Response: See response 2.

9.

Comment: Prohibitions on hand operated chipping tools will be most difficult to enforce from the
surface. (USCG)
Response: The Council has revised its intent to allow use of chipping hammers and chisels to take
live rock only off the portion of Florida's westcoast where they are commonly used.

1o. Comment: The Council is to be commended for adopting trip limits based on common containers
rather than by weight, which is difficult to determine at sea. (USCG)
Response: How about that!
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National Oceanic and Atmaepheric Adminiatratian
NA T!ONAL MARINE FISHERIES SERVICE

.

~outheast
Regional Office
9721 Executive
Center Drive
St. Petersburg,
FL 33702
F/SEOll :GC

JUL 7 1994

Mr. Wayne Swingle
Executive
Director
Gulf of Mexico Fishery
Management Council
Lincoln Center,
Suite 331
5401 West Kennedy Boulevard
33609-2468
Tampa, Florida
Dear Wayne:

These are our informal
comments on Amendment 2 to the
Fishery Management Plan for Coral and Coral Reefs of the Gulf of
including
a Draft
Mexico and South Atlantic
(dated 5-2-94),
Environmental
Impact Statement,
Regulatory
Impact Review, and
Initial
Regulatory
Flexibility
Analysis.
They supplement
our
draft of the amendment.
January 13, 1994, comments on an earlier
Our comments are separated
into critical
and substantive
categories.
Critical
comments are recommendations
for
consideration
that could affect
the approvability
of the
specified
action.
Substantive
comments are recommended changes
to better
explain
and improve the rational~.~or
the action.
CRITICAL COMMENTS
Personal

use

harvest

The National
Marine Fisheries
Service and both Councils have
agreed that the harvest
of wild live rock represents
the take of
an essentially
nonrenewable
resource
and a net loss of fishery
habitat.
However, we have agreed to a delay in implementation
of
the commercial harvest
prohibition
to mitigate
adverse economic
impacts on the industry
and allow a transition
to live rock
aquaculture.
This justification
does not exist
for the
recreational
sector.
Consequently,
if the Council intends
to
approve a personal
use harvest,
Amendment 2 must contain
additional
justification
for a continued
harvest
of live rock for
personal
use despite
the consequent
loss of fishery
habitat.
Additionally,
the amendment should contain
estimates
of the
amount of live rock expected
to be taken under each of these
alternatives
and the likely
locations
of these collections.
During the course of its rulemaking,
the state
to contain
live
concluded
that live rock is likely
corals.
Commercial harvesters
testified
that they
choose pieces to avoid taking prohibited
corals.
recreational
divers
are less likely
to be able to
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distinctions.
Amendment 2 needs to address
the
increased
takes of prohibited
corals
as a result
recreational
take of live rock.

likelihood
of
of an allowable

The state
of Florida
banned both commercial
and recreational
harvest
of live rock from state
waters in 1989.
A personal
use
harvest
from the EEZ could seriously
complicate
state
enforcement
efforts.
Amendment 2 needs to address
the effects
of these
alternatives
on state
and Federal
enforcement,
both during and
after
the phase out period.
SUBSTANTIVECOMMENTS
Harvest

permits/control

date

Amendment 2 contains
a retroactive
control
date of February 3,
1994 that is to be used to limit
the availability
of the
commercial
harvest
permit during the phase out period.
Testimony
at public
hearings
and written
comments to the Council indicate
that there are a number of individuals
who claim to have made
substantial
investment
in the live rock harvesting
business
prior
to the control
date, but who did not, for whatever
reason,
report
landings
before the con~rol date.
Amendment 2 needs to
specifically
address
these claims and clarify
the meaning of
"participant"
in this fishery.
This can en~ure that there are no
misunderstandings
or delays
in implementing
this alternative
should it be submitted
by the Council and approved by the
Secretary.
Update

landing•

and prices

Amendment 2 contains
incomplete
landings
and exvessel
prices.
This
with the latest
figures.
Revise

estimates
information

for 1993 live rock
should be updated

.summary

The Abstract
and Summary need to be revised
to identify
the
chosen alternatives
and clearly
indicate
the Councils
intentions
regarding
live rock harvest.

emmerer
irector
cc:

F/CM, GCSE, SAFMC
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Director
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Ma~~~•
Lincoln Center,
Suite 331
5401 W. Kennedy Blvd.
Tampa, FL
33609-2486
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Dear Mr. Swingle:
I would like to thank you for the opportunity
to review and
comment on the Draft Amendment 2 to the Coral FMP. The District
Commander's staff
has reviewed the document from both vessel
safety
and enforcement
perspectives.
From a vessel
safety
standpoint,
identified.
The comments within
Enforcement

issues

identified

there were no issues
of concern
Section
9 are accurate.

include:

(1)
Identification
of live rock by enfo~cement
personnel,
both
wild ~nd cultured
forms - Our position
is that any significant
quantity
of hard substrate,
consistent
in appearance
with both
the approved definition
of live rock and local bottom conditions,
found aboard a vessel
in such a condition
that it appears to have
been deliberately
gathered
and kept for transport
ashore may be
presumed to be live rock.
With the probable
shift
to aquaculture
of live rock in the foreseeable
future,
we encourage
the Council
to include
some form of identification
requirement
in the
regulations
to set cultured
material
apart from "wild" live rock.
(2)
With regard to personal
no preference.
The trip limits
harvest
are not objectionable.

use/recreational
proposed for

harvest,
we have
a recreational

(3)
Prohibitions
on hand operated
chipping
tools will be most
difficult
to enforce
from the surface
since their
use would
largely
go unobserved.
Power tools operated
off of surface
power
supplies
such as compressors
or hydraulic
pumps are more easily
detected
and thus restrictions
on them more easily
enforced.
(4)
The Council is to be commended for adopting
trip limits
based on the common containers
used by commercial
harvesters
rather
than weight.
we have gone on record many times decrying
the difficulty
of determining
weights at sea accurately
enough
for enforcement
purposes.
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No other
presented.
If you
please
Johnson

enforcement

concerns

were

noted

among

the

have any questions
about
our review
of this
feel
free
to contact
my Fisheries
Officer,
at (504)
589-6237.

alternatives
amendment,
LCDR Mark

Sincerely,

(.fr~s

Chief,
Operations
Division
Eighth
Coast Guard District
By direction
of the District
Commander

Copy:

Commandant(G-OLE-2)
Commander,
Coast Guard

Atlantic
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APPENDIX C
RESPONSETO PUBLIC COMMENTS
1. Comment: Chipped live rock is the product of choice in the live rock market and is the backbone of
the west coast fishery. (Letter 1)
Response: The Gulf Council concurs and proposes to allow chipping to continue during phase-out
in Collier through Pasco Counties where it now occurs. This would allow an order1y transfer to
aquaculture by 1997 when all wild harvest is to terminate.
2.

Comment: There are not the large rubble rock zones on the Florida west coast as there are in the
Keys. (Letter 1)
Response: See Response 1; harvesters north of Pasco County testified that they do not chip live
rock.

3.

Comment: We believe the value of live rock harvested from the West Coast of Florida is
underestimated in the EIS. (Letter 1)
Response: The amount and value of harvest were the figures that harvesters are required by law to
have reported to the Florida DEP. The numbers updated in Table 1 were provided by that
Department. There may have been additional illegal or unreported landings, but they are not
quantified.

4.

Comment: Chipped rock accounted for 85 percent of our company's sales in 1993. Our
aquaculture material has not yet attained sufficient value for harvest. We need to be able to
continue to harvest by chipping the more valuable rock during the phase-out period. (Letter 1)
•,

Response: See Response 1.
5.

Comment: I have been a professional live rock harvester for a year but worked for a Florida permit
holder who sold and reported our landings. I made substantial investment of my own business
without knowledge of the approaching control date. I qualified for the Florida permit shortly after the
control date. I would like to be qualified for a harvest permit. (Letter 2)
Response: The control date of February 3, 1994 Is intended to limit harvesters to those who landed
and reported live rock landings prior to that time. This is intended to prevent a derby with new
entrants during the phase-out. Those harvesters who do not qualify for a permit during the phase
out may continue to collect as an employee aboard a permitted vesset.

6.

Comment: Both Councils should provide for limited non-commercial harvest of a 5-gallon bucket of
live rock per day under a personal use permit. This amount more accurately reflects the amount for
a home marine display. (Letter 3)
Response: The Gulf Council carefully considered this option but rejected it for several reasons.
Collection off Florida's west coast would be available only in the EEZ which begins nine nautical
miles offshore. Recreational harvesters may not be able to identify polyps of prohibited species and
are unlikety to know which areas contain aquaculture sites. Enforcement would be very difficult.
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7.

Comment: In designing an allocation scheme a Council should consider (among other issues)
enhancement of opportunities for recreational fishing. (Letter 3)
Response: See Response 6.

a.

Comment: Concern is expressed that the Gulf Council will adopt a rejected alternative for a total
closure to live rock harvest before a viable federal aquaculture system is in place. (Letter 3) ·
Response: The Corps of Engineers has issued permits for aquaculture in the Gulf EEZ and NMFS is
prepared to issue aquaculture harvest permits in the EEZ on implementation of the FMP.

9.

Comment: Alarm is expressed that harvest is to be terminated as of January 1, 1996 in the South
Atlantic because of the lack of a federal aquaculture system as well as a myriad of problems
surfacing in the jurisdiction of the Florida Keys National Marine Sanctuary. (Letter 3)
Response: The Florida Keys National Marine Sanctuary is currently reviewing applications for
aquaculture sites within the Sanctuary. The South Atlantic Council proposes to address the issue in
its Amendment 3.

1o. Comment: Why is the proposed quota for live rock harvest in the Gulf of Mexico based on the 1992
harvest and not the 1993 harvest. (Letter 4)
Response: The Florida Marine Fisheries Commission had predicted a growing market and
increasing harvest over the next four years. The Councils Initially elected to establish the quota at
800,000 pounds, the record landings in Florida of 1992, the 1993 year being incomplete at that time.
Subsequently, the total Florida landings for 1992 were separated by area, and the West Coast
landings as reported by harvesters to the FDEP were 251,810 pounds. Finally, the phase out annual
quota for the Gulf was eliminated.
11. Comment: Cari the Florida trip ticket system monitor a quota? (Letter 4)
Response: On species under a catch quota, trip tickets must be submitted weekly by dealers.
When a substantial portion of the quota Is filled, FDEP agents contact dealers by phone on a
frequent basis to estimate when the quota is reached. The quota Is to be applied only in the South
Atlantic area south of Broward County.
12. Comment: Why Is there one quota for alt Gulf harvesters and not an individual quota for each?
(Letter 4)
Response: Quotas are no longer proposed In the Gulf.
13. Comment: The ex-vesselvalue of just three harvesters was $145,100; therefore, the value used in
the document ts Inaccurate. (Letter 4)
Response:

See Response to comment 3.

14. Comment: Landing value of live rock on page 12 Is reported as being $603,000 but on page 44 is
reported at $628,000. (Letter 4)
Response: The value of live rock landings reported to the FDEP in 1992 was $603,000. The
$628,000 figure used in the RIA was a preliminary estimate of 1992 landings and has been revised
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15. Comment: How were the ex-vessel values of live rock compiled? They are inconsistent with dealer
records. (Letter 4)
Response: Ex-vessel value of live rock was calculated by Florida's DEP using type of rock reported
on trip tickets and values reported voluntarily for various types of rock.
16. Comment: What is the basis for the assumption that a 30 percent increase in harvest would be
worth $3.5 million in 1995 (Section 2.0A)? (Letter 4)
Response: In 1992 the Florida Marine Fisheries Commission estimated the 1995 value of live rock to
be $3.5 million assuming no state or federal restrictions and a 30 percent annual increase in
landings.
17. Comment: Government cost of regulation is estimated to be $70,000 and cost of a Florida
agriculture lease is estimated at only $1,050 in the AIR. (Letter 4)
Response: More recent information has provided new estimates which have been included.
18. Comment: We currently land live rock in Citrus County. A closure north of Pasco will put us out of
business. (Letter 5)
Response: Harvest of loose rock is to be allowed by permitted vessels north of Pasco County to
Alabama during the phaseout through 1996. This reflects a change in the preferred alternative.
19. Comment: The Center supports the amendment as drafted because it provides aquaculture as an
equitable and rational replacement for the unacceptable harvest of wild live rock. (Letter 6)
Response: The preferred alternatives have been revised somewhat from the public hearing draft in
response to comments received; however,a phase out of wild live l'ock harvest in favor of
aquaculture is still the objective ..
20. Comment: I am a marine aquarium hobbyist concerned that there Is no mention of the hobbyist or
recreational users. (Letter 7)
Response: See Response 6.
21. Comment: Remove the redefinition of allowable octocorals as they are difficult to identify and may
encrust material other than live rock. (Letter 8)
Response: The discussion of the redefinition has been revised to describe the intent more clearly.
22. Comment:

One Inch of rock Is Insufficient to anchor a large octocoral.

(Letter 8)

Response: The Gulf CouncU concurs and proposes up to three inches of rock around the holdfast
·
for octocorals In the GuH.
23. Comment:

The prohibition of chipping (off southwest Florida) will be unenforceable. (Letter 8)

Response: See Responses 1 and 2.
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24. Comment: The phase-out annual quota of 252,000 pounds in the Gulf will cause early seasonal
closures. Harvesters will not be able to fund a conversion to aquaculture. (Letter 8)
Response: The Gulf Council concurs and has dropped the proposal for an annual quota in the Gulf
during phase-out.
25. Comment: E.1.e which allows limited personal harvest during phase-out is fair, but enforcement
must check for permits. {Letter 8)
Response: See Response 6.
26. Comment: The act of a permitted vessel towing another circumvents the intent of the daily limit.
(Letter 8)
Response: Each vessel is required to have a harvest permit during the phase-out period whether or
not it is under power.
27. Comment: If retail sales of the aquarium industry, retail stores, and product suppliers were
considered, the annual effect on the industry would approach $100 million. {Letter 8)
Response: Reported landings in Florida In 1993 with an ex-vessel value of $1.06 million were used.
A multiplier In the range of five to seven times the ex-vessel value to estimate direct, indirect, and
induced effects would stlll be far below the $100 million definition of significant regulatory impact
pursuant to E.O. 12866.
28. Comment: With the 25 bucket vessel trip limit, no annual quota should be necessary. {Letter 9)
Response: The Gulf CouncU concurs and has eliminated the ann~ quota for Florida's west coast.
However, in the South Atlantic area no trip-limits are proposed.
·
29. Comment: The allowance of one Inch of substrate should be increased to three inches and should
also apply to sponges. {Letter 1O)
Response: See Response 22.
30. Comment: Prohibition of chipping on Florida's west coast would create problems: {1) it is
unenforceable, (2) requires an unacceptable change in product, (3) there are not large rubble zones
available, (4) I will go out of business, and (5) elimination of power tools and implementation of trip
limits will end destructive fishing methods. (Letter 1O)
Response: The CouncU concurs. See Response 1.
31. Comment: I viewed and videotaped a live rock harvest operation off Destin, Florida. I do not
believe that the rock collecting I saw presents any significant environmental consequence since such
a small percentage of the overall amount of rock is removed. (Letter 11)
Response: The CouncU concurs and proposes to allow harvest of loose llve rock north of Pasco
County to the Alabama border through 1996. Trip limits apply and harvesters must have a permit.
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LETTER 1

WHOLESALE
MARINELIFE,INC.

13015SeaCritterLn.· • Dover,
FL 33527• (813)986-4993• FAX986--5669

Gulf of Mexico Fishery Management Council
Lincoln Center Suite 331
5401 West Kennedy Boulevard
Tampa, Florida
33609-2468

June

29,

1994

To Whom It May Concern;
Graham Carleton has been a Marine Life and Live Rock collec
tor for the past eight years. During this time he has built
a
business,
Seaview Wholesale Marine Life, Inc.
With a growing
wholesale business,
operating
costs have increased
from year to
We have moved and expanded our facility,
added employees,
year.
and the taxes that come with having them and the medical insurance
Seaview pays in full for them. But, we are by no means a large
business.
Seaview Wholesale was the first
Florida company to get the
permit for aquaculture
in Federal waters and we have rock out
there.
We do have an eye toward the future.
Some of the rock
has been out there for l 1/2 years.
While it is showing remark
able growth, it is still
no better
than our lowest grade rubble
or algae rock, which we sell for $1.50 per pound.
It is not a
viable replacement,
at this time, for the chipped rock which has
been the staple of our business
for the past eight years.
The
Florida West Coast area, Pinellas
and Pasco counties,
do not have
the extensive
"rubble rock" areas that are in the Florida
Keys.
live
Chipped rocks accounted for at least 851 of Seaview'e
rock sales for 1993. In 1993, Graham Carleton and Roy Herndon
both collected
live rock for Seaview.
As, can be verified
by trip
ticket
reporting,
during that time nearly 30,000 pounds of chipped
rock and 8200 pounds of ''rubble",
(plant and coralline
algae base
rock), were collected
from Federal waters off Pinellas
County by
them.
The ex-vesaal
value of the combined types of rock was
approximately
$100,000.,
with close to $85,000.,
of that amount,
being the ex-vassal value for the chipped rock alone.
Taking chipped rock away at a ti.me when we are undertaking
the additional
expenses of buying roek for aquaculture
and trying
to maintain normal business operations,
would be a severe economic
hardship
for us.
Our gross annual income would be severely
re
duced, while business operating
expenses continue to rise.
In discussion
with other local collectors,
the conclusion
was reached that the Economic Impact Statement is not accurate
!or
We believe the income derived frO'r.'I
the Florida West Coast area.
live rock, and specifically
"chipped" live rock is far greater
than the estimated
figures
in the Statement.
Therefore
the impact
of the chipping ban, on the small businesses
in our area, will be
much greater.
A farther
reaching economic impact will be felt
nationwide.
The ban will result
in reduced manufacture
and sales
of aquariums and aquarium related
items, on the wholesale
level.
Also impacted will be the retail
shops specializing
in the sale of
Mini-Reef systems, equipment, and the Marine Life that goes in
them.
c-s
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We believe
the Economic Impact Statement should be reas
sessed,
and the chipping of live rock should be allowed to contin
West coast until
the conclusion of the faze out
ue on the Florida
period, when aquaculture will be fully implemented.

Thank you for your time and attention.
Sincerely,

,r~

eai~-

Margarete c. carleton,V.P.
seaview Wholesale Marine Life,
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FISHERY MANAGEMENTCOUNC!L

MEX:co

0?

C,e~:.er-,

-;--.='~'""~'""

3401 West
Tampa,

9~ 4

Suite

~ennedy

331

3ou!evard

F:_ 3 3 '50 9

I am writing
this
:et.terto
inform
the
Gulf
Cou.:1cL
a:: -~·:
predicame:i.t.
Al though
: have a~ .::-eady stateci
:ny ·:ase a': +:.::.e : ='-C: _
meeting,
~.::-. Terrance
Leary suggested
that I write
a let':er
to :i~
Council
to more c~early
state
my issues.
Approximately
one year ago, I made a decision
to earn my liv~ng
b:
collect:.ng
tropicai
fish
and live
rock.
I r-ealized
:.mme,:::1.a:-:-:~
that
there
were not enough tropical
fish
in this
area
to make a
decent
living
and therefore
chose to collect
live rock.
: purchased
a salt water system
on SCUBA equipment.
over- s:,500
both a wholesale
and -a retail
company, Key West Marine,
Inc.
The on:y

item

ML and

P_S endorsements.

I was missing

for approximately
I followed
the
license.

wa~ the
Since

I

Saltwater
it

was

$2,000
law and

also

Products
requi?:ed

and spent
purchased

start':d

-::i.y •::'..;::.

~i~ense
that

~::~
~~.!:'~:

$5,000.00
in this
field
I began working
for a "rocker."
Is::.-:·.•---~
have earned the $5,000.00
quickly
as we worked 6-7 days per wee~ at
12-:4
hours per day.
Unfortunately,
by this time it was winter
a~~
~nfavorable
weather
conditions
made it almost impossible
':o cc:iec:
rock.
Instead
of qualifying
for the $5,000.00
last winter,
- · ~
not qualify
until
early
this
year.
Since there
was not a ca~~r~:
~!
date set or notice
of one, my employer
did not rush to submit
crew shar-e statement.
As a result,
I missed
the Febr .1.2.ry ,,--.
control
date.
1

In short,
the
only
thing
I was missing
to begin
tran3ac':~
:::.::
through
my own company was the $5,000.00.
Had there
been t:~e:;
notice
that
a control
date would definitely
be estab:ish~d
.- such as
months),
I would have been able to find other alternatives.
shrimping,
longlining,
etc.,
in order
to qualify
in ti:-ne.
"::'::'=r"C'
was talk of a control
date at the meetings,
but never any ~'=fi~i:"C'
official
notice.
I followed

all

of

the

rules

and

regulations,

necessary
licenses,
! pay taxes
on the
my receipts,
and I earned
my $5,800.00
C-7

i.e.

monies earned,
qualifier.

purchasi::.g
! hav'= a __

--~

::

-

'•7'J i.l: ,:

::~e
- .

r

+:o :-eq 1.les t

::-:-:= £:tc:'1: : .:13.~~nv~

~

~~~~ou~

W0!:~~d

a doubt,
;~~ t~3.t : have

;;;p;~y

?:--?ase :~el
:,·:tt:-~ St.!.'"eet

f:ree
South,

:~a~ ~y so:~ intention
was :o sta~: ~Y
made consid~~3.ble
fi~ancial
i~v~st~e~:~

:o c-J":.':.act

me at

Gul fpo?:"': ,_ FL,

Coffey
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LETTER 3

American Aquarist Society
A Non-Profit Corporation Dedicated to the Interests of the Aquarium Hobbyist

Box 100, 3901 Hatch Blvd.
Sheffield, AL 35660

Telephone ...205-386-7687
Facsimile ...205-386-7615

June 28, 1994
Mr. Terrance Leary
Gulf of Mexico Fishery Management Council
Lincoln Center, Suite 331
5401 West Kennedy Boulevard
Tampa, Florida 33609

John

Dear Terry:

Matt Dapolito
Treasurer

Subject:

Cumming

Executive Director

Pam

Chin

Secretary

Amendment 2 to the Coral
and Coral Reef FMP

Denise

Petty

Alabama.

The American Aquarist Society (AAS) appreciates the opportunity to comment
on the latest (April 1994) draft of "Amendment2 to the Fishery Management
Plan for Coral and Coral Reefs of the Gulf of Mexico and South Atlantic."
AAS has been monitoring the discussions and progress of Amendment 2.
Recently, I was privileged to appear before the South Atlantic Council to
present the aquarists' perspectives on Amendment 2. AAS, through its national
board of distinguished aquarium hobbyists and focused Steering Committees,
is closely in tune with the biological, political, and social realities involving the
harvest of wild live rock.
In general, AAS believes that both Councils should provide for and allow a
limited harvest of wild live rock for "personal use." This use should be strictly
non-commercial in nature and reflect the quantity needs of an average marine
aquarium. Of the current alternatives present in the April 1994 draft of
Amendment 2, AAS clearly favors approval of Alternative E. l .d as modified by
Alternative E.l.g. Stated otherwise, AAS supports:
A personal use harvest and possession of up to a five gallon bucket
container of live rock is allowed per person per day in the EE2.
Sale of such material is prohibited. A personal use permit is
required to take live rock specified for ones personal use.
AAS believes that a "personal" or "recreational" allowance in this instance would
be consistent with the applicable requirements of the National Standards. As set
forth in National Standard 5:
In designing an allocation scheme, a Council should consider other
factors relevant to the FMP's objectives. Examples are e~onomic and
social consequences of the scheme, food productio 1, consumer
interest, dependence on the fishery by present participants and coastal
communities, efficiency of various types of gear used in the fishery,
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Deborah

Kitchin

Maryland

Maxine Gorsline
Washington
Karen Randall
Massachusetts
Kevin

Trojanowski

Nebraska

Jim Lawson
California
John

Benn

General Counsel

transferability of effort to and impact on other fisheries, opportunity for new
participants to enter the fishery, and enhancement of opportunities for recreational
fishin~.
AAS is aware of the criticism that has surfaced at public hearings of Amendment 2 concerning methods
used by some commercial collectors to harvest live rock. After an exhaustive review of the cited
literature and transcripts of hearings, AAS is unable to find any specific condemnation of the methods
used for "personal use" talcingthat are tied to the limited harvest quantities envisioned by Amendment
2. For these and other reasons, AAS favors the limited five gallon "personal use" allowance.
On a related matter, AAS also wishes to express its support for a five (5) gallon limit. Having
experienced wild live rock collection in the EE2, AAS feels compelled to request the higher allowance.
From a practical standpoint, a two (2) gallon harvest amount is insufficient to aid in the set-up of the
most nominal of marine aquariums. A five (5) gallon allowance more accurately reflects a harvest
amount which would substantively aid in the maintenance of a home marine display.
Though the establishment of a "personal use" allowance is the primary interest of AAS, an additional
item bears mention.
AAS is concerned that the Gulf Council will adopt a "drop dead" date as envisioned by some of the
noted "Rejected Alternatives." These alternatives, appropriately noted as "rejected," would establish a
specific date for the cessation of wild live rock harvest notwithstanding whether a viable federal
aquaculturing system is in place. AAS, thus, lends its support that the Council adopt Alternative C.2
for its jurisdictional area.
AAS is notably alarmed that the South Atlantic Council is moving toward an absolute "drop dead" date
of January 1, 1996. AAS considers this action inappropriate under the circumstances and status of a
federal aquaculturing system as well as for the myriad of problems that are now surfacing in areas
subject to jurisdiction by. the Sanctuary. Such action certainly app~ars ill-advised and an abuse of
. discretionary rule-making authority.
In conclusion, AAS commends the time and effort the Gulf Council has spent addressing the issues
involved in Amendment 2. At times it has readily appeared that the emotions and public harranging
inflicted by some groups and individuals under the ostensible umbrella of "environmentalists" would
overshadow legitimate rule-making efforts. The alternative for "personal use" allowance should be
deemed appropriate as well as justified by interests of "recreational" users.
Again, we thank the Gulf Council for this opportunity to comment, and stand ready to assist the
Council in its future endeavors affecting aquarium hobbyists. AAS expects to have a representative
present in Islamorada to speak in favor of this communication and answer any questions which may
arise.
Thank you for your time and consideration,
Cordially,
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1994

!$1.1lfof Me,t1eoFishery Honogement Council
5401 W. KanneefyBlvd.

Tomoo,Fl

33609-2~6t

RE. Eriv1ronmentel lmpect $tetement on Amendment2

D81Jr
Councilr·1em0ers,
In i;oing through the draft on Amendment2, I have found thot old, incorr-!:!'1:l,
incomplete ond

esttmeted in1ormelionhm been repeetl:l!IYustld. Nutuniv ~re noures Dase.Jon 1992
i11furn1oliu11,lln, t:U.111u111i1,;
(1yunr., un =~v~I
0111uu11l:,
0111.J
1.111
llic ~l or obtaining ll :,tote
lco-.;core inoor-r1..-cl.Below i:.; ci I i:.t of quc-.:;t1on:.
J would like on:.wcr:. to. I knO"fVI hove 8$ked
some of these questions before end h8""e not received answers.
wny 1stne live rock. narvest amount betngused from 199~ wntcn 1stne TIQureor l:IUO,000

oounas?
Why i:; the Quota amount of 262,000 pound:; being u:xxl booed on figur=
Why ccn't. eur,.ent amounts be used from 1993?

from l 992':>

,~ thA trtp hr:ket MpnrtmP.nt!'r'I f,ir hf!h1ndthnt current rigures cmn oe usea?
Ir the trip ticket (l!partment 1s bet\1nd,how can fl,;iures ba arr tved al to ch.~ an 1:1nlin~
indu::,try when the quote i, roach?
Will the ffgur= bo fnoomplotc or ~ttmet.oc:11
Why are the remaining estimated 16 collectors Deing ht!lr.l ;r.muntlll'llt-. fnr thf! total collected

omountontne westcoast onoclosed wnentne QUOT.a
1,reecneci?

Why 1~n·tthe collectedomount for the 1O~llector, being u~ to colculcile lhc quota amount':'
If !213 of Gulf Counetl Members reached his or her credll limit would it be right to stop any
~ttlonel

credit to tile rest of the council members or to shut oown all of thetr Dustn~Y.S?

t Lo'Ulll~tw a fe,w uf lllc,wnl ~l
wll~lu1;:, ru, lutol e1111uu11l:!i
uf roc;~collected 011dthe amount
or"income c:4rncd from the rock t'ltw"vCGtcd,I nevcfound with ;u,t II few of us tr-,ot.the exvsssal
omount is completely tneccurate. Meny of us et previous meetings have brought this t.o t.l'le
counctIs ettantion and the a111e Inaccurate r1ourets su 11Deinauseo. Tne exvimel amount
LJt1lWt:tifl
JU:Slllirtltt urU':tl:S 1-t~, 100• wnar:s. Tu Utl fair I u11ly ~)\;UIOlt:IUlrn; I 02 Mrve,ter~
lhot FOER records show 1n I 993 ond mulltpl ied lhol number bye low figure of 30,000 dol lers
per harvester, this wfll give an elllvnsel amount of over thrft million dollar~. Now If you
wunl u11:1
1~7 individUals as pelJI .. ~ statn enu unly aµply 2e ,000 wlleiJ"$ to ef£n tnls would De
tln e)(v~l
c,mounl of -t, 11 Ci,000 d0l1or:,. If thi:, draft continue:, o, written, over three

million plu• wfll be lost from oirc;uletini revenue.
£ven in

tnearontwoalfferentexvesse1Dmounts
noveoeensnown. Onoeoe12. FMRI recorts

$603,000 c::Av~:icsl
valu1:1
a11u
u111,1aya
'i  il wo:t "<11.luul"
S6ZO,OOOa1ovc~~lamount. No
where in the draft dos, il explain haw lhe:sa figure:J were cu-rived ~t. To be feii-, 1ets Sl!l'f !2!l.b:,
80 harvesters snow on FDERrecords and that the exvesse1 emountwes only 25,000 oollors,
thi::-st11111mn11nts
to twn mminn mnars.Thisrpgrt @)GJJ)OUOD
lQ DI 1a1r. st111craves tnat
o ··s1gniftcant reQulotorv «:tton·· am ex13t.
The draft continue:, lo~ lhal lhe Oulf Council t, allowing four yean to c;onl'inue horvCGt ond
the SOuthAtlentic tWOYNf'S. How...,er, th  South nes sterteaemergency ect1ons11sof 6-27-9
and ths Gulf Council If lhfl'f r:onllnuft nn fhA r.urrP.nt wordino will allow less tnan two veers. wnn
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reouction1nharvest amount.lo fl Mily llmlt an<J1:1verir ly Quotawn1ch w111create eloced pgr1r.'(LI;.
Theenvironmental1mp~t statement1.11d
nottllke this into eccount.Completeassumntionsexisl
orthedetenn1nationof a ..,tgnifi~nt regulatoryactton." All I reed is oussibilitv,
on TMflPJrt
IF. At;;lur1Q
os, this ccnclusioni~ premisedon the develnnmentOfan miu~ulture pr~ram that
-Nouldeffectl-.,olysubstitute wild live rrt:k narvest. HOWCANTHISBCDONE!!!
11!!
NOONE,REPEAT,NOONf KNOWSWHATIS CONSIDERED
AN EFFECTIVE
SU8STITU1~
AT THISPOINTNOONEHASALEASETHATIS COMPLETE,
INCLUDING
THEAPl)~tJVAL TOREr·1ovE
THISCLUTCHMATERIAL.Nowwe havebeentold by the StateOf ~loriaett,at only25$ cen be
hortested from the mmcimumamountallowof Ioo.000 oounosuttracre. As longos ~tupid
restrictions ex1ston the amountwe cennarvestur ttie clutch mcteriolthet WE havedeployec,nn
from all compP.tmon,
effect.ivesuMtitute ex1st! If ~nomic informctton w0!3co11ect8d
emolovmtml, lnve$tment,productivity,1nnovat1on
andthe Unitr:r'I!';tateanarore11,1ri-b~
enterprises, completequaltficst;on will be met nn all potnts to suuuort a "significant
rcguletory action" thet wmr..1111~a ··s1on1f1cant
eu.momicimpacton o sub~tantial number of
small entitie'S ·•

Pege 1 1 , Teble 1• Florida live rock land1ngg
you will seemat in 1911 ttte t.:ostper pound was
figuredat $1.20, 1n 1992 1t rP.tlur.ed
to .95 andin I993 which ;, notedto be incompleteis
$1.02. HOWwP.retheseftQUres12rrlvedat'? Everyyear-tn business,cost hasincr~ed and
!;Cl l'lastne or teetl(IUli!mandfor rock. HOWCANTHESE
FIGURES
BECON~IOERED.even(ur a
~ulaehne. THENUMBERSAl'\E
INACCURATE
Ill In 19Q1 tna cost ofltve wun11rock was $3.00
per pound.If 331 of tht west aJl!ISfrrr.k waswormrUt:k the exvesselomountel low C8lculates
out to be $192, 1:~5. RuDDle
colla:tiun is 5eid to be 3011of the 1991 rock harvest. Runnla so10
at. 75 wouttlIJ1:1
worth $43,803. If wewere to useth1 thirty percent1nr.rease
tnat FMFC
cissume,for 95 a! current figures, wl'ltcr,is moreaccur,nerorcurrent 1.:Wt,over $307,499
would producedan 1xvesselamount. Note: 1991 figure~ usedfor the nttmotlr.l1nthe draft.

Tl'liscbes not ti:tlcf!In to accountalgaeor "lent n.clr..amountsOI" pr1ccc.
P1'JBe. statesthttl a assumed
301 Increase(becedon what figure?) wou1r1
newortn about3.5
rnl11ion,for theyeer 95. HOWcanecsumpt1onslike thii; ne usad???'?? If lilt: 301 incr~
is
true, the 1993 exvesselamount1are nnt 11:euratelyfigural, nor i~ tl'legues,edomountfor tnt
1995 year. A 30:C increaseOldnot exi~l fr-om 1991 to 1992 or from t 992 to 1993, so why
nas1t DeenA3SUMEDthat G JOI increo,ewill exist 1n 1995, when 1nfact nn 1ncreesewll\
exist tn tt11,fishery dUeto the omergancyrules, controld8tA~t DVNW. andllu:1
oraft rules
currently beingcon1idered.NOLONGER
ttw.ii tne tnreat of 1ncrt!GSed
porttcii:,ont,In the live
rock hal"v~t f;~hery Axist!!

AGAIN,THEENVIRONMfNTAL
IMPACTSTATEMENT
IS WRONG
ANOCOMPLETELY
INAC.-CUAATEII!
I notedhow tha g:,yernm,ntcost of raau111t10n
1sesumetllll
at 70,000 wllar~ ondthat to obte1na
state lema Is only estimateato oeat S1,050 li:Jllars. 1IOWUN-Tl'\UE! NoconstclerationhM
Deena1van
to tm:s
tXJSt
tncurred DYper,an, undertakingequacutturt for all tl'\11ntner reau1rSC1
$Urveys,
cost of clutd\ matartal, labor, dlpl~ment. nnrit expenseandmwl Important the
cootof lost t1mapl~
tn th• waittng IJVTIA
w1tt1statee,Jenciw
andwith mother nature!I
s;gniffcant ar.nnnmteimpacton small busi~-s entities don exist, NOQUESTIONS,
Periodll

f•.

All h~ve,tors

wnoremaintnvolYld tn tt1• liv1:t rock industry

hivflby

rBQuecttnis draft

01

inval ldetedandtl'lat a correct envtr-nnmenta11mpect
stetem~nlIJecompleted.This regulot1on
with tne oDove
lCICk1ng
tnformaliur,!11

JL~~';_1li11UA

~~
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LETTER 6

Center

Ms. Georgia

Cranmore
Marin• Fisheri••

National

9450 lCoqer Blvd.

st. Petersburg,

n.

~Conservation

forJ'uly
Marine
5, 1994
Service

33702

Dear Ms. Cranmore,
Tha Centar tor Marin• conservation
appreciates
the opportunity
to comment on Draft Amendment 2 {DSEIS) to the Fishery Management
Pl•n for coral and coral Reeta ot the Gulf of Mexico and south
Atlantic
clratted
for the purpose of managing the harvest
of "live
followed the live rock issue in
rock."
The Center ha  carefully
Florida over the past three years, fir•t in state vatera and now in
federal
waters.
The need to conserve this non-renewable
adjacent
natural
re  ource, while balancinf
the interest
and demand ~y the
public and private
interests,
ha• been carefully
considered
in cur

review.

commends the speedy •c~ion tak•n by the NMFS
Councils in closing th• federal waters between
County line to the Ala}:)ua/Misaissippi
state
line in the Gulf of Mexico, and in the waters north of Dade county,
Flo~ida in the Atlantic to live rock harvese.
First,

the Center

and the raspactive
the Pasco/Hernando

Th• Center
support.a
tha Amendment as drafted
:because
it
provides aquaculture••
an equitable and rational
replacement
tor
the unacceptal:ale
harvaat
of wild live rock.
If implemented
properly,
the important reefal community upon which live rock is
associated
will b• protected along with the needc of the aquariwn
trade and per•onal hobbyists.
The phased-in two year transition
period
troa wild harvest to farzecl culture
is ambitious,
but

prediotabl•
time-fro•
to
-make
reduce
acon0111ic hardship.
The
correspondin9
quotas proposed tor the transition
period
for the
Gulf (252,000 pounds) and south Atlantic
(485,ooo pounds) appear
reascnabla
in light of past harvest levels.
All e~fo:r:ts should be
focused to ensure enfcrceinene of the above quotas and a dafinable
sya1:em for aquaculture
production
to occur within the allotted
tim.A
frame.
provides

th•

adjustments

harvester•

• necessary

to

a

The Gulf council'•
recOJIJllanda~ion for
limit
for placement of an aquaculture
setback
celi•v•,
include
a rang•,
as recommended by
council,
trom 50 to soo taet.
This would
flexibility
to enaure the safety ot adjacent
the apecific
aquaculture
site.

a

minimum so foot
site
should,
we
the south Atlant_ic
provide
the needed.
reefal
habitat
upon
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Ms. Georgia Cranmore
July 5, 1994
page 2

appreciates
th• signif 1cant etfcrts
thu• far by the
Marine Fisher!••
Service,
the councils,
and industry
in
resolving
thia marine resource
problem and lcoka forwud
to
providing
aasistanc:a in facilitating
a smooth transition
to a
viable
and profaa  ional live rock aquaculture
industry
:for the
The Center

National

nation.

Sincerely,

~f,(.<a~
Ellen M. Peel
Special
Florida

C-15

counsel,
Living Marine Resources

Program
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Gulf of Mexico Fisnery Management Council
Lincoln Center, Suite 331
5401 W. Kennedy Blvd.
Tampa, Fl. 33609-2468

Shella 8arger
8715 N. Oe,cter Ave.
Tampa. Fl. 33604

6-7-94

813-935-4025

RE: Live Rock Draft Amendment 2

Dear Council Members.
I wanted to thank all of you for working with us to achieve a draft to regulate live rock. The Tampa
meeting went well and we even had new testimony from local scientists who pointed out some very
valid arguments, one of wnich I nave been saying all along. How can this draft proceed with little to
no data from the re1Julating agencies? I wi!I be working with one cif these scientist to help collect
data that wi II be of further assistance.
With the councils decision to have separate rules. I hereDy reQuest that strong consideration be
given to the following suggestions. As the wording stands on some of the alternatives we are close
to a rinaI drart. However. a few of the alternai.iv"s 1:1sworded need to be changed.
1) To include non-encrusting species as specified In B.2.a will be an enforcement nightmare.
Identification of this species is Quite difficult for enforcement now. When encrusting species are not
in bloom it 1s nearly impossible to correctly Identify these species to the untrained eye. Many
enforcement officers have mistaken encrusting sponges, plants and briazoan as hard or son corals.
Encrusting species can cover substrate other than rock such as mussles, clams, br1azoan. and dead
gorgonian branches. If this wording Is used it wiil di~allow the collection· of this species, which is
reQuested by the marine aQuarlum stores and hobblest. Please do enforcement a favor and remove
this wording. Stick to the prohibited sea fans only.

The other problem is the allowed amount of substrate from the holdfast. One inch will not be sufficient
to allow for the collection of a product that Is to be maintained as a healthy species In an aQuar1um.
Examples were brought lo the Tampa meeting and shown to Georgia Cranmore and Terry Leary.
Gorgonians that measure up to 6 to 12 inches in height, keeping in mind how bushy the species can be,
will need at least a 3 inch substrate to maintain a healthy species in an upright position. Examples
proved that the one inch substrate will needto be buried in the gravel to stand these species upright,
thereby kigging the base of the Gorgonlan. This is far from healthy. The same applies to sponges for
the aQuar1umtrade. In the beginning when three inches was reQuesled it was not based on a whim,
but on studies done in upland aQuariums.
Russ Nelson's suggestion of only one Inch was based on a whim, and accepted by the council with no
explanation or data. After discussion wtth Terry and Georgia, we agreed that the small amount of
three inch substrate from the holdfasl can not be distorted lo say that vast amounts of live rock are
wild live rock harvest. I wanted to bring samples to the
. Demg narvested, even after the closure
meeting scheduled in the Keys, however dealing with a bucket full of water and products may be more
than I can handle along with my boxes of data and Information on live rock. Please review this
Information and make adjustments necessary to allow for the harvest of healthy products.

or

2) I must address the wording of no chipping_as stated In C.2 .. As Andy pointed out at the Gulf Shores
meeting and backed up by enforcement, why should the collectors be held accountable for the harvest of
rock that appears broken. A lot of the rock we harvest Is broken by other occurrences such as anchors
and mother nature. Weak ledges break all the lime and are found in the sand at the bottom of ledges and
outcroppings. If len because it appears broken/chipped this rock with marine life attacned will die.
I spoke with enforcement and they say this issue will be unenforceable.
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we all l"leard testimony even rrom Terry Leary that tne west central Gulr does not have many rubble
zones. This wording in itself will be the demise of many small business entities. As staled earlier,
with split council regulations governing the live rock issue, can we drop the wording ·no chipping?"
This will greatly assist enforcement on a subject that if left unaltered will end up challenged In court.
The quota of 252,000 lbs. will cause the closure of wild live rock for 1994 by the time this draft is
approved. I'm not sure you all are aware of this because that seems to be in contradiction with your
concerns to allow time lo convert to aquaculture. The few people who have obtained the required State
lease or Federal permit for aquaculture will be further along, but not by much. We have lle.ard from
many people including qualified scientists who gave testimony that time will be neededto achieve a
product that will replace what Is currently being collected. On top of the time needed,we need all the
new permits required by NMFS. As of June 1994 no meeting has been set to prove that NMFS is moving
forward to supply these permits. Without these permits, we c n notharvest our deployed material.
At this point in time my deployed material is not considered marketable. Below are a few concerns I'd
like answered.
1. How will I derive my income to fund my aquaculture project during the closed period?
2. Could consideration be given to lease and permit holders to continue wild harvest after the quota
is reached?
3. What assistance is really being provided for the collectors to convert to a commercially feasible
aquacul tureoperation?



Regarding E.1 .e, Personal Use Harvest: This wording Is fair. I believe enforcement can·check for
personal use permits without any problems, if enforcement Is aware they are to inquire about them.
I have found that local enforcement has difficulty asking for Ill. the required endorsements involved
witn the marine life industry.
Regarding G. 1, We have found that one person is towing a boat behind another to harvest the limit for
each boat. Granted both boats hold all required licenses, however, the act of one boat towing another
ls a way of circumventing the intent of the daily allowed limit. This wording needs to be changedin the
final draft to read: Permitted vessels under it's own power are to be limited to 25 five gallon buckets
or an eau1valentvolume of wild live rock per daily trip in the EEZ.
I have enclosed a list of collectors from the central west coast. As you will see we have 16 collectors.
One local collector/wholesaler has his State lease. One(out of state person) not on the list has his
State lease. Three wholesalers have federal permits, Oneof which Is also applying with the state and
one has received a letter of tentative approval on a federal lease. That makes 6 people on our coast
who are trving their best to convert to aquaculture. If it is truly the preferred alternative of both
councils as 0.1 states, we need more assistance!
As this draft stands a ·stgnlflcant regulatory action" will take place. If the Aquarium industry, retail
stores and product suppliers were considered, the annual effect on the economy would approach S100
million, and all other related definitions of a ·significant regulatory action· would apply as well. Due
to all the unknowns in developing a successful aquaculture program. slgntncant negative economic
impact will occur on a substantial number of small business entitles In the live rock Industry.
Whal are we going lo do to fix the problems facing the live rock collectors chance lo fund and possibly
achieve aquaculture?

lnl~J"7ste~ in your answersandideas,

-~~pShella Barger
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(:,ult or l"lexico Fisnerv Management Counc11
Lincoln Center. Suite 331
54u 1 w. 1<-enneav
Biva
Tampa. Fl. 33609-~468

Dale Barger
8715 N. Dexter Ave.
Tampa. Fl. 33604

RE: Live Pock Draft Amendment
Dear Council Members.
Thank you for allowing my views to be expressed concerning "live rock" and aquaculture. I believe
with the 25 buckets ailowed per vessel per trip and the limited collectors on the West Coast that no
quota should be necessary. This will only remove the harvestors chance to fund an attempt at
aquaculture.
The rock I am purchasing comes from the Bahamas and is very costly due to being hand selected and
baggea per size and shape. On top of that I must pay for freight, custom fees, brokers fees, forklift
rental, scale rental and payroll for employees. Approximate cost is three thousand dollars per five
tons of rock. This figure does not account for the cost to deploy and monitor my seed material.
it has been over one vear since our first deployment of seedmaterial. When the yearly harvest of
wild live rock is stopped due to the Quota being reached, I will need to collect my aquacultured rock.
income will be needed to support not only the cost to operate the business but also to meet the demands
of the industry. However, there are no NMFSpermits available. Whal am I to do to avoid going out of
ousiness?
The suostrate allowance on gorgonians without Question neeas changea. The substrate allowed from
the holdfast is just as important as the species.This change should renect an amount that would be
sufficient to nold up the species.The one inch allowance just Is not enough. This allowance of substrate
should include sponges as well, as Lisa Furstenwerth attested to at the Clearwater meeting on January
l 9. 1994. Without this additional allowance of at lease three inches of substrate it will cause the slow
death of this species in an aquarium, for it can not hold itself up. Examples have been shown to
Georgian Cranmore as well as Terry Leary to validate this point.
There are other concerns lnvoMng with the wording or this arart but I believe that others have
addressed these issues. Thank you again for your interest and support in the regulation of live rock.
If you can be of any assistance to speedup NMFSwith the permitting process I will be greatly
appreciative.

Sincerely,

DaleBarger
Owner/Diver/Wholesaler
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1720 ELDRED DR.
TAMPA, FL 33603

1-813

875-3574

WHOLESALE
MARINE LIFE

Fax (813) 875-8501
June

17,

1994

Gulf

of Mexico Fishery
Council Members
Lincoln Center,
Suite 331
5401 w. Kennedy Blvd.
Hana9ement

Tampa,

FL

Dear Council

33609

Members:

Richard Londeree,
co-owner of Tampa Bay
Saltwater.
I am writin9
about my concern over the
proposed
change in the Gulf Council's
position
on
chippin9
of live rock.
Chippin9 cannot be prohibited
on
the vest coast as 1 have spent 17 years developing
a
market for chipped
live rock.
Chipped rock is the
product
I produce and market worldwide . . If the Gulf
Council
prohibit•
chipped live rock, it will create
a
number-of
problems.

My name is

First,
in consideration,
come to the conclusion
unenforceable.

is
that

that enforcement
a ban on chipped

has already
rock is

Second, asking me to chan9e my product,
i.e chipped
rock, is like askin9 a grouper fisherman
to become a
mullet
fi  herman and sell his mullet as grouper -- it
won't work.
Three, there are not the lar9e rubble zone•••
in the
key• here on the we•t coast.
Thus, there would be a run
on these son•• which would quickly deplete
these rubble
areas.
Fourth,
it chipping
is not allowed 1 will
business
as the S100,ooo I have invested
Council'•
preferred
option,
aquaculture,
1 must be able to stay solvent
durin9 the
period.
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go out of
in the Gulf
will be lost
phase out

as

Paqe Two
June

17,

1994

Fifth,
the Council has already eliminated
power tools
and restricted
vessel
limits,
which has effectively
ended the problem of over and destructive
fishing
methods.
With those rules in place,
a ban on chipping
surely
would force our industry
into some sort of legal
challen;e,
to survive
the phase out and facilitate
a
move to aquaculture
live rock.
this point,
I have over 3,000,000
pound•
of rock
under cultivation
in the gulf.
We must be allowed to
continue
to fish with our traditional
methods
or be
forced
with•
legal ehallen9e,
or disappear
as a small
entity
alto;ether.
Thus, I urge the Council
to
business
allow our traditional
method of fishing
during the phase
out period.

At

Sincerely,

TAMPABAY SALTWATER

Richard Londeree
Co-Owner

RL/jb
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Gulf
of
Lincoln

Mexico
Center
5401 W. Kennedy
Tampa,
Florida
Dear

Fishery
Suite
Blvd.

Management

Council

331

33609-2468

Sirs:

I submit
this
written
information
to complement
the video
or ~av1a
Smith's
live
rock collecting
ott tne coast
or Florida
in tne Destin
I dived
with
Davia
aur::.ng
A.pril
ot .1.994 and viueo
r:ape,J
area.
approximately
45 minutes
at actual
underwater
rock col1ecting.
I
edited
the
tape
to about
30 minutes
worth
of coverage
ana sent
a
copy of the tape
to David
Smith.
The tape
is distinctive
since
I
forgot
to moved the
comparator
reature
to the side
after
setting
the color,
contrast,
and enhancement
features.
As a consequence
the video
has a line
down tne center
of the picture
and tne coior
is slightly
different
on each
side.
Although
unintentional,
this
does make the tape
distinct.
I dived
5 times
with David
Smith
and
spent
two very
full
days
about
9 miles
off
the
coast
of Destin,
Florida.
Based
upon
what
I could
tell
from
the
bottom
sensing
device
aboard
the boat,
there
is quite
a bit
of hard
bottom
in the
area
and David
collects
it
in a manner
that
has
little
attect
on
the bottom
communities.
The rock
on the bottom
is mostly
massive
and could
not be harvested
without
power equipment
and cons1derao1e
time
and effort
at depth.
If broKen
during
collecting,
the
rock
would not have the visual
appeal
and usetulness
that
it has wnen it
co 1 i ected
the
way it
is.
David
Smith
does
not
use
any power
equipment
to harvest
the live
rock.
Pieces
of live
rock
tnat
are
small
enough
to fit
into
a lift
bag with
a capacity
of about
so los
of rock are used.
A single
aiver
can send
up about
5 bags per
trip
if he is very
good and happens
to be on a spot
with
enough
loose
rock.
Due to the depth,
trips
to the oottom
are
limitea
to aoout
3 dives
per day.
As a certified
diver,
I would
also
point
out that
the number
of days per year
suitable
tor collecting
the rocK woula
be limited
on many occasions
by weather
and
sea conditions.
I
pride
myself
on being
conservation
oriented
and would not reel
gooa
about
destructive
methods
of collecting.
I do not believe
that
the
rock
collecting
that
I saw presents
any significant
environmenta1
consequence
since
such
a small
percentage
of the overall
amount
at
rock
is removed.
I appreciate
the
opportunity
to be heard
wi tn
regard
to this
subject
and will
retain
a copy of this
letter
and
would
be happy
to discuss
it with
interested
parties
snou1d
tney
choose
to contact
me.
I include
my phone
and fax numbers
tor any
interested
party.

501

S. Jackson
St.
San Angelo,
Texas
7690l-~J63
(915)
655-1655
Phone
Fax (915)
658-3585
Larry

~ Jackson

CC:

L.
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APPENDIX D
MINUTES OF PUBLIC HEARINGS DURING COMMENT
PERIOD ON AMENDMENT /DSEIS

cmn:06,08:94

MINUTES
GULF OF MEXICO FISHERY MANAGEMENT COUNCIL
CORAL AMENDMENT 2 PUBLIC HEARING
SHALIMAR, FLORIDA
JUNE 1, 1994

ATTENDANCE:

David Anthony
Terrance Leary
Caroline Mc Neill

93 Members of the Public in Attendance

The hearing was called to order by Chairman David Anthony at 6: 10 p.m., at the Okaloosa
County Courthouse, Shalimar Florida. He presented the opening statement. The hearing was
to allow public comment on the Public Hearing Draft of Amendment 2 to the Fishery
Management Ptan for Coral and Coral Reefs. The public may again comment directly to the
Secretary of Commerce when the· proposed regulations are published.
Mr. Leary presented the details of the proposed Draft Amendment 2.
The public was invited to comment:
Julia Kaan, Fantasaa(diver)Niceville,Florida, opposedthe harvest of live rock from the Gulf.
She felt it should ba for everyone's enjoyment and not commercial profit.
Shawn Kaan,Fantasea,Valparaiso,Florida, expressedagreement with Ms. Keen's comments.
He supported a complete ban on the taking of live rock.
John Kaan, Fantasea (diver), Niceville, Florida, felt live rock should be left for future
generations.
Derek Lamke, PACI Instructor (teacher and diver), Destin, Florida, stated ha is new to diving
and was disappointed to see what has happened to the reefs. Ha felt restricting power tools
is not enough, much damagecan be done with small hand tools. Ha opposed the harvest of
live rock for private personal gain.
Mark Watts (diver and fisherman), Theodora, Alabama, opposed the ban on live rock
collection. Ha argued that live rock does grow back. Ha referred to the Ory Tortugas stating
it is dry rock out of the ocean. Ha supported aquaculture and felt it needed to be
implemented as soon as possible. Ha argued that people who make a living from live rock
collection were going to be hurt and that fisherman would also be hurt due to overfishing, not
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collection of live rock. He suggested tagging aquaculture rock with a metal tag or tie wrap
with a code to protect the people who are putting it down. He stated the only people who
should be able to remove this rock was the user of home aquarias. He supported the 25 5.
gallon bucket trip limit for the next two years until aquaculture rock can be put in place. He
favored allowing possession of prohibited corals on aquacultured live rock.
Fredrick Sayeg (engineer), Destin, Florida, favored the harvest of live rock. He argued if
fishermen were allowed to fish, collectors should be allowed to collect. He opposed diving
tournaments in salt water and jet ski operators. He contended the loss of fish was due to
overfishing and not live rock harvesting. Ha referred to the cobia and shark tournaments. He
stated the seaside in Mississippi had been damaged due to shrimpers dragging nets. He felt
offshore drilling was also an environmental problem. Ha stated fertilizer runoff from farmland
caused algae bloom resulting in loss of habitat. He noted the loss of everglades due to the
development in south Florida. He stated the everglades were a natural filter for the system.
He pointed out boat anchors contribute to the damage. He favored aquaculture of live rock.
Anna Schmitz, Emerald Coast Scuba School. Destin, Florida, thanked the Council for the
temporary ban on the harvest on live rock. She hoped the ban would become permanent
throughout North America. She agreed pollution was a problem affecting the reefs. She felt
the profiteering of a few was not worth the demise of a non-raplenishable natural resource.
Sha opposed aquaculture due to lack of control and regulation. She pointed out sea oats are
the ornamentation of sand dunes and reefs and they would disappear without them.
Maryellen Gibson (diver), Castin, Florida, stated in the last two years the destruction to the
reefs from the harvest of live rock had become distinctively obvious. She stated many roe kers
were still collecting from state waters. She opposed the harvest of live rock in both state and
federal waters.
·
Patrick Dineen, Okaloosa County Water Monitoring Program, Fort Walton Beach, Florida.
opposed the collection of live rock. He pointed out-their reef system was very different from
the Ory Tortugas. He contended the natural resources were stressed and the loss of habitat
was due to the harvest of live rock. He disagreed that collection of live rock was helping the
system grow and its viability. Ha opposed the harvest of live rock.
Stacia Dineen (diver), Fort Walton Beach, Florida, opposed the harvest of live rock and net
fishing. She felt they were taking a public natural resource, harvesting it, and using it for
personal gain. She stressed future generations would suffer.
Or. Anthony noted the emergency regulation effective now bans the harvest of live rock north
of the Dade/Pasco line extending to the Mississippi/Alabama line. He noted it was effective
for 90 days but could be extended to 180 days.
Rebecca Gray, Emerald Coast Scuba School, Destin, Florida, supported a total ban on harvest
of live rock and felt there was no alternative.
Jason Knight, Adventure Quest, Inc., Destin, Florida, opposed the harvest of live rock. He
read a letter addressed to the Council from Adventure Quest, Chris Kopecky, President.
opposing the harvest of live rock (attached).
2
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Jackie Tatjes. Hydro Sports of Destin. Destin, Florida, opposed the harvest of live rock.
Andrew Reid. Destin, Florida, supported a total ban of live rock harvest.
Lori Reid (dive master), Emerald Coast Scuba Products, Destin, Florida. thanked the Council
for the implementation of the emergency action and hoped the ban would become permanent.
Garry Howland (scuba diver), Shalimar, Florida, stated people come from all over the world
to dive in Destin, Florida. He stated the rocks were houses for fish. Without the few ledges
the offshore bottom was a desert. He felt the rocks and limestone were washing away. He
supported the permanent ban on the harvest of live rock.
Tom Klosterman, Destin Charter Boat Association, Destin, Florida, felt the Council needs to
protect and preserve live rock and build more artificial reefs to aide the live rock, in order to
have it to manage in the future. He felt the temporary ban on the harvest of live rock was
just the first step and the only alternative was a complete ban on the harvest of live rock. He
contended without live rock the fishermen had nothing to work or build on for the future. He
stated live rock was the basis for all growth.
Captain Rex Chambless, Destin, Florida, stated ha has fished in Destin for 65 years. He
contended if you remove live rock there will be no fish and no bottom. He urged the Council
to take whatever steps necessary to stop the harvest of live rock.
Ken Beaird, Reveille II Charter Boat, Destin, Florida, stated he was unaware of the live rock
issue until January, 1994. Ha stated 50,000 pounds of live rock was reported to have been
harvested from Walton/Okaloosa County in 1992-1993. He stated until the emergency action
was implemented, the rockers ware in full· force collecting as much rock as possible. He
pointed out a reef in state waters was nine feat deeper than in previous years. He stated
rockers ware still collecting in state waters due to lack of enforcement. He felt the only
alternative was to ban the harvest of live rock permanently. He opposed the harvest of live
rock and stated 90 percent of the people in attendance also opposed the harvest of live rock.
David Knight, Backcountry Fishing Charters, Inc., Destin, Florida, agreed with Mr. Beaird· s
comments on enforcement. He felt tagging was not a solution. Ha opposed the harvest of
live rock.
Mark Walker, Dive Team E.O., Inc., Destin, Florida, opposed the harvest of live rock.
supported aquaculture.

~e

Jason Eskew, Fort Walton Beach, Florida, felt aquaculture was a good idea but questioned ~~e
enforceability. He contended live rock does grow, however, it does not grow quickly '"'e
stated it was obvious the rock supports the fish, and felt rocking was not vary important : J
the local economy. Ha supported a permanent ban on the harvest of live rock effect .e
immediately.
Major Jack Spay (USAF, retired), Fort Walton Beach, Florida, referred to the Magnuson ~-::
from 1976. He stated the apparent depletion of fish, first noted and reported by mar ~e
biologists in 1970, was the reason for the development of the Magnuson Act. He statec :--?
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u._S.Co~gress realized that the food fishery represen~ed_animportant part of the economy in
this nation and was being threatened due to overfishing. The Councils were formed to
develop P!ans over the years to affect bag limits, seasons, size, etc. to protect the fishery.
He noted 1n 1984 the public was lead to believe that the substrate on the ocean seabed was
a renewable resource and could be harvested the same way food fish were harvested. He
stated this was incorrect. He requested the Council members recognize that the substrate
was a part in parcel of a successful productive marine ecosystem. He felt the removal of live
rock would leave nothing but a sand bed. He urged the Council to take whatever actions
necessary to ban the harvest of live rock throughout the Gulf of Mexico and encourage the
South Atlantic Council to do the same south of Dade County.
Bobby Turner, Fort Walton Beach, Florida, stated 50,000 pounds of live rock was harvested
in Walton and Okaloosa County in 1994. He felt 50,000 pounds was a minimal amount. He
cited a report that states one square mile of reef contains 600,000 to one-million tons of rock.
He argued that filling the room with live rock would not make a noticeable difference on the
reefs and offered to dive with anyone who disagreed. He stated if he was incorrect, he would
support the ban on the harvest of live rock. He contended the decline of fish was not due to
the harvest of live rock and they could put down artificial reefs. He has seen bigger fish on
artificial reefs. He stated the facts show the rock will grow and replace. He asked the Council
to be fair.
Adam Bethea, FantaseaScuba, Destin, Florida, opposedthe harvest of live rock.
Shannon Grasley, Fantasea Scuba, Destin, Florida, opposed the harvest of live rock.
Tim Adams (charter boat captain and diver), Fantasea Scuba Headquarters, opposed the
harvest of live rock.
Steve Worlund, Fantasea Scuba, Castin, Florida, had left the hearing but wanted to voice the
opinion that he opposed the harvest of live rock.
Robin Bradley, Scubatech of NW Florida, Inc., Destin, Florida, had left the hearing but wanted
to voice that she opposedthe harvest of live rock.
Bill Koch, Fantasea, Navaree, Florida, opposed the harvest of live rock. He emphasized his
desire to leave the live rock for future generations to enjoy.
Stave Powell, FantaseaScuba, Fort Walton Beach, Florida, opposedthe harvest of live rock.
Ha supported a permanent ban. He stated in Castin they dive up to 130 feet, beyond the , s
mile limit, and believed the reef was not a replenishable resource.
Tom Schmitz, Under Pressure charter boat, Castin, Florida, supported the complete ban on
the harvest of live rock. He felt there were many loopholes. He contended enforcement was
the biggest problem, determining whether it came from state or federal waters.
Mike Eller (charter boat captain and scuba divert, Castin, Florida, stated the taking of live rock
goes against the National Marine Fisheries Service and Council's efforts. He questioned the
point of making rules to govern fishing when the habitat of the entire fisheries was being
4
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destroyed. He supported the emergency action. He felt the Gulf of Mexico should be closed
completely. He stated south Florida was not the same and they had many more reef
structures. He questioned the need for live rock in tanks. If it is used for a filter, a filter can
be bought. He felt the quality of life would not be affected without live rock in the tank.
Having live rock in the tank would, however, affect the state of Florida. He supported
aquaculture. He contended enforcement was the problem with aquaculture. He stated the
harvesters were only taking the good rock. He stated marine growth grows quickly. however.
the limestone rock that it attaches to does not. He concluded eventually there would be no
more limestone. He supported the ban. He urged the Council to do whatever was necessary
to completely ban the harvest of live rock in the Gulf of Mexico.
Richard Rahilly (new diver) stated he had not yet observed the destruction to the reefs. and
opposed the harvest of live rock. He felt there was no need for live rock in the tanks.
David Yardley (dive instructor), Fantasea Scuba Headquarters, Destin, Florida, opposed the
harvest of live rock and supported a permanent ban.
Meganna Powell, Fort Walton Beach, Florida, stated she did not want a phase-out. but
supported a complete ban on the harvest of live rock. Sha suggested regulating tagging to
determine what is being picked-up is what was put down.
Christina Aufderheide, Shalimar, Florida, commented she has seen reefs that have been
harvested and _reefsthat have not bean and they were very different. She stated there were
many similarities in the ocean to places in the environment that are unreplaceable, i.e.
Redwood Forest, Everglades. · Sha felt live rock was not replaceable. She opposed the
harvest of live rock.
Viki Bowen, Scuba Connection/Hurlburt Dive Club, Fort Walton Beach, Florida, supported a
total ban on the harvest of live rock.
April Hall, Scuba Connection, Fort Walton Beach, Florida, opposed the harvest of live rock.
Joe Hall, Scuba Connection, Fort Walton Beach, Florida, felt one problem was that not all the
rock being collected was beingreported. He expressed concern regarding enforcement. He
felt the problem was the marine ecology was being damaged beyond repair and it was a non·
renewable resource that needs to be protected. He supported aquaculture and supported a
total ban on the harvest of live rock and felt this would initiate aquaculture.
Ron DiPolo, Divers of Destin, Destin, Florida, stated the rock collectors had only been
collecting for a few years and would survive without it. Ha opposed the harvest of live rock.
Robert Graen (commercial and sports diver), opposed the harvest of live rock.
Larry Henderson, Crestview,Florida,opposedthe harvest of live rock. He expressed concern
regarding lack of enforcement.
Robert Butler, Aquanaut, Destin, Florida, opposed the harvest of live rock.
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T.L. Disler, Emerald Coast Scuba School, Destin, Florida, opposed the harvest of live rock.
He supported the Council on their emergency rule. He contended aquaculture was another
way to continue the natural reef destruction. He urged the Council to ban the harvest of live
rock permanently.
Donna Phillips, Manta Ray Divers Co-op, Destin, Florida, opposed the harvest of live rock and
supported a permanent ban.
David Smith, North Gulf Reef Collection, Santa Rosa Beach, Florida, stated he understood the
opposition against the harvest of live rock due to the testimony given. He presented a map
of offshore waters of Okaloosa and Walton County and pointed out the map marked the hard
bottom that NOAA had printed. He noted it does not show a fraction of the reefs off Destin.
He stated they were diving in approximately 120 feet of water. He stated he would submit
videos at the lslamorada Council meeting that would dispute the testimony given. He
surveyed the reefs off Destin and observed algae bloom. Algae bloom was caused by nitrates
being put out into the Gulf. He contended algae bloom kills the coral reef, the coralline was
gone, causing bare rock. He stated he had been diving for 28 years. He cited a book written
by Mr. Bailey sold in the dive shops. He quoted "One can dive Destin Reefs a lifetime and
never explore them all, however, many are well explored and frequently visited. The following
is a list of the more popular reef systems. Off Destin lies a huge reef area that gets its name
from the holes popped in the limestone reefs." He argued that was not where live rock had
been taken. He concluded the reefs were not gone and never would be gone. He stated he
wanted to continue his business in the EEZ to collect enough rock to finance aquaculture. He
provided rock to show the difference between aquaculture rock and live rock. He proposed
to have forms made that would be easily identified and tagged. He contended if rock was not
able to be sustained in tanks, the coralline on his rock would be gone. He stated it was not
until they $tarted putting live rock in the tanks that they were actually able to grow stony
corals. These corals were now being used to reproduce bones for people dying in hospitals.
He stated a good year of collecting rock would be 30,000 to 40,000 pounds. He felt this was
not much. His videos would reveal that his practices were not harmful and would provide
benefits. He concluded they would just like to continue their livelihood. He felt the area could
benefit from aquaculture because the water was clear, good substrate, and good areas for
aquaculture beds. He stated he was not asking for a lifetime of collecting rock, he just
wanted time to continue to start aquaculture. He suggested revoking licenses if it was
determined that individuals were not pushing aquaculture. It should increase until you are
putting back what you put down through the phase-out. He suggested at least a 25 percent
mitigation requirement. He stated there were many fishermen that were not able to attend
the meeting that support his views.
Hailey Smith, Reef Encrustaceans, supported aquaculture and felt it was the future. She felt
it would work and stated her dad had proof. She felt banning the collection of live rock was
a good idea, however, aquaculture permits should be supplied before doing so. She stated
in her dad's fish tanks she sees the fish eating the sponge. She contended without live rock
in the tank, the angel fish or similar fish, would not be able to get the sponge they need to
survive. She stated many tropical fish in tanks would get diseaseswithout the proper food,
i.e., angel fish.
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Kathy Smith, Reef Encrustaceans, stated there were 15,000 to 25,000 boxes of live tropical
fish that leave Tampa Airport each day. The aquarium trade was a viable industry in Florida.
She felt they should be allowed to harvest the corals attached to the aquaculture rock. She
supported the recreational bag limit. She felt after two years when it closed down there
should be no more recreational bag limit. She argued the statement "there is no more rock
out there," was not true. She felt the tagging process should be an easy task. She doesn't
see any problem with the people making the rock in Alabama tagging it with a piece of plastic;
plastic does not dissolve. The tags should not be removed until it was actually taken home
to the aquarium. She favored the tagging process or an imprint on the bottom of the rock.
She stated it would cost approximately $100.000 to start aquaculture. She contended the
rock from the Bahamas does not differ from the rock in south Florida. She felt because of
illegal dumping, i.e., buses, tires, etc., Okaloosa County had stopped the artificial reefs. She
stated this has stopped them from putting down their aquaculture beds. She requested the
Council consider not closing down Okaloosa County and let them put their rock down in the
EEZ zone . She felt the rock from south Florida would be very desirable. She felt they should
trade with the people in Florida rather than the Bahamas. She asked the Council to take into
consideration that much of the testimony was not true and there are many rocks out there.
She stated there may have been enforcement problems in the past, however, the Marine
Patrol circles her boat everyday.
Karon Radizk, Reef Encrustaceans, Destin, Florida, stated she has a degree in marine biology
with emphasis on ichthyology. She believed the emergency action was made in haste based
on emotional testimony. She questioned why the ban was imposed in the northern. part of
Florida rather than in south Florida. She stated the reefs are different in northern Florida and
the collectors were few. She felt the major problems facing Florida's reefs were sewage,
anchors, and human development, and felt that was where the focus should be. She cited
a magazine article that stated there was no published scient'ific proof that the marine aquarium
trade has had a negative impact on coral reefs. She felt the ban should have been in south
Florida, where live rock had been harvested since the 1970's. She contended the decline in
fish was a separate problem and was due to overfishing. She emphasized the importance of
aquaculture. She felt this would end the small impact that marine collectors may have on
natural reefs. She felt the accusation that collectors would put down their rock and collect
the real thing was not likely becauseit costs so much to put down the aquaculture rock. She
emphasized the need for live rock in the fish tanks. Without live rock the fish do not survive
very long. She stated the reproduction of several species of fish would have been impossible
without natural habitat in the tank. She believed the live rock would benefit the scientific
community providing much information that would not be possible without the marine
aquarium. She stated the livelihood of the collectors had been put in jeopardy. She supported
the Council's efforts to protect aquaculture from potential looters. She stated the resource
could be considered renewable if the collector was allowed to replace it with natural rock.
Jeff Burns felt the collectors should be allowed a grace period to start the aquaculture and
give aquaculture time to become a valuable resource.
Kenny Girot (PACI scuba instructor), Destin, Florida, opposed the harvest of live rock.
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Marv Burns. Destin, Florida, supportetl the collection of live rock. She felt the aquarium trade
would be hurt if rock was banned. She stated the rock was not being killed, it was being
placed in aquariums. She contended the fish were benefiting from the rock. She suggested
collaborating to determine a method to promote the aquaculture and a way to tag.
Louis Denmark (dive instructor). Eglin AFB, Florida, felt the reef would eventually become bare
and opposed the harvest of live rock.
·
Sharon Denmark agreed that you will not see the damage, however, future generations will.
She felt the collectors were robbing from the earth.
PUBLIC HEARING ADJOURNED AT 8:33 P.M.
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~dventtireQuest
Re: Live Rock Han,esting - An Economic Perspective

Dear Sirs:
.-\dventure Quest is a full sexvice SCl'BA Diving facility, located in \Jew Orleans, L\. \\'e
organize trips all over the world for our divers, including a substantial number trips to rhe
Destin - Panama City area.
Cutting straight to the point, our shop's organized group trips alone pump in excess of
S150,000 directly into the local economy each year. These funds are distributed into the
real estate market, restaurants, gas stations, dive shops, grocery stores, hardware stores and
clothing shops. After being familiarized with the areas diving, the natural progression is
for them to return to a site that is familiar. The economic impact of this follow-up activitv
is impossible to calculate. We arc only one of a large number of shops from surrounding
states that travel to the Gulf Coast - to dive the natural reefs.
Our activity helps strengthen the economy while taking nothing from it. I sec no long
term benefits to the community in getting rid of the main underwater attraction. It seems
the activity of "harvesting live rock reefs'' only bcncfits·f:hc entities destroying the reef.
Aside from the inevitable long term financial loss that will befall the local citizens.
receiving national attention should also be a concern. Since we travel the world's oceans,
we have been fortunate enough to sec the action taken by responsible local authorities to
protect their natural "economic" resources. In many areas, divers arc not allowed to wear
gloves, much less pick axes. There is a reason why our Federal laws prohibit these
practices.
Prudence demands that proper action be taken before the word gcL4'out and local officials
have to explain why this stri~mining has been condoned. Be assured that the only reason
that public out cry has just begun to mount is that they arc just beginning to find out
about it. Upon the completion of this letter, Adventure Quest will be spreading this wore!
to our economic panncn in the local and surrounding areas.
Thank you for addressing these concerns.

~

/(t?;tU4'o/

Chris Kopecky - President

3230 S. I-IO Ser.lia RoadWat
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MINUTES
GULF OF MEXICO FISHERY MANAGEMENT COUNCIL

CORAL AMENDMENT 2 PUBLIC HEARING
TAMPA, FLORIDA
JUNE 2, 1994

ATTENDANCE:

Approximately 60 members of the public
were in attendance.

David Anthony
Terrance Leary
Georgia Cranmore
Julie Krebs

The hearing was called to order by Chairman Anthony at 6: 10 p.m., at the Ramada Airport
Hotel and Conference Center in Tampa, Florida. He presented the opening statement. The
hearing was held to allow public comment on Draft Amendment 2 to the Fishery Management
Plan for Coral and Coral Reefs. Written comments would be acc'epted until July 5, 1994, and
the public were invited to testify before the Council on any of the proposed changes during
the Wednesday, July 13, 1994, session of the Council to be held at the Cheeca Lodge in
lslamorada, Florida. The public may again comment directly to the Secretary of Commerce
when the proposed regulations are published. This comment period is open for 45 days.
Mr. Leary presented the details of the amendment.
The public was invited to comment:
Shella Barger, Tampa, Florida, noted that several recent newspaper articles on live rock had
provided inaccurate reports of the status of the live rock fishery. She cited a 1989 NOAA
Memorandum that referred to live rock harvesters requesting permits, which were issued with
a significant amount of objection from the public. The author of the memorandum felt that
in comparison to the live rock collection, disturbances by the impacts of many other activities
produced a larger impact on the environment, i.e., groundfish and scallop fisheries, beach
renourishment projects, maintenance dredging, and discharge from canals and filling.
Harvesting was supported by the Department of Natural Resources, and Department of
Environmental Protection. She had compiled a list of live rock harvesters on the west coast
of Florida from the Florida Department of Environmental Protection which totaled 17 to 18,
some of whom had shown inaccurate landings or were inactive in the fishery. She urged that
testimony be considered without the emotional feelings that would inevitably be expressed.
She commended the Gulf Council's ability to deal with the live rock industry in the
development of the amendment, and supported many of the preferred alternatives.
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Ms. Barger felt that alternative 8.2.a, allowing the harvest of non-encrusting species of
octocorals including only the substrate covered by and within one inch of the holdfast, would
be difficult to enforce especially on the east coast of Florida. Most identification books used
by enforcement lacked quality descriptions or pictures to allow proper enforcement. She had
provided many enforcement officials with fish gauges and pictures. It was possible for
encrusting species to cover substrate other than rock. The present wording of the alternative
would disallow the collection of the product, which she noted was a highly requested item.
Ms. Barger informed that the one-inch allowable holdfast for allowable octocorals would not
be sufficient to support the weight of a medium size gorgonian. She acknowledged that the
wording had been developed to facilitate in the collection of a healthier product, while not
distorting the inclusion of the collection of vast amounts of rock. She noted that 3 inches
around the holdfast had originally been requested, but upon recommendation by a Council
member the holdfast was reduced to 1 inch, which she noted would not be sufficient to
anchor the octocoral in an aquarium.
Ms. Barger favored Preferred Alternative C.2, which would establish a Gulf quota with
restrictions, however, felt the wording of the alternative would be unenforceable. Since there
were not many rubble zones in the Gulf, she felt that chipping should not be prohibited.
She was uncertain that aquacultured rock would support life in a closed system, and stressed
the need for a more efficient aquaculture permitting of harvesters.
Ms. Barger supported the allowance of personal use harvest, and suggested personal use
harvest also be restricted during closure periods personal use harvest also be restricted.
Thom Demas, Tampa, Florida, worked for Ms. Barger as a fishery biologist primarily for
aquaculture research. He had observed no damage to the reefs by commercial wild live rock
harvesters. Management of the fishery would be necessary to protect harvesters from
poachers and those destroying the reefs. He supported personal use harvesting. He referred
to a local newspaper article accusing live rock harvesters of causing the disappearance of the
local grouper fishery, and maintained that commercial harvesters were not raping the Gulf.
Eric Coffey, Holiday, Florida, a commercial harvester of wild live rock, supported the
Council's preferred alternatives, however, felt the control date had been established unfairly.
It was effective on the date of publication, February 3, 1994. He had become a member of
all live rock organizations and had remained informed by all of the proper authorities while
preparing to participate in the fishery. If the control date remained at February 3, 1994, he
would be economically devastated. In 1993, he attempted to base his business out of Tarpon
Springs starting with tropical fish and live rock. He earned crew shares to allow investment
in a 700 gallon holding tank, scuba equipment, and a saltwater products license with a marine
life and a restricted speciesendorsement. After the purchase of his saltwater products
license, Florida experienced severe weather conditions which prevented participation in the
fishery. He concluded that the control date had eliminated him from the fishery that he
worked laboriously -and honestly for the right to participate in.
Robert Mayne, Tarpon Springs, Florida, a live rock collector, has six employees in his
business. He stressed that commercial harvest of wild live rock does not damage the
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resource. He compared the large amount of rock available to collectors to sand on the beach.
He considered himself to be a conservationist and noted he belonged to conservation
organizations.
He felt the community had been misinformed about the practices of
commercial harvesters. He requested the Council provide the ability to harvest wild live rock
commercially to provide financial support for the conversion to aquaculture. He supported
restriction of the harvest with trip limits as opposed to an annual quota.
Michael Walker. Destin, Florida, expressed concern for a misconception that divers were
damaging the reefs and offered to prove that the reefs still existed. He informed that when
diving to 110 feet (in federal waters). a person could only remain below the surface for 13
minutes; and therefore did not have time to chip at reefs, only to pick up rubble rock. He felt
the controversy in the industry had only been experienced over the past two years.
Mr. Leary asked if he had collected loose rock in the Tampa area. Mr. Walker replied that he
had done some diving in the area and felt although there was a lot of rubble rock. the
difference is the type of rock, and algae tended to cover the rock more.
Danny Carbaugh, Tarpon Springs, Florida, President of the North Sun Coast Chapter of the
Florida Conservation Association, supported Mr. Walker's opinions. He expressed concern
with enforcement of the regulations. He was a dive master, and made approximately 30-40
dives annually. He did not have a vested interest in the live rock commercial industry. He
offered to provide videos and underwater pictures demonstrating damage to the reefs which
he felt had been caused by harvest. He opposed live rock harvesting, however, felt the
industry should not be condemned because of illegal harvesters. He supported aquaculture.
and felt the industry should be supported in it's conversion to aquaculture systems to end the
harvest of wild live rock.
Janice Wojcik, Tampa, Florida, a recreational diver and hobbyist for 1 2 years, had not
purchased live rock, but collected live rock and tropical fish for her tanks. She felt live rock
was not necessary for fish tanks only for mini reefs. She reported abuse of a 12 foot ledge
off John's Pass in about 60 feet of water (federal waters) where large cavities had appeared.
Mr. Mayne asked if the damage could have been caused by anchors. Ms. Wojcik felt the
cavities were well defined, and described them as appearing to be done by mini-depth
charges. Mr. Mayne maintained that in commercial harvesting large chunks were not
removed, preferred commodities were small rocks. Ms. Wojcik reported that she had seen
and reported resale stores holding rock in containers. She supported permits for recreational
and commercial harvesters alike.
John Georgiou, Tarpon Springs, Florida, headboat fisherman, asked why is not included in the
prohibited area. Dr. Anthony explained that the Gulf Council had considered the amount of
reef material in the areas, and excluded the regions where the reef material was uncommon.
Mr. Georgiou questioned the government's reasoning for issuing permits to collect live rock
without a feasibility study on the possible damage that could result from the harvesting. He
asked Mr. Mayne how he could claim to be a conservationist when he had removed live rock
from the same area for one week. Mr. Mayne denied harvesting from the same area for a
whole week. Dr. Anthony advised the discussion occur at the conclusion of the public
hearing. Mr. Georgiou felt the government had endorsed the existing permits to collect live
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rock. He attributed the lack of fish in the reefs to live rock harvesting. Ms. Barger maintained
that the grouper were in 20 foot depths of water because of the algaebloom.
Dr. Anthony pointed out that the nature of government was to be reactive to situations that
were brought to its attention. Many of the proposed modifications to the Magnuson Act
suggested the need to be more proactive, and have more concern for areas of the habitat.
Mr. Georgiou stressed the need to consider future generations in the development of
regulations.
Steven West, Wesley Chapel, Florida, a marine life collector and wholesaler, stressed the need
for enforcement of the regulations. He felt the collectors should not be held responsible for
those who did not comply with regulations. He informed that within the two-square mile area
that he dove, hundreds of ledges could be found, and he harvested from smaller ledges. He
felt the habitat was being restored by the placement of aquaculture cultch at a greater rate
than it was being removed. He requested the Council allow two to three years of harvest to
develop a profitable aquaculture system.
Jeff Hart, Palm Harbor, Florida, a full-time charter captain and member of the Florida
Conservation Association, expressed concern for the time required to renew fisheries. He
noted the many efforts that had been made in the Gulf to restore overfished stocks. He had
observed harvesters abusing the resource, and expressedconcern for the future generations.
Roy Herndon, Tampa, Florida, a live rock collector and marine life wholesaler, recognized that
wild live rock harvest was limited and would be prohibited by January 1997. He noted that
in 1992, SOOK pounds of live rock was harvested in Florida, and in 1993 Mr. Richard
Londeree placed 1 million pounds of aquaculture cultch producing a net gain for the entire
state of Florida. He noted the severe natural damage that' resulted from the great March
storm. He stated that during the harvesting some marine life was culled from the product,
such as chicken liver sponge, to prevent damage to other products and retaining systems.
Mr. Georgiou questioned why rocks could not be reproduced for aquariums with an immediate
complete elimination of wild live rock harvest. Mr. Herndon maintained that an aquaculture
system was presently being established, however, would take approximately two to three
years for a high-quality live rock product. Dr. Anthony clarified the question was whether
production could be made in closed systems. Mr. Herndon informed that one experiment had
been performed which produced only an unattractive green algae rock.
Anthony Newsome, Riverview, Florida, owner and operator of Blue Ocean Products a
commercial harvesting company noted that the anchor from a headboat had damaged a reef
more than a harvester could do in one month. He felt the wording of the amendment would
create difficulties for the industry. He opposed the statement that the live rock was a non•
renewable resource. He stated that 95 percent of all of the live rock from Hernando Countv
to the Sarasota County line had been dumped by the phosphate mining industry, and was
cultured rock. He felt the aquaculture permits had not been scientifically supported by tt"e
federal government. He noted the treasure hunting industry had been given a 20 year lease
and felt the suggested 5 or 10 year leases for aquaculture would not be sufficient.
::,
Anthony questioned why a 10 year lease would not be sufficient if a high-quality aquaculture
rock could be produced in 2 to 3 years. Mr. Newsome felt a period longer than 2 to 3 years
4
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would be necessary. He questioned why the Council had not addressed the issue of the
phosphate product that had been placed by the industry, which he felt should be categorized
under the Maritime rules allowing the harvester to be the rightful owner of the product. Dr.
Anthony requested Mr. Newsome present the Council with any information that could
substantiate the placement of the substrate by the phosphate industry. Mr. Newsome
recalled that he had presented the information to the state of Florida.
Paul Johnson. St. Petersburg, Florida, representing the Center for Marine Conservation,
complimented the Gulf Council on its balanced approach with the industries conversion to
aquaculture. He supported the preferred alternatives. He felt live rock was a public resource
and stated that it was a privilege to harvest rock and not a right. He felt the quota was an
appropriate amount based on the data provided. He stated that the resource was limited, and
not renewable. He stressed the need for accurate reporting for quota monitoring, and
encouraged more discussion on incidental bycatch and the regulation on personal harvest.
He expressed concern that personal harvest could amount to more than expected.
Kevin Bruington, St. Petersburg, Florida, owner of a commercial dive vessel that was used for
spear fishing, decided to enter the commercial live rock industry and purchased an saltwater
products license with an endorsement in November 1993.
Due to new Coast Guard
regulations, he was required to invest in vessel upgrades, such as a life raft. He reaffirmed
the bad weather that had been sustained over the winter months precluded participation in
the fishery and he had been eliminated by the control date. He felt sufficient notice had not
been given to the issuance of a control date, and requested the Council establish a grievance
committee to address persons in situations similar to his.
Dr. Anthony noted the difficulties that had been experienc~d with the establishment of a
control date and the request for an appeals board in the reef fish fishery. Mr. Bruington asked
if an appeals board would definitely not be granted. Dr. Anthony replied that there were some
differences between the two situations, and clarified that his inclination was that the
Council's final vote on an appeals board was 9 to 8 against development.
Mr. Bruington felt so few persons would be harvesting the large amount of rock available, that
a quota would not be necessary. The commercial harvesters would require a reliable resource
for funding of an aquaculture system.
He recalled an estimate in the amendment of
approximately 17 billion pounds of rock within the 55 fathom contour of Florida's west coast,
which was obviously more than sufficient to support those participating in the fishery. Dr.
Anthony added that the estimate included the product that was not appropriate for harvesting.
Mr. Bruington favored personal use harvesting with a permit, and suggested a one day permit
limited to 3 or 4 times per year. He recommended a two-gallon bucket limit.
Roland Budd, Tarpon Springs, Florida, supported Mr. Bruington's opinions.
Costa Vatikiotis, Tarpon Springs, Florida, an engineer for and representing the City of Tarpon
Springs, was not familiar with live rock harvesting or diving, felt that live rock was a non
renewable resource. He supported aquaculture and related the removal of wild live rock to
removal of rock from archeological sites. He felt additional discussion was necessary on
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personal permitting for personal use harvesting. He recommended the commercial harvesters
form a coalition.
Sandy Nettles. Clearwater, Florida, a groundwater hydrologist, had a masters degree in marine
geology and was currently enrolled at the University of South Florida's Marine Science Center.
He funded his college education, through his masters degree, by collecting tropical _fishand
live rock. He objected to the lack of scientific evidence provided in the amendment. He
questioned how the Council could continue with development of regulations without scientific
research. He related a job experience with Manatee County, who hired him in an attempt to
end phosphate mining in the reservoir which they owned. He suggested funding be provided
to develop a database to demonstrate that the mining had been done uneconomically. He
supported aquaculture development.
Mr. Johnson asked what was implied by no database. Mr. Nettles replied that a database had
not been presented. Or. Anthony stated that as a scientist, he felt uncomfortable making
decisions on the Council with inadequate science.
Mr. Bruington questioned whether a provision had been proposed for action to be considered
at the end of the two year period of the attempt to develop aquaculture, if success had not
been obtained. Or. Anthony advised that although a provision did not presently exist, a new
amendment or an emergency rule could be addressed at that time.
Mr. Bruington suggested the Council have representatives participate in a dive during a wild
live rock harvest, and assess the impact on the area after the dive.
Graham Carleton, Tampa, Florida, a live rock harvester and aq1,1aculturist,felt the quota should
be reconsidered with inclusion of the 1993 harvest which wai 315K pounds. He indicated
the need for a control date.
Michael Henson, Palm Harbor, Florida, a member of the Florida Conservation Association, was
not familiar with the live rock industry, but understood that a large economic impact could
occur. As an electrical engineer, he had lost jobs three times over the past five years. He felt
that as a country, the needs of a few harvesters should not affect the needs of the majority
of the country .. He favored development of an aquaculture system. He spoke against the
extension of a wild harvest after the cutoff date if aquaculture systems had not developed as
expected.
Jack Smith, a recreational diver, favored a surcharge on licenses to provide for live rock
research. He related that he started a laboratory business in a different field in his garage five
years ago with grant money, and this year would do several million in business.
Mr. Walker requested reconsideration of the emergency closure that had been implemented
in the Destin area by reviewing the impacts of harvesting. He restated his offer to take a
Council member on a commercial harvesting trip, and suggested an observer program be
initiated. Dr. Anthony noted that he did not support observer programs as a scientist.

6
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Don Turek, a member of the Florida Conservation Association, related that a major problem
in the industry was that when a fishing violation occurred, judges did not prosecute
sufficiently, and regulations were not being enforced.
Jennifer Wheaton, St. Petersburg, Florida, Florida Marine Research Institute, presented an
update on the status of the aquaculture leases that were in the process of being surveyed.
Mr. Londeree and Mr. Frakes had deposited rocks on there sites. Three surveys would be
performed in the Keys during the next week, and two surveys to be performed in July and
August. She recommended application for leases be submitted as soon as possible, because
the lease fees would increase significantly when the new regulations were implemented. A
system had been proposed whereby the surveys could be performed by consultants or in
house by the applicants themselves, and she would perform a site inspection. The surveys
were presently costing between $3,000 and $4,000. She noted that a permit would be
issued on Mr. Londeree's lease site in the near future.
Mr. Budd asked if the lease sites were bare sand areas. Mr. Londeree replied that the areas
were almost completely sand. Ms. Wheaton recommended that an area of thin veneer sand
over hardrock should be located for good recruitment.

MEETING ADJOURNED AT 9:15 P.M.
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SOUTH ATLANTIC FISHERY MANAGEMENTCOUNCIL
GMFMC CORAL/LIVE ROCK AMENDMENT
PUBLIC HEARING
Marathon, Florida
June 23, 1994

DRAFTSUMMARY
MINUTES
The meetingwas calledto order by Mr. Schill. He statedthe purposeof the hearing and
instructedthe speakerson proceduresand presentation.Mr. Pugliesepresentedan
overviewof the proposedmanagementactionsfor the Gulf of Mexicocontainedin
Amendment2 to the FisheryManagementPlan.
·
Major Jack Spey (Ret. U.S.A.F.)said he is representingthe Board of County
Commissionersin OkaloosaCounty,Florida. He said followinghis retirementfrom the
UnitedStatesAir Foreein 1976,he was appointedto the WaterWaysAdvisory
Commissionfor the Board. He operateda sailboatcharterbusinessin Ft. Walton Beach.
He said be chaired the Board for four years. Since 1983 he has acted on behalf of
OkaloosaCountyin the artificialreefconsuuctionpro~
This has includedthe use of
box cars.tugs, barges.2 nauticalmilesof concrete/steelmodules(last year),and 3,600
tons of the Midbay Bridgematerialthat was deemedto beexcess. And OkaloosaCounty
has been extremelyinvolvedin the reef consuuctionprogram..He said for that and other
reasons, is why be is attendingthe hcarin1. He wantedto ask the council a question.on
Page 12of the ScopingDocument,ItemC.2. is thatthe preferredaltemativethat you are
discussing? He said he was a littlebit confusedprocedurallywise. He asked if Mr.
Pugliesecould help him with this, and is this the prefeITedaltemativein the Gulf. C.2on
Page 12.
Mr. Puglieserespondedthis was correct.
Major Speystatedthat he was not awarethat theharvestis to continueat the 1995 levelin
absenceof a federal aquaculture
system. He saidthis was generallynewsto them. In any
ease, we in OkaloosaCounty,whichhe thouahtyou would recall,includesrepresentation
of all the majorpoliticalentitiesin northwestrlorida, the businessentities,and the
chambersof commerceare concerned.If the generalpublicwere made awareof this
activity.wouldunanimouslyopposethe removalof any verticalstructureand it's attached
biomass. Becausewe recognize,both the fishermenand the divers. and common sense
has told us all alona, this is essentialon the ocean's abilityto reproduceitself. And for that
reason he has been borina the councilfor the past6 months. It has been their effon to try
and emphasisthat thoseobjects,whetherthey be createdby other forces in nature with it's
attachedbiomass,regardlessof the latin name,or whetherthat verticalstructurewas placed
there by man and becamean attachmentpoint. He stated thisiswhat we have been
attemptingto protect for the past six months. As it appliesto live rock, thatis just simply
one, not necessarilya well definedterm•.andquotationsshouldbe placed on either sideof
it in their opinion. We are opposedto any kindof removalof verticalstructurewith the
attachedbiomassbecausewe believethat thisis 1oingto dearadethe reproductivecapacity
of that marineecosystem. The MagnusonAct char1esall of us to be harvestersbut it also
chargesall of us to uy to care for that marineecosystem.He would like to see the last
sentencebe deleted. He said it confuseshim as to why it is there. He said it was their
opinionand understandingthat it was a 1996cut.offon the part of the Gulfwith not the
inclusionof that last sentence. Obviouslywe willtake that to Islamorada. But we have
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believedas a communityand he thinksthe publicresponseis demonstratedthat, we haveto
preservethat naturaloutcroppina,regardlessof it's point of originif the oceancan remain
to be productive.
Mr. ~ahood said to MajorSpey,you said you havebeen boringus but you have not bored
us for the last six months. He askedMajorSpeyhow manymeetingshas he had to come

and go to underthe way we are managingthis fisheryright now?
Major Spey said whenit was firstbroughtto his attentionas the Reef CoordinationOfficer
for the County;it wasjust after Christmas.The firstworkshopwe attendedwas on
January 9th in Pensacola. Subsequentlythe GulfFull Councilin Clearwaterand following
that it was St. Augustineand Brunswick,etc. eachone of thosecouncilmeetings.
Basicallywe have been trying and attemptin1to carrythis samemessage. And to get it
beforethe publiceye on television.The broadestpossiblecoveragethat we could.
Recognizingif the 1eneralpublicwereawarethat this activityh~ been aoingon, the outcry
would be enormous.

Dr. Nelsonsaid he understandshis concernoverthe last sentenceand it was kicked around
a bit at the Gulf Councilmeeting. It is his understandingthat and he believes.the passage
of the amendmentis goin1to constitute,if approved.the developmentof a federal
aquaculturesystem. That is with the pennittin&requirementsthat NMFSis goin1to be
able to issue,theMemorandumof Understandingbetweenthe Corps of Engineersand
NMFS. He does not thinkit is goin1to be problematic.He said maybeDr.Kemmerer
would like to s~ak to that point. He thinks this is it and whathas been proposedwill
fulfillthe conditionso tharthe quotawillnot continue.
MajorSpcyaskedif he couldmakea commenton that and was.it permissible?Thereare
many in this room and many of the folksyou are all awareof, wbohave the impression
that we are a bunchof radicalecoloaistsfrom nonhwestPloridaand Speydoesn't know
what he is talkingabout. He said he has been on boats and sincehe got out of the flying
business,he bas about40,ooo·milesuncierhis keel. He said we are very concernedand
their mainconcernwith this entire aquaculture,quoteon quote,concept. As in manycases
it will becomean avenueused and that the presentpracticewill continueby a few. Andwe
know that to be true in our own communityand the term has alreadybeen used as a smoke
to get the localfishenne11
off their backs. And those
screen. "Oh I have my ~ts"
statementsare lies. Theydon't havetheir permitsand they haven't requestedtheir pemtits.
Our concernis if the systemis not madefairlyti;ht, it will be simplybe used as an avenue
for the continuationof the removalof naturaloc:cunin1bottom. That is the objectionwe
have to it. Fundamentallyit worksbuildingattificialreefs andputtin1venical structureon
the ground. But from an academicstandpoint,it is a wonderfulprogram. But from a
·
realisticstandpoint.it may have an awfullot of bolesin it and that is our concernand only
concern.
Or. Kemmerersaid to MajorSpeythat he just wantedto pointout he also objectsto the
same sentence. He doesn't think it is necessaryand there wu some concemexpressedby
some of the councilmembersfromthe Gulf Council.This wasbecauseof the experiences
peoplehave had in teyinf to get pcnnits...He is ·absolutely=rtain that we will be movin1
forNardwith the pennirungsystemlong beforethis time andessentially,implementationby
the time this amendmentgoes through,he is confidentwe willhave a eemutting systemin
place. Secondly,as you are well aware,althoughI know you are not JUStconcernedabout
your particulararea, beginningon May 16thall live rock harvestwas prohibitedand so we
ate takingsome steps in that direction. And that was in your generalarea.north.western
Florida. He asked if he was aware of this?
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Major Speyrespondedthat he very definitelywas. He added his concernis not for
northwestFlorida and northwestFloridaonly.

Dr. Kemmerersaidhe appreciatesthatand he qualifiedhis remarksthat it hasbeen
prohibitedand had a lot to do with Major Spey'sefforts. Andthe many effortsof the other
peoplein this generalarea.
T.L. Dislersaid he was sorry he pointedout the alternativeto Major Speybecause he stole
all his material. He identifiedhimselfand said he owns and operatesthe EmeraldCoast
Scuba Schoolin Destin,Plorida. He would alsolike to addressAlternativeC.2 and he will
make his statementbrief since MajorSpeyprettywell coveredit If this remainsthe wayit
is, the last sentence,harvestto continueat the 1995level in the absenceof a federal
aquaculturesystem,it will give the collectonno incentiveto participatein thedevelopment
of aquaculture. Especiallyin the light of yesterday'sobservationsat the amountof rock
collectedand the amountof rockreportedmaybetwo differentnumbers. Accordinglythis
alternativeshouldbe changedto agreewith the positiontakenby the SouthAtlantic:Council
on Piie 11. C.1. This is where it statesthat harvestof wild live rock will terminateno
later than January 1, 1996. He said he had nothingfurtherto say.
Dr. HenryFeddem said he has read throughthe Gulf Councilrecommendationshere and
he thinks they are very fair and a 1oodc:om_promise.
He thinkseveryonecan live with
them spealcin&
as a harvester. He can certainlylivewith that type of regulation. It is
somethingthat is a goodcompromisethat has beenworkedout throu&hmanymeetinasand
it can definitelywork. The 1entlemenfrom OkaloosaCountythinks that it should be
changedmerelybecausethere maybeone or twopeoplewho are not goin1to abide by it.
Well theseone or two people may occurbut theyoc:curin all walksof life,includin1
charterboats.and aovemment.all sons of organizations.Jus~to ban somethingmerely
becauseone or two peoplemaynot followis an enforcementproblem.it is not a .
managementproblem. Afterall youdon't prohibitdrivinl a car becausea few people
speed. He said anyverticalsuucnir.is a part of the environmentand youshould ban and
prohibitthe ta.kin&
of any verticalsuueturebecauseit injuresthe environment. Me
speakingas a bioloaist.can say that all organismseven if they are swimmin1fishes,
invertebrates,and planktonall contributeto the biomassandthe diversity. And harvestina
of any of these affectsthe environmenl The questionis: whatpercentageis harvestedthat
will determinewhat the effectswillbe. Wouldthe 1entlemenbe willingto advocatea ban
on ha.rvestin1all marineor1anismsincludin1foodfishesto preservethe environment.
After all there has been a lot of evidence,scientific,that indicatesthat overfishingby both
recreationaland commercialfishermenhave contributedto the seriousdepletionof fish
stocks. Basicallyhe is happy withthe Gulf positionand he wouldhope the South Atlantic
Councilmightsee fit to do that as well.
Mr. JefferyTurner he wholeheartedlyconcurswithwhat Dr.Feddem has said in reference
to the Gulf Council's manaaement
position. He believesif you read that sentencecorrectly

it says, in the absence
of a federal aquaculturesystem. Dr. Kemmereris telling us we will
have a systemto go with. He said tnllis just a mutepoint really. If thereis a systemthen
you can close il Hesaid he doesn't see a lot of publicouccryhere on Major.Spey' s behalf
either. He-wouldinvitehim wholeheartedlyto cc,mewith himtomorrow-onbis boat and
see us collectrubble rock out herein the Keys. There are two differentanimalsand thereis
a lot of it out there. He would hope that you all wouldapprovethe amendmentfor the Gulf
positionand possiblysway that way also for the SouthAtlanticCouncil position.

Mr. Carl Haggenkotter,Victimscf NOAA,saidhe didn't wantto talk too much aboutwhat
is goin1 on with the live rock but he wantedto reiteratea few thinJS, This has been a long
process and a lot of these peoplehave been in this processand acuvcly workingwith you
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and with the Gulf Council.He said they deservea lot of credit. He addedyou deservea
of credit. NMFS andeverybodyhas workedreal hardto get this processto where it is
at. However,he doesn't feel thatthiswillbe in placeby thetimeof the cut-off date. So he
urgesthe councilto keepyouroptionsopento allowthesepeopleto be able to fish pastthat
date shouldit becomenecessaryso theycan &etinto aquaculture.Hesaidthis was
basicallyall he had to say.
lot

Ms. LisaFurstenworth,ReefScapers.said shejust wants to talk about the aquacultureone
more time. She has receiveda letterthat was faxedto herby Mr. RichardLonderierethis
morning. She stated thereis anothergroupthat wantsto getinvolvedin our aquaculture
readin1of the bottom to
leases. They wantus nowto havea professionalmagnetometer
make sure thereare no shipwrecksunderneathour site. Shesaid she couldprovidea copy
of the letter. She said Richarddid look into it and it is $3,500.00for this survey. She said
every time we tum aroundsomeoneis stickingtheirhand in our pocket on these leases.
She said we have got to do somethina. It wouldbe easier to tignt to keep wild harvest

openthan it looks like its being to get an aquaculturelease. We needthe council's help
with this. She said there arejust more and morethinascomingup and we are running
short of time. So we needyour help.
Mr. Peace asked who was the letterfrom?
Ms. Furstenworthsaid the letteris from the Secretaryof State. She said she would ask
Ms. Knightif she will make copies for all the councilmembers.
Ms. Shipmanaskedalon1 those lines and continuingwith Mr. Peace'squestion,wasthat
from the State of Florida,Secretaryof State?
Ms. Furstenworthrespondedyes.
Ms. Shipmanaskedif sbebad anyindicationsfromMMSor the Corpsof Engineersor
anybodyin the federaljurisdiction,that they wouldbe requirin1a maanetometertrace?
Ms. Furstenwonhsaid thatRicharddidsaytheyaretryin&to do thatwith his federal lease

site~also?
Ms. Shipmanaskedwho is?
Ms. FurstenworthsaidshewasnotsureandwouldhavetO ask him. She said she only
had a few minuteson thephonewithhimthis momin1.Buttheyarealsotryingto do it in
federalwatersalso.

Mr. BrownleeaskedwasnotRichard's
sitesoff Tampa?
Ms. Furstenworthrespondedright.
Mr. Brownleesaidso thatis thestatesayinganywherein statewatersyouhaveto aet this
notjust in theSanctuary?
Ms. Furstenwonh said anywherein statewaters.
Public Hearingwas adjourned.
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MINUTES
GULF OF MEXICO FISHERY MANAGEMENT COUNCIL
ONE HUNDRED AND THIRTY-THIRD MEETING
ISLAMORADA, FLORIDA
JULY 11-14, 1994

The one hundred and thirty-third meeting of the Gulf of Mexico Fishery Management Council was called
to order by Chairman Thomas Wallin at 8:30 a.m., July 13, 1994. Council members in attendance were:

VOTING MEMBERS
David Anthony
Julius Collins
Frank Fisher
Joe Gill
Philip Horn
James Jenkins
Andrew Kemmerer
Albert King
R. Vernon Minton
H. Gilmer Nix
Hal Osburn (designee for Andrew Sansom)
L. Don Perkins
William Perret
Kenneth Roberts
Robert Shipp
Thomas Wallin
Roy Williams (designee for Russell Nelson)

Florida
Texas
Texas
Mississippi
Mississippi
Louisiaha
National Marine Fisheries Service
Alabama
Alabama
Florida
Texas
Texas
Louisiana
Louisiana
Alabama
Florida
Florida

NONVOTING MEMBERS
LCDR Mark Johnson (designee for RADM North)
Ron Lukens (designee for LarrySimpson)

U.S. Coast Guard
Gulf States Marine Fisheries Commission
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STAFF

Wayne Swingle
Terrance Leary
Antonio Lamberte
StevenAtran
Cathy Readinger
Patricia Bear
Camilla Moyer
Michael Mclemore
E.V.E.Joy

ExecutiveDirector
Fishery Biologist
Economist
Population DynamicsStatistician
AdministrativeOfficer
Secretary
Secretary
NOAAGeneral Counsel
NOAA General Counsel

OTHER PARTICIPANTS

Jerry Bailey, Seffner,Florida
Rick Barber, Key West, Florida
Shella Barger, FMLA,FLAA, ASSA,West Coast Wholesaleand Collectors,Tampa, Florida
FreemanBateman,Sr., Captain Cliff's Seafood, Marathon, Florida
Glen A. Bend, Key West Charter Boat Association, Key West, Florida
John R. Benn, America Aquarist Society, Sheffield,Alabama
Mark Beragen, Departmentof EnvironmentalProtection
Graham Carleton, Dover, Florida
MaragreteCarleton, Dover, Florida
Martha Campbell, Sea Critters, Tampa, Florida
Captain Ed Davidson,Florida Audobon Society, Marathon,Florida
Don DeMaria,SummerlandKey, Florida
T.L Disler, EmeraldCoast Scuba School, Destin, Florida
Harold Drake, West Palm Beach, Florida
Bill.Ferrell, Abyss Pro Dive Center, Marathon, Florida
Katie Fitzsimmon~.St. Petersburg,Florida
Doug Gregory, Monroe County Cooperative Extension Service, Key West, Florida
Larry Goins, SummerlandKey, Florida
Carl Hagenkotter,Victims of NOAA, Key West, Florida
Marty Harris, Tallahassee,Florida
Jack Haskins, lslamorada, Florida
Roy Herndon, Sea Critters, Dover, Florida
Teresa Herndon, Sea Critters, Dover, Florida
Anthony Iarocci, Monroe County Commercial Fishermen,Inc., Organizationof Florida
Fishermen,Grassy Key,Florida
Walter Japp, Florida Departmentof EnvironmentalProtection, Florida Marine Research
Institute, St. Petersburg,Florida
Ray Jensen, Tavernier,Florida
Paul Johnson, Center for Marine Conservation,St. Petersburg,Florida
William Lindall, National Marine Fisheries Service, St. Petersburg,Florida
Richard Londeree,Tampa Bay Saltwater,Tampa, Florida
LeanneJ. Miller, Florida Departmentof EnvironmentalProtection, Florida Marine Research
Institute, St. Petersburg,Florida
Tom Murray, Tampa, Florida
Tony Newsome, Riverview,Florida
Gary D. Nichols, 11,state Vice President of Organized Fishermenof Florida, Director of Monroe
County Commercial Fishermen,Inc.
Bennett Orr, Marathon Chaper of Organized Fishermenof Florida, Marathon, Florida
Tom Palmer, Springhill, Florida
D-22

Mary Roth, Center for Marine Conservation, Marathon, Florida
John Sanchez, Monroe County Commercial Fishermen, Inc., Marathon, Florida
David L Smith, Reef Encrustaceans, North Gulf Reef Collections, Santa Rosa Beach, Florida
Hailey Smith, Santa Rosa Beach, Florida
Kathy Smith, Reef Encrustaceans, Destin, Florida
Robert Sierpiejko, Key West, Florida
Bob Spaeth, Southern Offshore Fishing Association.Treasure Island, Florida
Jack Spey, Board of County Commissioners, Oklaoosa County Florida, Ft. Walton Beach,
Florida
Jeffery A. Turner, Exotic Aquaria, Inc., North Miami Beach, Florida
Carolyn Walker, Key Largo, Florida
Michael Walker, Tropaquarium, Destin, Florida
Lance Waters, Mango, Florida
Mark Watts, Theodore, Alabama
Steven West, Sea and Sky Marine Life Wholesaler, Wesley Chapel, Florida
Jennifer Wheaton, Florida Department of Environmental Protection, Florida Marine Research
Institute
Bill Wickers, Jr., Key West. Charter Boat Association, Key West, Florida
Kay Williams, Save America's Seafood Industry, Pascagoula, Mississippi
Johnny L. Yarbrough, Big Bend Seafood Producers Association, Steinhatchee, Florida
Dan A. Yeider, Monroe County Commercial Fishermen, Inc., Organization of Florida Fishermen,
Marathon, Florida
Mr. Wallin presented service plaques to Mr. James Jenkins and Dr. David Anthony for their participation
on the Council. Mr. Mclemore introduced Ms. E.V.E. Joy of NOAA General Counsel, to the Council.

•

Adoptionof Agenda
The agenda was adopted with the following modifications: Under item IV. Public Testimony include
discussion for the sale of fish from charterboats,· and the revoking of spiny lobster permits. Under
other business the nomination of an additional person to the SMZ monitoring team.

•

Approvalof Minutes
The minutes of the Gulf Council meeting held in Corpus Christi, Texas May 10-12, 1994, were approved
with the following corrections: page 3, line eight change CMDR to CDR; page 31, second paragraph
change Lieutenant Johnson to LCDR; page 41, first paragraph under Enforcement Reports, change
CMDR Johnson to LCDR and in the following paragraph change CMDR O'Shea to CDR; page 43.
seventh line from the bottom, change CMDR Johnson to LCDR; page 20, last line, change 304.85 to
304(a). Mr. Perrenequest.ed clarification of the last sentence in the first paragraph on page 43 and the
inclusion of any additional Information he may have referred to.

•

Public Testimony
Coral Amendment

2

Hailey Smith, Santa Rosa Beach, Florida, supported the allowance to collect live rock. She noted she
helped her father collect live rock, and has her own reef tank. She indicated there was a need for her
parents to collect live rock to generate an Income while developing an aquaculture site.
Mark Watts, Theodore, Alabama, noted he was an enthused hobbyist of live rock and supported
aquaculture. He indicated he had not seen damage to the reefs in the closed area of the north EEZ
D-23

He noted hard bottom along with outcroppings existed in the area as indicated on a map presented to
the Council. Mr. Minton asked if he was only a recreational hobbyist. Mr. Watts responded yes, he had
no financial gain from his collecting. Mr. Minton asked how many recreational harvesters there were.
Mr. Watts felt there were approximately 900,000 aquarium hobbyists. He supported a licensing system
for recreational harvesters to prevent damage to the reefs. Mr. Watts suggested a poundage limit
instead of a bucket limit. Dr. Anthony asked how much rock he personally collected. Mr. Watts
informed that his 100 gallon reef tank held approximately 120 pounds of rock and the 30 gallon tank
held approximately 50-60 pounds of rock. He noted the rock collection for the tanks was a one-time
take. Dr. Anthony questioned what a reasonable amount would be for a recreational harvester. Mr.
Watts felt 100 pounds was an average amount of live rock required by a harvester in one year. Mr. Gill
asked if a permit was presently required, and if so, how much the permit cost. Mr. Watts replied that
a permit was not required to be a hobbyist.
Captain Ed Davidson, Florida Audobon Society, Marathon, Florida, an original member of the Coral
Advisory Panel noted that he participated in writing the coral and coral reefs fishery management plan,
and felt the authors of the FMP were unaware of the live rock fishery which was a relatively new
industry. He felt the reef system was declining because of aggregate cumulative impacts that included
the taking of live rock, water quality, etc. He opposed the recreational harvest of live rock.
Teresa Herndon, Sea Critters, Dover, Florida, supported the management of the live rock industry and
the development of aquaculture. She stressed the need for recognition of the economic and social
impacts on harvesters involved in the fishery, while developing the management plan. She noted that
discussions has occurred with person knowledgeable of live rock Issues on the Comp-U-Serve network.
Dr. Anthony asked where was she based. She noted her business was based out of Tampa, Florida.
Dr. Kemmerer asked what the Impacts of the proposed February 1994 control date would be on their
business. She felt more time was needed to develop their aquaculture system before the control date
was implemented.
Shella _Barger,FMLA, FLAA, ASBA, West Coast Wholesalers and Collectors, Tampa, Florida, urged
Council to discern between emotional and factual testimony. She disagreed with the figures that had
been cited in Coral Amendment 2. She favored a minimum of a three-Inch radius from the holdfast in
order to support the octocorals. She felt dlsallowing chipping would have severe financial impacts. She
requested the west coast be allowed to harvest live rock without a quota. Mr. Williams asked if a six
inch piece of rock would be required regardless of where the holdfast was. Ms. Barger replied that only
three inches from the holdfast on at least one side would be necessary to support the gorgonian. Mr.
King asked what the total was for the state permitting fees. Ms. Barger noted the currently proposed
state permit fees for aquaculture sites included a non-refundable application fee of $2,000 to $3,000, a
non-refundable survey fee of $2,000, a $500 Department of Environmental Regulation fee and other
additional fees for a total of approximately $9,000. Mr. King requested the Council be provided written
documentation of the total impact fees. Mr. Williams stated that the permitting fees were proposed
figures. Mr. Collins asked if a site survey fee would be required for federal waters. Dr. Kemmerer
indicated a federal site survey fee may be required as well as an administrative fee of approximately $40.
T.L Disler, Emerald Coast Scuba School, Destin, Florida, referred to a document which stated that
Virginia Tech Aquaculture Center had allocated funding to develop aquaculture research. He noted that
J. M. Arringer and T.L Forrest Sea Grant had prepared a short paper titled "Live Rock Aquaculture, a
Guide to Getting Started".
Martha Campbell, Tampa, Florida, an employee of Sea Critters, noted much care was taken by them
in the harvesting of live rock. She felt basing the quota on 1992 landing figures would cause Sea
Critters to close for several months at the encl of each year. She noted the company had placed
aquaculture rock offshore, which was currently growing corals.
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Roy Herndon, Sea Critters, Tampa, Florida, was against a quota and the limiting of chipping during the
phase-out period. He noted there would be an 85 percent loss in his business if chipping was
prohibited. Mr. Perret asked how many years he had been harvesting live rock, and whether he had
been boarded by law enforcement agents. Mr. Herndon responded that he had been collecting live rock
for seven years and had been boarded by law enforcement agencies several times. He felt a harvester
in a sport-type boat was less likely be boarded than a working type boat. He noted the Florida Marine
Patrol, located in -the same marina as his vessel, had used his boat for training personnel in the
identification of live rock, and felt there was an increase in law enforcement. He felt personal collecting
was not an issue because the number of persons qualified to take live rock was limited by the diving
depth required to harvest live rock in the EEZ. Mr. Williams asked if he had been boarded by law
enforcement agents in the EEZ. Mr. Herndon recalled one occasion in the EEZ, but noted he was
usually boarded within state waters. Mr. Osburn asked how much recreational harvest occurred. Mr.
Herndon felt the number of recreational harvesters was abnormally low. Mr. Osburn asked if there were
many recreational dive shops. Mr. Herndon noted there were a few on the west coast, but more on the
east coast of Florida.
Mark Beragen, Department of Environmental Protection (DEP), Aquaculture-Shellfish Licensing Division,
noted the DEP had been developing a submerged land management rule and was amending the
aquaculture portions of the rule to develop specific policies, standards and criteria for the aquaculture
of live rock. He stated the current fee structure for live rock included an application fee of $200, a $15
per acre lease fee, and a $5 surcharge. The first draft rule contained higher numbers such as a $3,000
non-refundable application fee, and a $2,500 non-refundable fee for the inspection sheet. He noted the
higher fees had been developed to cover administrative costs for the 10-year term of the lease, but were
expected to be lowered before implementation. He felt the fees would be assessed periodically as the
aquaculture sites begins to develop.
Mr. Perret asked if a maximum amount of land per person would be established for aquaculture lease
and whether there would be a severance fee. Mr. Beragen respond~ that there was no limit, and there
would not be a severance fee. He indicated the criteria for the general permit would define the size and
tonnage of materials that would be put on a site unless the applicant applied for a full dredge and fill
permit. Mr. Minton asked if the permit would give the applicant any exclusive rights. Mr. Beragen
replied the applicant's exclusivity would only apply to the live rock.
Dr. Anthony asked if a
magnetometer survey would be required. Mr. Beragen responded it would not be, however, a survey
fee of approximately $3,000 to $5,000 would be assessed. Mr. Perret asked if an aquaculture lease
would be allowed on a site with an oil and mineral lease. Mr. Beragen felt it would not be allowed.
Mr. Perret asked if a mineral lease would be allowed on an aquaculture site, considering that a mineral
lease would be of greater financial gain to the state. Mr. Beragen responded that if a mineral lease was
expected to have a negative effect on an aquaculture site, it would be denied. Dr. Kemmerer asked
when the new rule be implemented and how long it would take to process applications currently on
hand. Mr. Beragen was unsure whether the current applications would be processed before the rule
was Implemented. He felt the rule would be implemented within six months to one year. He noted site
selection was the most difficult and timely part of the application process. He felt the applications
currently on hand may take up to one year to process.
John Benn, American Aquarist Society, Sheffield, Alabama, explained that the Society had been
developed to review the ethical, moral, and legal challenges for hobbyists. He supported a recreational
harvest of five gallons per day, per individual for non-commercial use, and a permitting system to allow
for harvest amounts to be recorded and used for educational purposes or reference. He opposed a
weight limit, but supported a five-gallon bucket limit because it was easier to measure. He supported
the Council's preferred option, that there not be a "drop dead" date regardless of whether there was an
aquaculture permitting system in place.
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Dr. Kemmerer asked how many recreational harvesters there were, and how that number would be
affected if a hobbyist permit was available. Mr. Benn felt an increase in recreational landings of live rock
would not occur and estimated less than 500 individual hobbyists harvesting live rock.
Dr. Roberts asked whether he would support a permitting system that allowed recreational harvest
without a trip limit, two times per year. Dr. Anthony favored a limitation of the number of trips per year.
Mr. Benn suggested three trips per year. Mr. Williams asked if he would support the $40 administrative
fee. Mr. Benn felt the $40 administrativefee was high and suggested a $5 to $10 fee. Mr. Perretasked
if a daily trip limits would be supported. Mr. Benn supported daily trip limits provided permits were
required to be on board.
Mr. Osburn asked if the mortality of live rock organisms was higher for recreational harvesters than
commercial. Mr. Benn felt the mortality of the live rock organisms collected by a hobbyist may be
slightly higher than those collected by commercial live rock harvesters.
Steven West, Sea and Sky Marine Life Wholesaler,WesleyChapel, Florida, felt a temporary closure each
year would cause a negative impact on aquaculture efforts. He opposed a quota during the phase-out
period. He felt rubble zones did not exist, and attributed the minimal amount of rubble rock available
was created naturally and by chipping. He felt divers disliked the West Coast because of the limited
visibility. He supported allowing chipping.
Paul Johnson, Center for Marine Conservation (Center),St. Petersburg, Florida, noted he had submitted
a letter dated July 5, 1994 (Tab B, No. 5(w))which addressed most of his comments. He attributed the
development of the wild live rock harvest Issue to a concern for the habitat and felt live rock was a
limited and non-renewableresource. He reported am increase in the market value of live rock since the
implementation of the emergency rule. He felt the fees charged for the permitting process should
support the management and regulatory programs of the resource. He noted the most difficult aspect
was law enforcement, and there would. have to be a permitting system. He felt there was a need for
technical support to aid the harvesters in the transition from wild rive rock to aquacultured live rock
harvest.
Mr. King questioned Mr. Johnson's statement that wild live rock was a non-renewable resource. Mr.
Johnson maintainedthat the resource was non-renewablein the wild environment because the reefsthat
persons were chipping took millennia to establish. Dr. Kemmerer asked what the Center's position was
on chipping. Mr. Johnson related the Center supported chipping without power tools during the phase
out period, which should be a predetermined date.
David Smith, ReefEncrustaceansand North Gulf ReefCollections, Santa Rosa Beach,Florida, concurred
with Mr. Benn on allowing a recreational harvest since the amount landed would be very minimal. He
felt the emergency rule was implemented due to emotional testimony given at the January 1994Council
. meeting in Clearwater, Florida. He noted the persons testifying were informed that Destin would
become a "ghost town• should live rock harvest is allowed. He referredto Figure 6 in Coral Amendment
2, noting that the diagram was misleading and that hard bottom and reefs existed in the area. He
referenced the book titled"The Divers Guide to the Northern Gulf of Mexico• which noted the numerous
reefs available to dive. He additionally referenced the video by LarryJackson, shown to the Council
earlier. He requested the emergency rule be ended and noted he would support no chipping because
they have never chipped In that area. He felt the quota was too low and would be filled early and thus
a long closure period. Mr. Perret asked Mr. Smith to clarify that chipping did not occur in his area. He
pointed out differences existed between live rock in the northern Gulf area versus the Tampa Bay area,
which created the need for chipping only in certain areas.
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Jack Spey, Board of County Commissioners (Board), Oklaoosa County, Florida, relayed the Board
passed a resolution stating their opposition to the removal of habitat regardless of the nature of the
habitat whether it be a rock or the biomassess attached to it. He quoted from the resolution "whereas
the removal of outcropping of any kind will destroy the home of many biological species or
microganisms which could destroy the ecosystem and ultimately sea life. The City Counsel of Destin
Florida opposed the destruction of and removal of, or harvesting of, any natural outcropping including
coral rock or other natural objects upon which marine life attached itself.· Mr. Perret nqted the
Commssioner's statement was inconsistent with the land development for the Oklaoosa County area.
Mr. Spay noted they were not referring to a fishery but an important part of the ecosystem. Dr.
Kemmerer asked how many meetings had Mr. Spey attended. Mr. Spey responded he had attended
three meetings.
Richard Londeree, Co-owner of Tampa Bay Saltwater, Tampa, Florida, noted he received the first
marine life permit from the State of Florida. He requested that chipping of live rock be allowed on the
west cost of Florida. He supported vessel limits and eliminating power tools. Mr. Londeree informed
he has committed 14 years developing an industry for chipped live rock, and if this industry were
banned, he would be financially devastated. He requested a two year phase-out period without a quota
and an allowance for chipping. He strongly urged the Council to base their decisions on the best
available scientific data. He applied for a state aquaculture permit in 1991 under the impression it would
take 8 to 12 months, however, it took four years to be issued. He noted permits were not available for
aquaculture in federal waters. He related he had 300,000 pounds of aquaculture rock in federal waters
placed under a COE permit which did not allow for the removal of the rock. He noted his permit
allowed him to deploy two million pounds of rock each year on his site. He currently had three million
pounds of aquaculture rock on his sites in state water. Mr. Perret questioned whether the other permit
applicants encountered the same complications in obtaining a permit. Mr. Londeree responded yes,
noting there was one other person who had an aquaculture lease site in state waters, however he did
not possess a license to remove that rock. Mr. Osburn asked how many of his trips exceeded the 25
5-gallon bucket limit. Mr. Londeree responded the most he had landed in one trip was approximately
18 5-gallon buckets harvested by three men and three tanks each. He felt the 25 5-gallon bucket limit
was a good management measure noting there were currently large vessels with multiple divers and
power tools collecting more than the current limit of 25 5-gallon buckets. He requested that the Council
develop the licensing system for the vessel that would be under its own power (not towed).
Bill Ferrell, Abyss Pro Dive Center, Marathon, Florida, referred to a letter by the Professional Association
of Diving Instructors whose position was against the taking of live rock during the phase-out period.
Mr. Ferrell personally felt there was not a problem with recreational harvesters but law enforcement
would be difficult. Mr. King asked how many divers from the Center would be interested in collecting
live rock. Mr. Ferrell did not have the numbers and did not know if they would be available.
Jennifer Wheaton, a coral reef biologist with the Florida Department of Environmental Protection, Florida
Marine Research Institute, clarified that the worm rock (Christmas Tree Worm) portion of the live rock
was the main organism that was being collected by chipping along the west coast of Florida. She noted
that Christmas Tree Worms inhabit substrate, thus it was impossible to collect the worm without a
portion of the substrate. She noted that In the Destin area there was no need to chip, however she had
not dived in the Destin area.
Jeffery A. Turner, Exotic Aquaria, Inc., North Miami Beach, Florida, noted he collected live rock for over
25 years. He supported a two year phase-out period with chipping allowed and no quota, thus allowing
for the income needed to develop an aquaculture system. He noted that his bank was not willing to
lend money to invest in an aquaculture system. He felt there was a great amount of live rock available
for harvest. He felt it would take at least five years to develop a high quality aquacultured rock product.
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He requested that he be allowed to harvest the aquacultured rock which had coral growth upon, it
noting that provision should be included on the application and in state rules.
Michael Walker, Tropaquarium, Destin and Tampa, Florida, suggested limiting the base on gorgonians
to the size of the item growing upon it, i.e, 18-inch piece with a 3-inch base, and 12-inch piece with a
2-inch base, etc. Currently the 1-inch base was not sufficient. He felt the live rock harvested from
Destin, Florida was the best quality rock harvested from Florida. He felt the live rock in Destin was very
fragile and created more rubble rock than in Tampa and the Keys. He noted in the Destin area there
was a great amount of hard bottom versus reefs that have height. He supported a limited number of
trips or amount per year for recreational harvesters.
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APPENDIX E COASTAL ZONE MANAGEMENT
GULF OF MEXICOFISHERYMANAGEMENTCOUNCIL
Lincoln Center, Suite 331 • 5401 W. KennedyBlvd.
Tampa, Florida 33609-2486• 813/228-2815• Fax 813/225-7015

Identical
Terry
Estes
Sally

May 20, 1994

letter

sent

to:

Howey, Joe Gill, George T. Everett,
Whitfield,
Dr. H. Wayne Beam, and
Davenport.

Mr. David Barley
Office of State Planning and Federal Programs
State Capitol
Montgomery, Alabama 36161
Dear Mr. Barley:
This is to advise your State of proposed action and the conclusion of the
Gulf of Mexico and South Atlantic Fishery Management Councils of the
consistency of such action with the provisions of your Coastal Zone
Management Program. This letter is submitted pursuant to provisions of
15 CFR §930, §1 ug. and §307 of the coastal Zone Management Act
of 1972, as amended.
In a proposed Amendment 2 to a Fishery Managttment Plan for Coral and
. Coral Reefs and its Supplemental Environmental impact Statement, the
Gulf of Mexico and South Atlantic Fishery Management Councils ·tay out
a series of options to regulate the harvest of live rock. Used in marine
aquaria, live rock is a calcareous material, usually fossil coral or
limestone, which supports an assemblage of marine organisms. The
rock can be quite showy with encrustation anemones, tube worms, and
gorgonians. It is harvested by hand by divers, and most of the recent
production (about 950,000 pounds per year) came from federal waters
off Florida. Florida currently prohibits the taking of live rock from state
waters so most harvest is now from federal waters off Florida.
Corals, coral reefs, and sea fans are already protected in federal waters
under this fishery management plan, and this amendment would phase
out the taking of natural live rock to be replaced by harvest of
aquacultured rock.
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A council authorized by the Magnuson Fishery Conservation & Management Act

David Barley
May 20, 1994
Page two

We have reviewed the proposed action with regard to the provisions of
your state's Coastal Management Program and have concluded that it is
consistent to the maximum extent practicable with the provisions
thereof. In accordance with the provisions of 15 CFR §930.4 l, we are
requesting that you advise us of agreement or disagreement with our
determination. In the event that there is no response from your agency
within 45 days of receipt of this letter, we will presume your agency's
concurrence with our determination of consistency.
Sincerely,

Y-M,1-~~
Terrance R. Leary
Fishery Biologist

TRL:ccm
Enclosure:

Coral Amendment 2

c: Thon-as Wallin
Robert Shipp

Frank Fisher
Robert Mahood
William Lindall
Staff

coral\cmi.hr
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EO\.HN W. EDWARDS
GOVER:>JOR

JOHN F. .\LES

R~C-=.: ~ii)SECRETARY
DEPARTME~T OF ~ATLRAL RESOt:RCES

~ay

25,

Gulf of Mexico
Fishery
Management
Lincoln
Center,
Suite
331
5401 West Kennedy
Boulevard
Tampa,
FL 33609-2486
ATTN: Terrance
R Leary
R~:

Dear

1994
Council

C940136,
Coastal
Zone Consistency
Gulf of Mexico Fishery
Management Council
Tampa,
Florida
Direct
Federal
Action
Amendment ·2 to the Fishery
Management
Plan
for Coral
Coral
Reefs
of the Gulf of Mexico
and South
Atlantic
Mr.

and

Leary:

The
above
referenced
project
has
been
reviewed
for
consistency
with the approved
Louisiana
Coastal
Resource
Program
(LCRP) as required
by Section
307 of the Coastal
Zone Management
Act
of
197 2,
as amended.
The project
as proposed
in the
application,
is consistent
with
the
LCRP.
If
you have
any
questions
concerning
this
determination
please
contact
Mr. aen
Kropog
of the Consistency
Section
at (504)342-7949.
Sincerely,

~~~
Administrator

TWH/PC/bjk
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SOUTH CAROLINA DEPARTMENT OF HEAL TH AND ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL

Office of Ocean and Coastal ResourceManagement

SOUTH
CAROLINA
COASTAL
COUNCIL

July 18, 1994
......•

Mr. Terrance R. Leary
Gulf of Mexico Fishery Management Council
5401 W. Kennedy Boulevard
Tampa, Florida 33609-2486

Ashley Corporate Center
4'.J0 Facer P1ace
Suite 300
Charieston. S.C 29-105
803) 744-5838
FAX 744-5847
Keith M K:nard
Chairman
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Re: Gulf of Mexico Fishery
Management Council
Various Counties
Federal Consistency
Dear Mr. Leary:

H. Wayne Beam. P'i.O.

Exec:.mveO,rector

The staff of the Office of Ocean and Coastal Resource Management
(OCRM) certifies that the above referenced project is consistent with the Coastal
Zone Management Program. This certification shall serve as the final approval
by the OCRM.
Interested parties are provided ten days from receipt of this letter to appeal
the action of the OCRM.
Sincerely,

-t~~~
Director of Planning
and Certification

-c1t4
J HA:AS:20294/jk

cc: Dr. H. Wayne Beam
Mr. Christopher L. Brooks
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GULF OF MEXICO FISHERY MGT
ATTN: TERRANCER. LEARY
LINCOLN CENTER, STE 331

TAMPA, FL33609-2488
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SAi# Fl.9405310535C CFDA# 11.441

AMENDMENT 2: FISHERY MANAGEMENT PLAN, CORAL ANO CORAL
REEFS OF THE GULF OF MEXICO ANO SOUTH ATLANTIC DRAFT
SUPPLEMENTAL ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT REGULATO
IMPACT REVIEW ANO INITIAL REGULATORY FLEXIBILTIY ANALYSIS

RECE1vJtt.~~W!IJI,

,II,,,l,l,,1,1,,i

ihe FIGrlda
StateC~•
hol receivedyour recent corr8IPOf'ldence
requestingreviewund• Its lnt•govemmenta coordnatlon and review procea
ihls correspondencehal been asagneda Side Applcallon ldlntffler(SAi)
Number.shownabove. which shaid be used In al communicationswith the
office concerningthe appllcatlon or project.

ihe State Oeartnghousewll coordnate a reviewof the ~cation
or project
pu'suantto PrNdentla ExecutiveOrder 12372;GubemcrtorlciExecutiveOrder
NllTlbel 893-lS>:section 216.212.RortdaStaMM: the NatlonaEnvtronmenta
PolleyAct: the Rorldaapproved coasta management progan: the Out•
Conflnenta ShelfLandi Act; and other federci or ~ review
requirements.

;;a

ihe reviewbegins on the date the correapondence
II received by the State
a~uae
and normaly II completed within60 days. Completion of the
reviewmay be delayed If adcltlona InformationII needed by reviewing
agencies.In which case youwll be-no1l1led.
Pleme send three (3) copl81 of you ~atton
Regional PlanningCound (RPC). If ~able.

or project to the appropriate

R.ORIDA
STATE
CLEARINGHOUSE

ExecutiveOfficeof the Govemor/OPB
The,Cq:litol,,Tolahcmee,Fl 32399-00ll
(90,t) 48&a114:
Sl.nCom278-a\14:
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